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Abstract
In this thesis, experiments into artiﬁcially guiding neuronal growth cones using
tightly focused lasers beams were peformed and evaluated.
The experiments are performed by focusing a laser beam to the leading edge of
a developing growth cone and attemping to change the direction of growth cone.
These experiments were carried out using Gaussian, line and asymmetric line beam
proﬁles. There was no noticeable change in the success rate with diﬀerent beam
proﬁles.
Following this, I assisted my colleague Dr Michael Mazilu in the construction
of a mathematical model of ﬁlopodia in an optical ﬁeld in order to help explain
the mechanism for optically guided neuronal growth which suggests that optical
trapping forces on ﬁlopodia are responsible.
Next, I set about implementing a system to automate the process of laser guided
neuron growth by employing a spatial light modulator and a custom built computer
program. This allowed the computer to track a developing growth cone and auto-
matically adjust the position of the laser beam as the growth cone developed. This
program was successfully employed to artiﬁcially grow neuronal growth cones to-
wards a user inputted target point. The use of the spatial light modulator to beam
x
xi
shape was also demonstrated with the use of a Bessel beam being used to guide
neurons for the ﬁrst time.
I also used a transgenic cell line of neurons to show for the ﬁrst time that HSP70
is not involved in this phenomenom. This was accomplished by transfecting NG108's
with a plasmid containing HSP70 promoter tagged GFP. Under enough thermal or
mechanical stress, the cells would express HSP70 which would produce a detectable
GFP signal. No GFP was detected in cells after being exposed to laser irradiation
of a power higher than would normally be used to guide neurons.
Combined, these experiments show that the beam proﬁle of the operating laser
does not signiﬁcantly aﬀect the success of artiﬁcial growth and that the optical force
on ﬁlopodia near the laser beam is likely to be the mechanism for this phenomenon.
A possible heating eﬀect of the laser has also been shown to not be strong enough to
illicit a heat shock stress response from the cell. The demonstration of an automatic
system which incorporates beam shaping has also been shown and such a system
shows the potential to advance the investigation of artiﬁcal neuron growth using
lasers.
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Introduction
1.1 Preface
When Albert Einstein published Zur Quantentheorie der Strahlung in 1917 [1], he
set physicists on a quest to develop a source of coherent monochromatic light that
is now theoretically possible thanks to his work. However, it was not until over 40
years later that the ﬁrst laser was demonstrated to the world by Theodore Maiman
in 1960 [2].
Originally, the laser was almost ridiculed as a solution looking for a problem but
since then several entirely new ﬁelds of physics have emerged based around the laser
and exploiting it for scientiﬁc and technological gain. In the beginning of the 21st
century the laser is now ubiquitous and there is almost no aspect of industry that
has not been touched by it. Telecommunications, spectroscopy, defence, computing
and medicine have all been through massive revolutions in the last 50 years because
of this new device.
1
1.1. Preface 2
Another one of the great technological innovations from an understanding of
Einstein's quantum theory of light was the invention of `optical tweezers' in 1986
by Arthur Ashkin [3]. Using a focused laser beam it is possible to transfer suﬃcient
amounts of momentum from the photons to small particles to conﬁne them spatially
in three dimensions. Ashkin immediately saw the biological potential of such an
invention and the following year published a paper describing the optical trapping
and manipulation of viruses and bacteria [4]. However, for this work he used an
Argon laser operating at 514 nm which is a wavelength that is harmful for cells
and so, later in the same year, Ashkin published another paper again showing the
trapping and manipulation of cells but using a Nd:YAG laser of wavelength 1064
nm which is less harmful to biological cells [5].
A direct oﬀshoot of the ﬁeld of photonics, Biophotonics is concerned with bio-
logical applications of photonic devices. The term now includes all areas of research
investigating the interaction between biological materials and photons. Most of the
research in this ﬁeld has been conﬁned to the ultra-violet, visible and infra-red re-
gions of the electromagnetic spectrum because of the availability of laser sources in
those regions.
Examples of research in Biophotonics includes ﬂuorescent cellular microscopy,
laser assisted nanosurgery, optical transfection and optical manipulation of cells. In
this thesis I will discuss my experiments into optically guided neuronal growth which
can be considered a form of optical manipulation. Optically guided neuronal growth
is the term for the discovery that a focused laser beam can inﬂuence the growth of
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a developing neurite and can manipulate the direction of their growth.
The study into artiﬁcial neuron growth is important because of the many diseases
and aictions in humans that are attributed to damaged neuronal circuitry. Some
ﬁsh have the ability to regenerate their spinal neurons and regain motor control
of their limbs after trauma which would leave a mammal otherwise paralyzed [6],
so the repair of spinal tissue is at least possible and has been demonstrated in
nature. Any technology which can artiﬁcially grow neuronal structures has the
possibility of becoming the basis for a treatment into diseases and ailments which
are speciﬁcally caused by neuronal growth problems. An additional beneﬁt of using
optical methods for this is the sterility that comes with a non-contact technique.
No physical contact is needed and so any procedure is intrinsically sterile which is
an important consideration in practical medicine.
There is also keen interest in the possibility of building circuits and logic gates
using neurons [7]. Any technique that could manipulate the circuitry of neurons
could therefore be of use in this endeavor
Though more extensive research will be needed before any of the experiments dis-
cussed in this thesis could lead to practical medical or technological fruits, the grow-
ing interdisciplinary collaborations between physicists and biologists ensure that this
research will continue.
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1.2 Synopsis of thesis
This thesis is constituted of ﬁve chapters. This ﬁrst chapter is written as a brief
introduction to the ﬁeld of Biophotonics and speciﬁcally to optically guided neu-
ronal growth. Covered in this chapter will be examples of Biophotonics research
and its importance as well as the background science necessary to understand my
experiments into guiding neurons with light. The brief history of experiments by
other research groups into this phenomenon will also be covered.
Chapter 2 is the ﬁrst experimental chapter and will deal with my experiments
into the eﬀect diﬀerent beam proﬁles have on artiﬁcial neuronal growth. I will detail
my experimental setup that was used to create the Gaussian and line beams that
were employed as well as discuss the results of these experiments. I will also describe
the mathematical model I assisted in building with my colleague Dr Michael Mazilu
using Mathematica 5.2 (Wolfram). This model builds on previous work by Ehrlicher
et al and I will discuss the importance it has to my observations. The implications of
these results with regard to some of the other literature on optically guided neuronal
growth, will also be discussed.
In Chapter 3, I describe a series of experiments and developments that led to
the creation of an automated system for optically guided neuronal growth. This will
involve a discussion on the principles of the spatial light modulator (SLM) as well
as a brief review of its use throughout the Biophotonics literature. I will also go
into a detailed description of the LabVIEW (National Instruments) program that
was written for this purpose including speciﬁcs on how images are processed to
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extract edge information for real time tracking. Finally, within the this chapter, I
will show the results demonstrating that this system works and also show how the
beam shaping capabilities of the SLM mean that this system could form the ideal
platform for a more in depth and comprehensive study into this phenomenon.
Chapter 4 is the ﬁnal experimental chapter and deals with my investigations into
the biochemistry of laser guided neuron growth. This chapter is split into two sec-
tions, one investigating the possibility of laser induced thermal eﬀects using HSP70
promoter GFP tagged transgenic cell lines and the other detailing experiments into
chemical pathway inhibition. Previous work on laser induced thermal stress in cells
has shown that HSP70 can be up regulated, but there are also examples in the lit-
erature that show that the thermal eﬀects experienced by neurons during a typical
laser guided neuron growth experiment are marginal. My experiments set out to
determine if the laser radiation used in these experiments is indeed activating a heat
shock response in these cells which could plausibly explain why they react to focused
laser light. This section will include some speciﬁc background details on HSP70 and
GFP as well as some examples of their use in the literature. Cellular responses to
stimuli are governed by complex biochemical pathways and it is plausible that a
laser beam as used for neuron growth experiments could be interfering with this
machinery and be responsible for the neurons response to focused laser light. In or-
der to test this hypothesis I reviewed the literature on chemical pathway inhibition
in neuronal growth cones and chose to inhibit two key proteins (separately) to see
if optically guided neuronal growth was still possible under these conditions. The
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proteins chosen for inhibition were mitogen activated protein kinase kinase (MEK1)
and phosphatidylinositol-3 kinase (PI3K) which have been shown in the literature
to be vital for viability of growth cones in neuronal cells. With these proteins inhib-
ited, growth cones in the NG-108 cell line were adversely aﬀected and even collapsed,
despite the presence of a laser beam used for artiﬁcial growth. This suggests that
these pathways are a pre-requisite for optically guided neuronal growth and that the
laser does not suﬃciently aﬀect the biochemistry of the cell to aﬀect it's response
to certain chemical inhibitors.
1.3 Biophotonics
For the purposes of understanding this thesis it will be useful to review the back-
ground science on optical trapping and neuronal growth without which my experi-
ments would not be possible.
Biophotonics is a combination of words biology and photonics and has become
a general term used to describe experiments and technology that deal with the
interaction of photons and biological matter. The ﬁeld of Biophotonics is very diverse
and includes technologies and techniques such photoporation, optical cell sorting,
nanoparticle injection, optical coherence tomography, photo dynamic therapy and
diﬀuse optical tomography. A complete review of Biophotonics is beyond the scope
of this thesis and the examples listed are only to give an idea of the size and diversity
of the ﬁeld.
As already mentioned, the invention of the laser spurred a revolution in many
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branches of science including medicine and biology. The invention of the optical
tweezers further cemented the demonstrably important role physics could play in
the biology lab. Discussed here is the basic principles behind the optical tweezers
and some notable examples of its use from the literature as well a mention of the
various laser sources used in these applications. Also discussed are some recent
advances in the ﬁeld of Biophotonics including photoporation, optical cell sorting
and nanoparticle injection systems.
1.3.1 Optical trapping
1.3.1.1 Principles
The fundamental principle behind optical tweezers is the ability of light to carry and
transfer momentum. Planck hypothesized in 1901 that the energy of any system that
absorbs or emits light of frequency ν must do so in discrete energy levels of E = hν
[8]. In 1905 Einstein showed Planck's hypothesis to be correct experimentally and
that light does act as a particle [9].
The photon, later shown to be an elementary particle, was capable of transferring
discrete amounts of energy as well as, because of mass-energy equivalence, discrete
amounts of momentum between absorbing targets. The momentum carried by a
photon is related to its frequency and is given by the formula p = hν/c. So a
particle that absorbs a photon will experience a change in momentum due to the
conservation of momentum. For example, a photon of wavelength λ = 1064 nm will
have a momentum equal to 6.231 × 10−28 kg ms−1. If one wished to use a stream
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of these photons to exert a constant force of 1 newton on an absorbing object then
one would need 1.605 × 1027 of these photons transferring their momentum every
second which would be equivalent to a power of ∼ 300 MW . What this means is
that it would be impractical to use the momentum of photons to exert macroscopic
forces, but for a microscopic object which weighs on the order of picograms then
only a force of F = mg w 10−11 N would be required to counteract the weight of
this particle, which is equivalent to a photon power of ∼ 3 mW .
Ashkin was the ﬁrst to show that this radiation pressure could be used to ac-
celerate and conﬁne microscopic particles in 1970 [10]. He observed that one laser
could accelerate particles along its optical axis and then showed that two directly
opposing beams could conﬁne the particles (i.e. the radiation pressure from each was
balanced in the middle). It was another 16 years before he demonstrated the ﬁrst
single beam optical tweezers [3] which is only made possible by what was termed
`negative' radiation pressure. In the Mie regime (where particle size is  the wave-
length of the laser light) a ray optics approximation, shown in Figure 1.1, is suﬃcient
to describe the optical forces.
More precisely, the forces in the Mie regime due to the optical gradient and the
scattering can be described by equations 1.1 and 1.2 respectively [11].
Fgrad =
nP
c
(
R sin 2θ +
T 2[sin(2θ − 2φ) +R sin 2θ]
1 +R2 + 2R sin 2φ
)
(1.1)
Fscat =
nP
c
(
1 +R cos 2θ +
T 2[cos(2θ − 2φ) +R cos 2θ]
1 +R2 + 2R sin 2φ
)
(1.2)
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Figure 1.1: Diagram showing how ray optics can explain 3D particle trapping in the Mie
regime due to a single laser beam. A focused laser beam (propagating upwards) is incident
on a particle of high refractive index. In (A) the particle is slightly oﬀ-centre and two ray
traces from the laser are shown propagating through the particle and refracting as they do
(red arrows). The thicker line represents a larger force/intensity and the resultant force in
(A) due to these forces (black arrow) is towards the centre of the beam. In (B) the particle
has now moved to the centre of the beam where the lateral forces are now balanced. The
resultant force this time is down towards the laser beam and where this force is balanced
by the scattering force (not shown) due to some photons reﬂecting oﬀ the particle, is where
the particle will be conﬁned. The optical trap forms a potential well.
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where n is the refractive index of the surrounding medium, θ is the angle of
incidence of the photon upon the particle, φ is the angle of refraction, R is the
reﬂection coeﬃcient, T is the transmission coeﬃcient, P is the incident power and
c is the speed of light. In order for axial trapping, Fgrad must be greater than Fscat.
These equations are essentially derived from the geometry of the ray optics and
the particle as shown by Ashkin in 1992 [11]. It is interesting to note that these
equations do not depend upon the radius of the particle, however this is because the
equations are neglecting the force due to gravity and the Brownian motion due to
thermal energy. Since mass (and thus the force due to gravity) varies as the cube of
the radius, larger particles become harder to trap and, conversely, since Brownian
motion varies inversely as the cube of the radius, smaller particles ﬁnd it easier to
escape optical potential wells. Between these two extremes is a window of size (from
about 18 nm to hundreds of microns) where optical tweezing forces dominate which
fortunately falls into the size range of cellular and molecular biology.
For situations where the particle size is much larger than the wavelength (Mie
regime) of the photon, the ray optics model of photons refracting through the particle
and imparting momentum is perfectly adequate but this model breaks down for
situations where the particle size is much less than the incident wavelength (Rayleigh
regime). In this situation we can no longer consider photons travelling through the
object and must instead model the system based on the electric ﬁeld of the laser
beam and the dielectric properties of the particle. In the presence of an electric ﬁeld,
a dipole will be induced on a dielectric particle which will act to oppose the electric
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Figure 1.2: Diagram of a dielectric particle in an electric ﬁeld. On the left the ﬁeld is
uniform and there is no net force on the particle. On the right, there is a ﬁeld gradient
which leads to a charge imbalance on the particle which results in a net force towards the
most intense region of the electric ﬁeld. Image reproduced from [12].
ﬁeld. If this ﬁeld is uniform then there is no net force, but if the electric ﬁeld has
a gradient, then there is a charge imbalance which leads to a net force towards the
most intense region of the electric ﬁeld (i.e. the beam centre). Shown in Figure 1.2
is a diagram to illustrate this.
As in the Mie regime, there is also a scattering force that counters the gradient
force in the Rayleigh regime. Whereas the scattering force in the Mie regime was
attributed to the absorption and re-emission of light (reﬂection) imparting momen-
tum on the particle, in the Rayleigh regime, the scattering force can be attributed
to the absorption and re-emission of light by the dipole induced in the particle.
The gradient force on a dielectric particle in an electric ﬁeld can be shown to be
described by equation 1.3 [3, 13,14] and the scattering force by equation 1.4 [3, 14]
Fgrad(r) =
1
2
nα∇I(r) (1.3)
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Fscat(r) =
8pi4
3λ4ε2n3c
α2I(r) (1.4)
where I(r) is the incident intensity, λ is the wavelength of the incident light, ε is
the permittivity of the particle and α is the polarisability of the particle given by
the Clausius-Mossotti equation
α = 4piεa3n2
(
m2 − 1
m2 + 2
)
(1.5)
where n is the refractive index of the surrounding medium, a is the radius of the
particle and m is the eﬀective refractive index which is the ratio of the refractive
index of the particle to that of the surrounding medium. Notably there is a depen-
dency on the radius of the particle in Fgrad which implies that larger particles are
easier to trap than smaller ones. However, since Fscat also varies as the radius (but
to the power of 6 due to the dependence on α2 which itself depends on a3) then the
scattering forces increase faster than the gradient forces and large particles actually
become harder to trap at large radii (of course this model breaks down at particle
sizes of r  λ). In addition to Fgrad being greater than Fscat for trapping, we must
also consider the signiﬁcant Brownian motion of particles in this size regime. In
order to trap a particle successfully we need the potential due to the optical force
at the beam centre to be larger than the thermal energy kBT of the particle so that
the Boltzmann factor exp [−U(r)/kBT ] is less than 1 where U(r) = 12nαE(r)2 is the
potential of the gradient force (which is derived by integrating Equation 1.3 over r).
A factor of U ≥ 10kBT at the trap centre is ideal for good trapping [3]. As particle
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size decreases, so does the polarisability and thus the trapping potential due to the
optical force, to date the smallest particle successfully trapped by a single laser beam
has been a gold nanoparticle of radius 18 nm but this required a huge laser power
(>800 mW) and the trap was not stable over periods longer than a minute [15].
The computational mathematics of modelling Rayleigh particles in an optical
ﬁeld has spurred a considerable amount of research in and of itself [3, 13, 14, 16, 17]
and the results of this research will be applied later in Chapter 2 to help model the
behaviour of cytosolic actin in the presence of an optical ﬁeld.
However, when the dimensions of the trapping particle are on the same scale
as the wavelength of the laser (roughly 0.1λ − 10λ), it is in an intermediate range
between the Rayleigh and Mie regimes. For particles in this range neither the
ray optic or dipole approach is valid and a much more rigorous development of
electromagnetic (EM) theory must be used. Several of these concepts have been
extended to arbitrary shapes such as spheroids and are referred to as `generalized
LorenzMie theories' [1822]. In practice, particles in this regime are still readily
trapped.
1.3.1.2 Experimental setup
Fundamentally, all that is needed to construct optical tweezers is a laser beam and a
high quality microscope objective to focus the beam down to a suﬃciently small spot.
Shown in Figure 1.3 is an example of a typical optical tweezers setup incorporated
into an experimental microscope.
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Figure 1.3: Simpliﬁed diagram of a generic optical tweezers setup. Essentially it is a
microscope that has a laser beam ported into the back aperture of the objective which focuses
the laser down to a microscopic spot in the sample plane. The laser beam is ﬁrst expanded
to the same width as the back aperture by a two lens system and then image on to the
back aperture by another two lens system. Mirror 1 can be used as a steering mirror.
Mirror 2 is a dichroic which reﬂects the wavelength of the laser light but transmits at other
wavelengths allowing the CCD to capture images. Without the laser this system would
operate exactly as a standard transmission microscope with a lamp providing illumination
through a condensing lens before being captured by the objective lens and transmitted to a
CCD (or eyepiece).
Typically a laser operating in the TEM00 mode will be collimated and passed
through a two lens system to increase its beam width to match that of the back
aperture of the microscope objective, such as the lenses immediately after the AODs
in Figure 1.3. The ﬁlling of the back aperture is necessary to obtain a diﬀraction
limited beam waist at the focus, an under ﬁlled aperture will result in a large beam
waist and thus a reduced axial trapping power, whereas an overﬁlled aperture will
result in loss of power [23]. After being expanded by this lens system the beam is
usually imaged through another two lens system such that the ﬁnal lens is one focal
length away from the objective. This produces a conjugate plane with the back
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aperture of the microscope, which means if a steering mirror is placed here, then
spatial translation in the focal plane is possible without altering the ﬂux through
the back aperture. A graphical explanation of this is shown in Figure 1.4.
Figure 1.4: Illustration of the operation of a steering placed at the conjugate plane of the
microscope back aperture. The red lines represent an unsteered beam ﬁrst being reﬂected
oﬀ the mirror (far left) and then travelling left to right through the lens system and ﬁnally
to a focus after passing through the objective (far right). The dashed lines indicate focal
planes and the black line running down the centre is the optical axis. The green lines show
a possible path for the beam if the mirror had been rotated slightly. Notice how it focuses in
the same plane but at a diﬀerent point from the unsteered beam and how the ﬂux through
the back aperture remains unchanged.
This steering mirror can be ﬁtted with a piezoelectric device or a galvanometer
so that it can be rotated automatically allowing precise control of the beam location
at focus. Alternatively, the mirror can be replaced with a reﬂecting spatial light
modulator (SLM) to allow much more precise beam control and complex shaping
options. These devices are becoming much more common in optical setups and I
will elaborate more on their operation in Chapter 3.
Optical tweezers, such as those described here, can be said to form the basis
of the ever expanding `optical toolkit'. This toolkit includes optical equivalents for
most household tools such as optical scissors (used to cut molecules) [24], optical
stretchers (used to mechanically deform cells) [25], optical spanners (used to impart
torque) [26], optical sieves (used to ﬁlter cells based on size) [27] and an optical
hammer (used to inject gold particles into cells) [28].
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1.3.1.3 Notable examples from the literature
As previously mentioned, research in this ﬁeld has been ongoing since Ashkin's
original work in 1986 and it would not be unfair to say that most of the applied
work has come from using the optical tweezers to study biological processes.
At the molecular scale, a great example of such work is that of Svoboda et al
who in 1993 used optical tweezers to measure the individual 8 nm steps taken by
the kinesin molecule [29]. This was made possible by the attachment of optically
tweezable silica beads, carrying single molecules of kinesin, and then depositing these
beads onto microtubules.
Kinesins are a class of motor proteins found in eukaryotic cells that travel along
the cytoskeletal microtubules and can transport other cytosolic proteins around the
cell. The nature of the molecule (shown in Figure 1.5) suggested that it moves
along the microtubule in discrete steps [30]. To do the experiment, Svobada et al
placed kinesin coated silica beads into a solution containing ATP and microtubules
(microtubules are visible under DIC microscopy). They then trapped a bead and
positioned it over a microtubule and, using a technique known as optical trapping
interferometry, were able to measure minute but discrete changes in the displacement
of the bead from the centre of the trap. These displacements could only have been
due to the kinesin molecule trying to pull the bead along the microtubule and so
they could observe the individual 8 nm steps that the kinesin was making along the
microtubule.
Optical trapping interferometry works by having the trapping beam split into
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two beams of orthogonal linear polarisation states. These beams are both focussed
through the objective down to overlapping diﬀraction limited spots laterally sep-
arated by ∼250 nm but functioning together as a single optical trap. The bead
introduces a relative retardation between the two polarisation states and so when
the beams are recombined by the condenser they interfere and create an elliptical
polarisation state. This elliptical polarisation state is separated by a quarter wave
plate back into two orthogonal linear polarisation states. The diﬀerence in inten-
sity between these two beams is detected by two photodiodes and a normalising
diﬀerential ampliﬁer. If the bead is exactly between the two traps then the relative
intensity will be zero, however, if the bead is slightly displaced from this point then
an intensity diﬀerence can be detected and for small distances (<150 nm) this dif-
ference scales linearly with displacement. Because the same beam is also trapping
the bead, then a restoring force will be felt by the bead when it moves out of the
beam centre. For small displacements this force scales linearly with displacement.
So, with trapping power known, and the displacement of the bead from the trap
measurable, it becomes possible to measure any force that is acting to move the
bead from the trap centre. In the experiment described, this force comes from the
kinesin molecule trying to move the bead along a microtubule.
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Figure 1.5: Diagram of a kinesin molecule carrying cargo along a microtubule. The
kinesin itself is composed of two chains (red and blue) the heads of which are alternatively
switched `on' and `oﬀ' by converting ATP to ADP and vice versa. When `on' the head is
attached to microtubule and the structure of the molecule is such that the oﬀ head will be in
front where by it will be switched `on' and attach to the microtubule at which point the rear
head will switch `oﬀ' and detach and move ahead to the next step and the process begins
again. This implies that the kinesin will move along the microtubule in small discrete steps.
Image reproduced from [31]
So by measuring the displacement using photodiodes it becomes possible to also
determine the accompanying restoring force. In a similar experiment in 1995 the
same researchers were able to measure the force exerted by a single molecule of
Escherichia coli RNA polymerase during transcription (14 piconewtons) [32]. Ten
years later, the same group then did the experiment again and were able to measure
the individual steps the RNA polymerase took as it moved along the DNA it was
translating. The step size they measured was 0.37± 0.06 nm, a distance which they
note is comparable to a single base pair [33].
In 2000, Wuite et al measured the force required to stretch both double stranded
DNA (dsDNA) and single stranded DNA (ssDNA). Using two beads linked together
by the DNA, with one bead held stationary in a pipette and the other in a force
measuring optical trap, they could slowly stretch the two beads apart and measure
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the force required to achieve this. It was shown that ∼ 6 pN of tension is enough
to stretch dsDNA and ssDNA to double their lengths [34,35]. A similar experiment
in 2006 by Matsumoto and Olson attempted to measure the twisting modulus of
DNA [36].
Optical tweezers have also found application at the cellular scale. Indeed it was
Ashkin who ﬁrst used optical tweezers to trap and move bacteria and viruses in
1987 [4]. Optical tweezers have also been used to study sperm motility in primates
[37,38]. By using a trapping laser of known force König et al were able to accurately
determine the swimming force of the sperm [37] and Nascimento et al then used the
same technique to quantify the motility of sperm and compare it to the `speed of
progression' (SOP) score, which is a commonly used measure of fertility in medicine,
determined by sperm motility experts. They found that the forces measured by
optical trapping provided valuable quantitative information to assess sperm motility
[38]. The ability of optical tweezers to move cells is also being applied to the ﬁeld
of in vitro fertilisation [39,40].
1.3.2 Laser considerations
The practical wavelength range of commercially available laser sources covers roughly
157 nm (F2 excimer laser, pulsed) to about 10.6 mm (CO2 gas laser, cw), though
some molecular gas lasers have been demonstrated to operate at up to 699 mm [41].
For optical tweezing and related biological applications, visible light wavelengths
are convenient to use because existing optics (such as high N.A. microscope objec-
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tives) are designed to work in this range. Although recently, some manufacturers
have begun to make objectives which are designed to operate eﬃciently at UV and
NIR wavelengths (e.g. the Nikon UV 100x Objective which can operate achromati-
cally down to 248 nm).
For biologically speciﬁc applications, it is also important to consider the potential
harm caused by the wavelength (and not just power) of the laser. A good example
is that of DNA which is very sensitive to photodamage from UV light (peaks at
260 nm). When UV light is incident on the molecule it causes cross-linking between
adjacent cytosine and thymine bases creating pyrimidine dimers (as well as creating
free radicals) [42]. Pyrimidine dimers are mutagenic and are the primary cause of
skin cancer in humans [43].
Ashkin himself was aware of this when he published his ﬁrst work on trapping
bacteria [4]. In that work he used an Argon laser of wavelength 514 nm which he
noted was very eﬀective at killing the bacteria he was attempting to trap (which
led him to coin the term optocution). He then published a similar experiment
in the same year trapping bacteria with the much less harmful NIR wavelength of
a neodymium-doped yttrium aluminium garnet (Nd:YAG) laser at 1064 nm and
demonstrated the ability to trap and manipulate them without killing them [5].
Why this wavelength is less damaging than 514 nm is because cells and bacteria are
comparatively more transparent in the NIR range, which in turn is because many
biological chromophores absorb in the strongly in the visible region but not in the
NIR region. However, there is only a small window here because water begins to
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absorb strongly at increasing IR wavelengths [44].
This has led to the NIR being one of the most commonly used wavelength for
optical trapping. Diode laser sources have also recently begun to be used extensively
because of their cheap cost and high output powers. The mode-locked widely tunable
titanium-doped sapphire (Ti:sapphire) laser (which can tune over a range ~700-1050
nm) is also a commonly used laser in optical tweezing setups, especially in research
and applications that are wavelength dependent and/or require a pulsed operation.
Despite being the most commonly used wavelength range for optical trapping,
certain wavelengths of NIR can also be harmful. For example, a study by Neuman
et al in 1999 attempted to measure the photodamage caused to Escherichia coli over
the wavelength range of 780-970 nm using a tunable Ti:sapphire laser [45]. They
found that photodamage is minimised at 830 and 970 nm but reaches a maximum
at 870 and 930 nm. This result agrees quite well with a previous study done on
Chinese hamster ovary (CHO-K1) cells over the same wavelength range suggesting
it is a general trend not speciﬁc to any one lifeform. [46].
Other plausible mechanisms for why some wavelengths are more toxic than others
include localised heating [47] and multiphoton absorption [48,49].
Localised heating will occur to a degree for all powers and wavelengths. Where
there are absorption peaks, for example in the spectrum of water, then there will be
a higher degree of heating. Heating can of course be harmful to cells and this will
be explored further in Chapter 4.
Multiphoton absorption is when two or more photons arrive at the same time
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and are essentially absorbed as one photon equal to half the wavelength (double the
frequency) of the incident photons. The chances of two or more photons arriving
at the same time is increased by a higher photon density (i.e. beam power) and
can be a particular problem (or beneﬁt depending on the context) for pulsed lasers.
For example, a mode-locked Ti:sapphire can operate over a range of ~700-1050 nm
which corresponds to two and three photon absorption wavelengths in the visible and
UV regions respectively which covers the UV range where photodamage is typically
higher than that of visible and NIR wavelengths.
Biophotonics is a continuously growing ﬁeld of science and its technologies are
important tools in single cell analysis and surgery as well as complex molecular
biology studies. With the ever decreasing costs and increasing quality of lasers,
the potential applications and technologies developed from Biophotonics is set to
increase.
1.4 Neurons
1.4.1 Introduction
Cells have already been mentioned in this thesis but without any explanation of
exactly what they are or how they operate and it will be useful to brieﬂy cover an
introduction to the basic biology here.
All known cell types share some basic features: they are all protected by a
phospholipid membrane and they all contain DNA and the necessary machinery to
replicate and translate it. Figure 1.6 is a diagram of the basic structure of a typical
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eukaryotic cell.
Figure 1.6: Diagram of a typical eukaryotic cell. Notable structures are the plasma
membrane protecting the cell from the exterior world, the nucleus that contains the DNA
of the cell and the organelles such as mitochondria which provide energy for the cell. On
the far left of the diagram is a small section of microtubules. Microtubules (not shown
clearly in this diagram) form part of the cytoskeleton of the cell (along with actin and other
molecules) and are used to transport chemicals around the cell. The cytoskeleton plays a
very important role in the development of neurons. Image reproduced from [50].
The main diﬀerence between eukaryotes and prokaryotes is that eukaryotes have
organelles such mitochondria and a nucleus. Mitochondria have their own DNA and
as such are able to replicate independently of the host cell. They are also responsible
for producing adenosine triphosphate (ATP) for the host cell.
The nucleus of the cell consists of another phosopholipid membrane that sep-
arates the cell's chromosomal DNA from the cytosolic medium of the cell. The
nuclear membrane contains a vast array of pores that allow very speciﬁc molecules
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to enter and exit. When the cell divides, the nuclear membrane completely dissolves
and then reforms as two separate nuclei, one for each daughter cell.
1.4.2 Basic structures
Neurons are eukaryotic cells found only in lifeforms that belong to the clade Eu-
metazoa (a subkindgom of Animalia that excludes sponges and other simple animal
life). Neurons are the primary cells that form the nervous system of animals and
can be subdivided into specialist roles such as sensory neurons or motor neurons
depending on where they are in the body and what function they carry out. The
nervous system is a network of these neurons which is used to control or coordinate
all the other organs of the animal via the transmission of electrical signals through
the neuronal circuitry.
Figure 1.7 is a diagram of a typical neuronal cell. A deﬁning characteristic of all
neuronal cells is the axon. This structure begins as a protrusion from the cell body
that grows and elongates into a long thin wire. In the human body, the longest
axons extend from the base of the spine to the periphery of the big toe which is
about a metre in length [51]. Also shown in this diagram is the myelin sheath that is
provided by Schwann cells wrapping themselves around the axon. Myelin sheaths are
only found in lifeforms belonging to the Gnathostomata infraphylum (vertebrates
with jaws) and is an ingenius evolutionary mechanism that increases the speed
of nerve conduction [52]. Cephalopods (which do not belong to Gnathostomata)
have unmyelinated nerves and have evolved fast nerve conduction by increasing the
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Figure 1.7: Diagram of a typical developed neuronal cell. The cell body is much like that
of the Eukaryote shown in Figure 1.6 containing the nucleus and other organelles necessary
for its operation. Also shown in this diagram are main structures of neurons, the axon and
the dendrites as well as the myelin sheath formed from Schwann cells. Dendrites transmit
signals to the soma (cell body) whilst axons transmit signals away from the soma Image
reproduced from [54].
diameter of their axons. So much so, that the squid giant axon can be up to 1
mm in diameter and thus can be experimented on macroscopically as was shown by
Hodgkin and Huxley in their 1952 work [53] which won them the Nobel prize for
physiology in 1963.
1.4.2.1 The cytoskeleton
All cells have a structural system known as the cytoskeleton which is a composed of
a series of molecule structures that control and maintain the morphology of the cell.
The cytoskeleton consists of three main components: microtubules, intermediate
ﬁlaments and actin ﬁlaments. Microtubules are the largest of the three structures
and are polymer ﬁlaments composed of a series dimers made up of of 55 kDa proteins
known as α- and β-tubulin [55]. A diagram of a microtubule can be seen in Figure
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Figure 1.8: Diagram of a microtubule showing how the two tubulin dimers link to form
the polymer. The diameter of a microtubule is approximately 25 nm with a tubulin dimer
measuring approximately 8 nm [55]. Image reproduced from [56].
1.8. Microtubules (MT's) form a complex network throughout the cell and play a
key role in the development of axons in neurons. They act as highways for chemicals
and organelles to be transported around the cell in molecular vehicles such dynein
and kinesin as mentioned above in section 1.3.1.3.
By contrast, actin ﬁlaments are much smaller than microtubules. They are
composed of actin monomers (G-actin) which are 42 kDa proteins approximately
3 nm in size which polymerise to form an actin ﬁlament (F-actin) about 7 nm in
diameter [57]. A diagram of an actin ﬁlament in shown in Figure 1.9.
Actin performs several vital purposes in cells such as cytokinesis and is the
primary structure involved in muscle contraction. In cytokinetics, the actin ﬁlaments
are very dynamic structures with monomers being continually adding on at one end
and dissolved at the other in a process known as treadmilling [58], which is very
important for understanding growth cone dynamics and will be discussed in more
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Figure 1.9: Diagram of actin ﬁlament. The ﬁlament (f-actin) is composed of monomers
of globulus actin (g-actin) in a helical structure. They are coloured diﬀerently here to show
the helix but there is no diﬀerence between the molecules. Image reproduced from the U.S.
National Library of Medicine.
detail in the next subsection.
Actin polymerisation is the primary process that drives cell motility. To move
across a substrate, cells use structures called ﬁlopodia (or pseudopodia) which are
essentially membrane wrapped bundles of actin ﬁlaments that extend out of the
of the cell body and adhere to the substrate. For example, ﬁlopodial growth is
stimulated when an animal is wounded and ﬁbroblasts move to close the wound [59].
Filopodia are also the primary machinery involved in the development of neuronal
axons which will be discussed in more detail in section 1.4.3 and 1.5. Filopodia are
also the subject of a mathematical model in chapter 2.3. Shown in Figure 1.10 is a
ﬂuorescent image of a cell stained with actin-GFP in which individual ﬁlopodia are
visible. Actin will be revisited in Chapter 2 where I will discuss its role in modelling
optically guided neuronal growth.
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Figure 1.10: Fluorescent image of a goldﬁsh ﬁbroblast tagged with actin-GFP. The net-
work structure of the actin ﬁlaments is visible in the cell body, but also visible are the
ﬁlopodia protruding from the edge of the membrane. I have marked out some obvious ones
with white circles but there are many visible. This cell is also stained with rhodamine
tagged vinculin which is the red colour visible. Scale bar is 10 microns. Image reproduced
from [60].
Intermediate ﬁlaments are a family of related proteins which form ﬁlaments with
an average diameter of ∼ 10 µm. Unlike actin and microtubules, there are several
types of intermediate ﬁlament which can be subdivided into six types based on
structural similarity. A discussion of intermediate ﬁlaments is beyond the scope of
this thesis but for an extensive review see Fuchs et al [61].
1.4.2.2 Actin treadmilling
Treadmilling is the term given to the dynamic process of actin polymerisation and
depolymerisation that takes place in the cell. Essentially, it is when one end of the
ﬁlament grows (more molecules are added on to it, extending it) whilst the other end
shrinks (molecules come away from it) which, even though the individual molecules
in the ﬁlament may be stationary, gives the impression that the ﬁlament is moving.
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Figure 1.11: Diagram of the actin treadmilling process advancing a cell membrane. Red
spheres represent ATP-actin and blue spheres represent ADP-actin. The green sphere is
used as a reference sphere to illustrate how a ﬁlament seems to move forward whilst the
monomers remain stationary. Proceeding from the top: 1. ATP-actin bind together to form
a ﬁlament. 2. As the ﬁlament grows the, the membrane is advanced and the actin at the
end will dephosphorylate to ADP-actin. This end of the ﬁlament can depolymerise into
ADP-actin monomers which can then be phosphorylated back into ATP-actin (not shown).
3. ATP-actin continues to polymerise onto the ATP end and the membrane continues to
advance.
Since actin can be linked to the extra cellular matrix (ECM) via integrins (e.g.
laminin or ﬁbronectin), then the treadmilling can aﬀect the motion of the whole cell
relative to the ECM [62]. A simpliﬁed diagram of how actin monomers can form a
treadmilling ﬁlament is shown in Figure 1.11.
Treadmilling also occurs in microtubules since they can also be bound to the
ECM by transmembrane proteins. The treadmilling of actin is particularly impor-
tant in the growth cone of developing axons because it is what drives the motion
of the growth cone. A chemical guidance cue (discussed in section 1.4.4) can aﬀect
this treadmilling which will change the way the growth cone moves e.g. towards
or away from the source of the cue. Any process which aﬀects cell motility will
be having an eﬀect on the treadmilling process. For example, a chemical stimulus
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which reduces the availablity of ATP, such as an ATPase, will result in a reduction
of actin polymerisation since ATP is needed for actin to polymerise.
A common protein which increases the polymerisation of actin by increasing
the number of nucleation sites for actin is the ARP2/3 (actin related proteins 2/3)
complex [63]. Any stimulus which increases the presence of ARP2/3 in an area will
also increase the polymerisation of actin in that area. Netrin-1 is an example of
such a stimulus and this is discussed in section 1.4.4.1. A diagram of ﬁlopodia and
ARP2/3 advancing the membrane is shown in Figure 1.12.
1.4.2.3 Action potentials
The function of neurons in metazoa is to provide the circuitry for the transmission of
electrical signals throughout the body. The axons are essentially wires which transit
these electrical signals to other neurons (or to muscles in the case of neuromuscular
junctions)
These electrical signals are known as action potentials and the axons conduct
them in a single direction, away from the cell body and toward the axon terminal,
where it can either be transmitted to another neuron via a synapse junction or to a
muscle cell via a neuromuscular junction.
Synapses can be formed between axons and dendrites (axodendritic), axons and
other axons (axoaxonic), axons and other cell bodies (axosomatic) and even between
dendrites (dendrodendritic). Whilst most neurons have only one axon, they can
have many dendrites (up to 10,000 [64]). Thus a neuron can have many inputs, but
usually only one output.
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Figure 1.12: Simpliﬁed diagram of how a cell membrane advances. Red spheres represent
actin and the orange complex represents the ARP2/3 complex. Proceeding from the top:
1. A bundle of actin ﬁlaments polymerise and push the membrane forward producing a
protrusion known as a ﬁlopodia (for simplicity only a single actin ﬁlament is shown in
this ﬁgure). 2. ARP2/3 complexes attach to these ﬁlaments and create nucleation sites
for new ﬁlaments. 3. Actin polymerises onto the fresh nucleation sites and pushes the
membrane out further. 4. Steps 2 and 3 continue until a mesh of actin ﬁlaments exist
and the membrane has been advanced wholly. In reality, several ﬁlopodia will be advancing
side by side and the meshes they produce will overlap giving the impression of a continuous
advancing membrane front. If there is no ARP2/3 available then the original ﬁlopodia will
eventually depolymerise without providing nucleation points and the membrane will not
advance.
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An action potential is triggered when the neuron is subject to enough stimulation
to `ﬁre' an electrical signal. The potential across the membrane of a typical neuron
is maintained at around -70 mV by the cell pumping sodium (Na+) and potassium
(K+) ions in and out. This potential is known as the resting potential. The cell
actively works (uses ATP) to pump these ions against the electrical gradient to
setup the membrane potential. Neurons are stimulated by environmental changes
that alter this membrane potential. Opening potassium channels further decreases
the membrane potential (hyperpolarises) whilst opening sodium channels depolarise
the neuron. If these stimuli are small enough, the cell will quickly act to return to
the resting potential within a few milliseconds. However, if the depolarising stimulus
is suﬃciently strong, a threshold is crossed which triggers a positive feedback event
whereby more sodium ﬂow into the cell causes more sodium ﬂow into the cell. This
quickly completely depolarises the neuron and brieﬂy reverses the polarity of the
membrane potential. Once the sodium channels have been fully opened the cell
begins to recover to the resting potential by pumping out the sodium again. This
entire sequence takes only a few milliseconds. This short burst of electrical activity
is the action potential, and it immediately begins to propagate down the axon.
The action potential is an all or nothing event. Either the stimulus is suﬃcient
to cause the positive feedback cascade, or it isn't. The action potential is digital in
that it is either fully on or fully oﬀ without any inbetween levels.
The stimulation which can cause a neuron to ﬁre can come from other other neu-
rons or from external factors. In the case of photoreceptors in the retina, single pho-
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Figure 1.13: Simpliﬁed diagram of how the membrane potential changes during an action
potential. The green line represents a neuron that is not perturbed over the time frame,
blue lines represent stimulations that were insuﬃcient to trigger an action potential and the
red line represents a suﬃciently strong stimulus that triggers an action potential. The cell
membrane has a resting potential of -70 mV compared to the extra cellular medium. In order
for a stimulus to successfully trigger an action potential it must breach a threshold voltage
in order for positive feedback to accelerate the depolarisation. The blue lines fall short of
this threshold (which is around -55 mV) and so the membrane potential recovers without the
neuron ﬁring. The stimulus for the red line need only be suﬃcient to get the potential above
-55 mV for the cell's own feedback mechanism to take eﬀect and hyperpolarise the membrane
to a peak potential of around 40 mV. This pulse will propagate down the membrane of the
cell via the Na+ and K+ ion gates along it opening in succession. Once the peak potential
has been reached the membrane begins to recover and will overshoot the resting potential
slightly before returning to it.
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tons of light can trigger an action potential [65]. In the case of other neurons, when
an action potential reaches a synapse, the presynaptic membrane releases vesicles
of neurotransmitters which trigger neuroreceptors on the postsynaptic membrane
which causes sodium channels to open and depolarise the postsynaptic cell which
can trigger another action potential. Generally, neurons have several inputs and
only one output and it takes several inputs arriving at the same time to suﬃciently
depolarise the postsynaptic cell to transmit the action potential. In this way neurons
can be thought to act as logic AND gates.
Action potentials have been shown to eﬀect the development of growth cones by
changing intracellular levels of calcium ions (Ca2+) [66]. In particular, the inﬂux of
calcium ions into the growth cone has been shown to collapse the growth cone by
disrupting the actin ﬁlaments within it [67]. It has also been shown that the turning
eﬀect on a growth cone by Netrin-1 (discussed in section 1.4.4.1) can be completely
negated by the removal of extracellular calcium ions [68].
Pulsed femtosecond lasers have been demonstrated to be capable of triggering
action potentials in neurons. This has been attributed to a multiphoton eﬀect and
is not possible under cw irradiation [69].
1.4.3 The growth cone
1.4.3.1 Introduction
Neurogenesis, the creation of neurons from stem cells, is most active during devel-
opment and, until very recently, was thought to be impossible in adults [70].
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A freshly created neuron structurally resembles a ﬁbroblast initially and has none
of the archetypal neuronal features shown in Figure 1.7 such as an axon or dendrites.
However, the production of the axon begins as soon as this neuron diﬀerentiates and
a structure called the growth cone begins to protrude from the cell body [71].
The growth cone is a highly motile path-ﬁnding structure that forms the tip of
a developing axon. It consists of a ﬂat area known as the lamellipodium which is
structurally made up by a mesh of actin ﬁlaments. The ﬁlopodia extend as spiny
protrusions from the lamellipodia and are made up of bundles of parallel actin
ﬁlaments. The whole structure is connected to the cell body by a series of parallel
microtubules feeding it resources and removing waste. Shown in Figure 1.14 is
a diagram of a growth cone showing these structures. Figure 1.15 is an electron
microscope image of a developing growth cone. Visible is the ﬂat lamellipodium
from which the ﬁlopodia protrude. The advancement of the growth cone is driven
by actin polymerisation at the leading edge [72].
Growth cones are important because they exist to connect developing axons to
the correct places in the body to ensure that the animal is born with a functional
nervous system. Because there are so many permutations of possible nervous system
structures and that only a few of them will result in a healthy animal, a complex
system of guiding the growth cones to ensure they reach their correct targets has
evolved. This system is mostly based on chemical signal detection.
All around the membrane of the growth cone are various molecular binding
proteins that act as sensors and feedback into the actin polymerising machinery
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Figure 1.14: Diagram of neuronal growth cone. The microtubule network is shown as
green and the actin as red. As shown, the ﬁlopodia are bundles of actin ﬁlaments that
protrude away from the growth cone in search of substrate to attach to. The axon being
dragged by the advancing growth cone consists almost entirely of parallel microtubules.
Image from [73].
Figure 1.15: Image of the growth cone of a mammalian sensory neuron with an electron
microscope. The growth cone is a very ﬂat structure (only a couple of microns in height)
compared to the cell body (visible in the background). The large ﬂat area is the lamellipodum
and the thin spiny protrusions from it are the ﬁlopodia. Image taken by Ken Balazovich of
the Tosney lab at the University of Miami.
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to aﬀect the direction of growth [74]. Chemical cues secreted throughout the body
direct the developing axons to their correct targets. Once a growth cone has reached
and bound to its target it will cease growing and become a synapse connecting it to
the other cell [75].
The actual cues that growth cones respond to has been the subject of intense
research for many years [7679] and a comprehensive review of this work is beyond
the scope of this thesis. However, a brief review of work which speciﬁcally uses these
chemical cues to artiﬁcially guide developing axons is necessary since this can be
related to optically guided neuronal growth.
1.4.4 Growth cone guidance
1.4.4.1 Chemical cues
The use of lasers to guide axons is a relatively recent innovation, previously our
knowledge on how growth cones are controlled has come from studies using chemical
gradients and scaﬀolds.
The justiﬁcation for using chemicals is easily understandable since this is exactly
how the axons develop in vivo and by exerting control over which chemicals a de-
veloping axon is exposed to, it should be possible to exert control over its direction
of growth. Shown in Figure 1.16 is a diagram of how a growth cone would respond
to an added chemical gradient.
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Figure 1.16: Diagram of a growth cone turning in the presence of an attractive chemical
gradient (pink=high concentration, white=low concentration). The diagram is a sequence
proceeding from 1-4. 1. The growth cone before the gradient is introduced with a F-actin net-
work making up the lamellipodia and ﬁlopodia and with a MT bundle in the shaft. 2. When
a chemoattractant is detected, F-actin selectively polymerizes on the side of the growth cone
toward the attractant, forming increased numbers of ﬁlopodia and lamellipodia. This bias
of actin polymerization to one side of the growth cone causes less polymerization on the
opposite side, favoring shrinkage/retraction of lamellipodia and ﬁlopodia. 3. Numbers and
size of F-actin bundles increase and are stabilized by actin-bundling proteins and linkages
to the substrate. 4. When the growth cone is pointing directly towards the chemoattractant,
no one side of the growth is favoured over the other and F-actin polymerisation on both
sides is stabilised. Image and caption reproduced from [80] but edited for the purposes of
this thesis.
There are many chemical factors that can control neuronal growth cones. These
chemical signals can be both attractive or repulsive to growth cones. Shown in Table
1.1 is a list of such factors.
These cues can be subdivided based on their operation. Netrins, semaphorins
and Slit are diﬀusible secreted proteins whilst cadherin is a cell adhesion molecule
(CAM) and laminin is a secreted surface adhesion molecule (SAM).
Netrins are a class of molecules identiﬁed as being involved in axon guidance and
are genetically homologous across the Eumetazoa [87]. Netrin-1 has been used to
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Environmental cue Eﬀect Target References
Netrins Attractive/repulsive# DCC/UNC5 receptor [81,82]
Semaphorins Mostly repulsive## Multiple receptors [81,83]
Ephrins Attractive/repulsive Eph A/B receptor [81,84]
Laminin Adhesive Integrin receptor [82]
Cadherin Adhesive Other cadherins [79,85]
Slit Repulsive Robo receptor [81,86]
Table 1.1: List of well known chemical cues involved in growth cone guidance. #depending
on what receptor is being activated, ## semaphorin 3A is attractive. This list is not ex-
haustive.
artiﬁcially guide the developing axon of a spinal neuron from Xenopus laevis [88]
and shown in Figure 1.17 is an axon turning towards a source of Netrin-1. Netrins
are bifunctional in that they can act as either chemoattractants or chemorepellants
depending on which surface protein it binds to, for example Netrin-1 acts as an
attractant when binding to the DCC (deleted in colorectal carcinoma) receptor but
as a repellent when binding to the UNC5 (uncoordinated locomotion-5) receptor [89].
Structurally, Netrins are similar to laminin which is an important surface adhesion
molecule (SAM) [77].
Figure 1.17: Time lapse image sequence of a Xenopus laevis spinal neuron turning to-
wards a diﬀusing source of Netrin-1. Sequence progresses from A to D and the time in
minutes is shown in the bottom right corner of each frame. The arrow in the top right
shows the location of the Netrin-1 source and, as can be seen, the neuron is growing to-
wards it. The scale bar is 10 mm, the number in the lower right corner is the time in
minutes. Image reproduced from [88].
Semaphorins are another group of chemical guidance cues that have been in-
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vestigated for axon guidance. Semaphorins make up the largest group of guidance
cues consisting of at least 30 members [90]. They were originally thought to act
as moderators of axon repulsion in vitro [91, 92] and in vivo [9395] but they can
act as chemoattractants as well [96]. Shown in Figure 1.18 is a series of images of
a Xenopus spinal neuron reacting to the presence of Sema3A normally and then
in presence of a protein (truncated Plexin-A1) that blocks the repulsive eﬀects of
Sema3A.
Figure 1.18: A control spinal neuron exposed to a gradient of Sema3A emanating from a
pipette (A) is repelled away over a period of 1 hr (B). In contrast, a GFP-expressing spinal
neuron from an embryo injected with mRNA for the truncated plexin-A1 construct (C) is
not aﬀected after 1 hr by Sema3A (D). A similar neuron (E) shows a normal attractive
response to netrin-1 after 1 hr (F). Image and caption reproduced from [97].
Netrins and (some) Semaphorins are long range guidance cues because they are
secreted by other cells and diﬀuse over long distances to attract (or repel) growth
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cones. Other cues can be contact only such as transmembrane Semaphorins, Cad-
herins and laminins.
Cadherins are a family of homophilic transmembrane CAM's that are known to
play an important role in synapse formation [98]. N-Cadherin has speciﬁcally been
shown to aﬀect the cytoskeleton in the growth cone by interaction with the FGF
(Fibroblast Growth Factor) receptor [85].
Laminins are a well known group of extracellular matrix (ECM) glycoproteins
that are common to the tissues of all metazoans [99]. Laminin is known to aﬀect cell
adhesion by activating surface integrins and it is important for axon development and
it has been used successfully to guide axons [100,101]. In 2005 a group of scientists
were able to print patterns of laminin on to a substrate for tissue culturing PC-12
cells (a neuronal cell line) [102]. Shown in Figure 1.19 is a image from their paper
showing how the neurons would only grow along the parts of the substrate that
contain laminin and were thus favourable for growth. Laminin is commonly used as
a substrate treatment for the culturing of cells in vitro [103] and has been used to
successfully culture diﬃcult stem cell lines [104].
All of these chemical cues aﬀect the cytoskeleton of the growth cone. This hap-
pens because the receptors these proteins bind to trigger speciﬁc chemical activity
within the cell via complex metabolic pathways which ultimately results in a cy-
toskeletal response. For example, Netrin-1 binds to the DCC receptor which then
rapidly activates several proteins including CDC42 (cell division control protein 42),
RAC1 (Ras-related C3 botulinum toxin substrate 1), PAK1 (p21 protein activated
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kinase 1) and N-WASP (neural Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome protein) which all form
a complex around the DCC receptor. The N-WASP in this complex associates with
the ARP2/3 (actin related protein 2/3) complex which promotes the nucleation of
F-actin, thus DCC essentially creates a transmembrane bridge between Netrin-1 and
the actin cytoskeleton [105].
Figure 1.19: PC-12 cells grown on a substrate containing a hexagonal pattern of laminin.
As can be seen the cells and their axons are only growing on the laminin coated parts of
the substrate. Image reproduced from [102].
This discussion on the use of chemicals to artiﬁcially control the growth of neu-
rites is by no means exhaustive. As mentioned before, research in this direction has
been proceeding for several decades and there is no way to appropriately collate all
the results of this research into a suitable section for this thesis.
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1.4.4.2 Other cues
Chemical signals are not the only stimuli that has been shown to eﬀect growth cone
guidance. The deﬁnition of `other' here is essentially anything that isn't chemical
and this deﬁnition includes interactions with light, electric ﬁelds and scaﬀolds.
The observation that electrical ﬁelds could ﬁrst inﬂuence cell growth was in a
1920 publication by Ingvar et al [106] who reported that a DC electric ﬁeld could
direct the outgrowth of the central nervous system of a developing chick embryo.
Since then electric ﬁelds have been shown to be involved in processes such as wound
closing and tissue regeneration [107]. The presence of a constant electric ﬁeld has
also been shown to eﬀect growth cone turning [107109].
It has been demonstrated comprehensively that electrical ﬁelds can have a pro-
found eﬀect on the motility of cells. In a 1995 publication, Erskine et al subjected
Xenopus spinal neurons to constant DC electric ﬁelds and reported that the growth
cones would turn towards the cathodes in ﬁelds as low as 10 mV/mm [108, 109]. It
has since been shown that growth cones can also turn towards the anode depending
on the electrical properties of the substrate the cells are adhering to [110]. It has also
been reported that growth cones grow about eight times faster towards the cathode
than the anode [111]. The mechanism for this behaviour is still not entirely clear but
the authors of these studies suggest that perturbation to extracellular calcium ion
levels which are already known to aﬀect the cytoskeleton of the growth cone [108].
Other cues such as scaﬀolds, though technically acting through chemicals sig-
nalling, coated with molecules (e.g. laminin) to promote the adhesion of growth
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cones have been manufactured to be used in the control of axon growth and have a
potential medical use in nerve regeneration [112].
Investigations into the interaction of growth cones with light is the purpose of
the thesis. In the next section I will detail the previous experiments of this ﬁeld of
research and how this leads up to my experiments.
1.5 Optically guided neuronal growth
In this section I will review the previous literature on the use a focused laser beam
to inﬂuence the growth cone of a developing neurite.
1.5.1 Discovery and ﬁrst experiment
The ﬁrst mention of light having a motile eﬀect on mammalian cells was reported
in 1991 by G. Albrecht-Buehler [113]. In that work, an infrared light source in the
range of 800-900 nm was focused down to a spot on a microscope slide containing
3T3 ﬁbroblasts. It was observed that these cells extended ﬁlopodia towards the light
source. This was not done using a laser and the total power in the 7 µm diameter
light spot was estimated to be only 170 pW. However this work demonstrated the
proof of concept that concentrated light could be used as a mechanical cellular
inﬂuence, and so it follows that a laser used as the source of this light may also be
used in the same way and with all the beneﬁts that come with using a laser (e.g.
controllable spot size, greater range of power density and wavelength)
The ﬁrst experiment to report an eﬀect of laser irradiation on a neuronal growth
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cone was by Ehrlicher et al in 2002 [114]. In this study the researchers subjected
cultures of NG-108 and PC-12 (mouse/rat neuroblastomas) cells to a focused 2 mm
diameter spot from a Ti:sapphire (800 nm) laser at powers upto 120 mW. They
reported that in 80% of experiments (35 out of 44) they could change the direction
of the advancing growth cone and that the rate of growth increased from an average
of 7±3 mm/h to 37.5±22.5 mm/h. Shown in Figure 1.20 is an image sequence showing
two typical successful experiments. They reported successful growth in 35 out of 44
experiments
Notably, they also attempted to model the mechanism of the growth cone be-
haviour as a laser induced increased ﬂow of actin monomers towards the edge of the
growth cone where the laser was positioned. This, they presumed, would increase
the polymerisation of F-actin and thus increase the extension of the growth cone
towards the laser. Their model model predicted a weak eﬀect but enough, to explain
the eﬀect and the increased rate of growth [114]. Their model forms the basis for
one used in my 2008 publication [115] and will discussed in more detail in Chapter
2.
1.5.2 Eﬀect of beam shape
The next publication in this ﬁeld was in 2005 by Mohanty et al [116]. This paper
reported the successful employment of line optical tweezers to guide the growth cones
of N15-115 cells (an immortalised mouse neuroblastoma cell line). They focused the
light from a Nd:YAG operating at 1064 nm and power 120 mW through a cylindrical
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Figure 1.20: Time sequences of optically guided turns of neurons and optically enhanced
neuronal growth. Optically induced turns are shown for a time period of 40 min (Left)
and 20 min (Right). The time interval between successive pictures is 10 min (Left) and
5 min (Right). The power of the laser spot is 100mW(Left) and 60mW(Right), and a red
circle indicates the position of the laser spot. Optical control was achieved for extensive
ﬂat growth cones (Left) as well as for small, tube-like growth cones (Right). Before the
laser altered the direction of the growth cone, the nerve was growing upward (Left) or to
the right side (Right). The growth direction changes on the order of 90° under optical
guidance. Note that the apparent change growth direction appears to be smaller because the
axon straightens into the new direction. Image and caption reproduced from [114].
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lens to achieve their asymmetrical line proﬁle of dimensions 1 x 40 mm. They also
reported the ability to create a new growth cone by aiming the laser at the cell body
of their neuronal cell which has not been repeated by any other study.
This paper also attempted to model the behaviour of the growth cone as a laser
induced increase in the ﬂow of actin. However, where this model diﬀered from the
one put forward by Ehrlicher et al was in the mechanism of the actin ﬂow. Ehrlicher
reported that their beam was not suﬃcient to optically tweeze the actin, but was
enough to inﬂuence the ﬂow of actin [114] whereas Mohanty et al speciﬁcally claim
that their line trap works as a sling shot which is suﬃcient to propel the actin
monomers away from the centre of their beam. Figure 1.21 is the diagram they
published to illustrate this eﬀect. They also reported the inability of a symmetric
line proﬁle to aﬀect neuron growth.
Mohanty et al also carried out the experiments at room temperature (25 °C)
as opposed to 37 °C which is the optimal temperature for the cell line they were
using. While this may not have had any adverse eﬀect on their experiments it is an
important consideration since they suggest that temperature rises may be a possible
mechanism. Chapter 2 of this thesis will contain more discussion on the Mohanty
sling shot model presented here.
1.5.3 Eﬀect of wavelength
The two previous studies were both carried out using diﬀerent cell lines and diﬀerent
laser sources. In 2006, Stevenson et al published a study that compared the two laser
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Figure 1.21: Illustration of sling shot eﬀect on actin monomers due to asymmetrical line
tweezers. Left is a potential well diagram for a Gaussian beam showing a particle entering
from side A and C and reaching equilibrium at the beam centre, position B. On the right
the same diagram but for an asymmetrical line trap showing a particle entering from side
A and moving to the beam centre, B, before being sling-shotted out of the potential well
towards C. It was not mentioned what would happen to particles entering the line trap at
edge C. Image reproduced from [116].
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sources on the same cell line [117]. They performed their studies on the NG-108 cell
line at the optimal temperature of 37 °C and reported that light of 780 nm (9-25
mW) was just as eﬀective at eliciting a response as light of 1064 nm (8-22 mW).
They also attempted neuron growth using a violet diode laser of 405 nm but this
did not induce successful growth cone guidance.
The researchers also attempted to calculate the possible temperature increase
due to the presence of the IR laser spot which was achieved using a dual beam
method pioneered by Mao et al in 2005 [118]. They ﬁrst brought a 660 nm laser
diode beam to focus through a 60x objective and used it to trap a 2 mm silica bead.
They measured the maximum average lateral trapping velocity of the particle as a
function of beam power (from 13 to 36 mW) and used this to calculate the ratio of the
Q-value of the laser to the viscosity of the surrounding media. They then focussed
a 15 mW beam from the 780 nm diode laser and brought it to focus in the same
plane but laterally shifted 5 mm away from the 660 nm trap. With the 780 nm beam
present, they repeated their measurements of the maximum average lateral trapping
velocity of the silica as a function of beam power from the 660 nm laser. They could
then calculate the fractional change in the ratio of the Q-value to the viscosity and
could therefore calculate the change in viscosity due to the presence of the 780 nm
laser. Because viscosity is a function of temperature this then meant that a change
in temperature could be calculated. Stevenson et al reported a temperature of 25
°C in the presence of the 660 nm beam alone and 26.4 ± 1.5 °C when the 780 nm
beam was present. Repeating procedure with the 1064 nm laser in place of the 780
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nm laser (and at the same power of 15 mW) the authors reported a temperature of
28.1 ± 2.3 °C.
This shows that the heating eﬀect is greater at 1064 nm than at 780 nm which
is expected given the absorption spectrum of water. A previous study reported that
the temperature rise in a cell due the presence of a focused 1064 nm laser is ∼1.15
± 0.25 °C/100 mW [119].
These three studies form the starting point for my experiments into optically
guided neuronal growth. Of particular interest was the sling-shot model of actin
ﬂow proposed by Mohanty et al as well as the use of line optical tweezers. The
next chapter details the execution of my experiments in comparing line tweezers of
diﬀerent conﬁgurations which led to the development of new mathematical model
for the behaviour of actin in an optical ﬁeld.
However, it is worth detailing one more study into optically guided neuronal
growth that was published after I had concluded the optical line trap work in 2008.
1.5.4 Eﬀect of pulsed operation compared to continuous wave
So far, all previous experiments into optically guided neuronal growth have used
continuous wave (cw) laser beams. In 2008, Mathew et al conducted a study com-
paring the eﬀect of a femtosecond pulsed laser to a continuous wave beam of the
same wavelength. What is particularly interesting about their experiment is that
the laser beam was focused a distance >15 mm away from the edge of the growth
cone. All previous studies have worked by focusing the laser directly onto the growth
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cone.
For their pulsed laser they used a mode locked Ti:sapphire operating at 800 nm
with a pulse duration of 150 fs at a repetition rate of 76 MHz. The same laser was
then switched to cw mode used for the cw experiments. Both beams were operated
at a power of 3 mW (average power for the pulsed beam) which is the lowest power
ever reported for use in neuronal growth experiments.
The cell culture they used is also of note because they are the ﬁrst group to
report the use of primary cells. Primary cells are those taken directly from an
animal and not from an immortalised cell line. The cells they used were harvested
from the cerebral cortex of CD1 mouse embryos at 15 days gestation. Experiments
were performed on a heated microscope stage to keep the samples at the optimal
temperature of 37 °C.
They showed that the cw laser was incapable of attracting growth cones when
focused at a distance >15 mm. This is in good agreement with previous studies
which only reported success for beams focused onto the growth cone. However,
when they switched the laser into femtosecond operation, they reported that growth
cones became attracted and grew towards the beam. This is the only study so far
to show a diﬀerence between cw and pulsed light and suggests a new mechanism for
optically guided neuronal growth.
There seem to be several plausible mechanisms implied by this observation. The
authors put forward a few suggestions including that the production of shockwaves
created by the pulses could result in growth cone attraction, or that the large electric
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ﬁeld of the pulses could be felt on the distant cells and manifest as an attractive
response.
One mechanism they did not consider was a two-photon absorption eﬀect on a
molecule(s) present in the medium. A compound that underwent a chemical change
as a result of the laser would diﬀuse from the laser spot in a similar fashion to how
Netrin-1 or Sema3A is diﬀused from a pipette by previous chemically induced neuron
growth studies [88,89,91,96]. The diﬀuse chemical(s) could plausibly be detected by
the receptors on the growth cone which could result in a chemoattractant pathway
being activated.
Chapter 2
Using optical line traps for neuronal
growth
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter I describe experiments using line proﬁle laser beams for use in op-
tically guiding neuronal growth cones. The motivation for this work stems from a
study in 2005 by Mohanty et al [116] which had claimed that asymmetric line optical
tweezers could be used to bias the direction of growing neurons as well as generate
new proto-axon protrusions (as also discussed in Chapter 1.5.2).
Up until 2005, only Gaussian proﬁled laser beams had been used to induce
optically guided neuronal growth. The study by Mohanty et al was the ﬁrst to
begin investigating the eﬀect diﬀerent beam conﬁgurations had on this phenomenon
and investigations continuing down this path have yielded interesting publications
and promising explanations for the phenomenon.
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The explanation given by Mohanty et al for these observations was that an
asymmetric line proﬁle acted like a sling shot and accelerated monomers of actin
along the major axis of the beam proﬁle. In their experiments they observed that
when the direction of the `bias' in their line proﬁle was oriented outwards from the
the cell membrane, then the neuron would grow along the line of the beam.
Speciﬁcally, they reported that under the inﬂuence of an asymmetrical laser
beam of dimensions 1 x 40 µm and average power 120 mW neuronal growth cones
could be guided at rates of upto 32±6 µm/h. This compared to an observed rate
of 1±1 µm/h for unexposed growth cones. The growth rate of the exposed growth
cone is similar to the 37.5±22.5 mm/h growth rate that Ehrlicher et al reported
in 2002 [114]. They repeated the experiment using a symmetrical line proﬁle and
reported that this did not work. This study also reported the ﬁrst observation of
a laser inducing a new protrusion from the cell body and is the only publication to
report so to date.
If the sling shot mechanism hypothesised by Mohanty et al is accurate, then
when the bias of the line is oriented inwards to the cell, the cell membrane should
retract, since actin monomers should be prevented from reaching nucleation sites at
the leading edge and polymerising into ﬁlaments (see Figure 1.11, without any actin
at the leading edge the membrane will not advance). Though the authors suggested
this, they did not investigate it by experiment. A deeper explanation of what is
meant by the `bias' of the line proﬁle is included in the next section.
The experiments I carried out were designed to test the sling shot hypothesis
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by comparing the eﬀect of diﬀerent asymmetric line proﬁle beams to a symmetric
line proﬁle control. If there was a noticeable diﬀerence in the ability of these beam
conﬁgurations to induce guidance in neuronal growth cones then the sling shot
mechanism would be plausible and worthy of further investigation.
For this work the asymmetric line optical tweezers were generated using a cylin-
drical lens system similar to that employed by Mohanty et al [116, 120]. However,
this asymmetrical beam was used in two conﬁgurations corresponding to whether
the neuron should be attracted or repelled by the laser. It was observed that the
growth cones would align with the major axis of the beam and grow towards the
centre (deﬁned here as the most intense region of the beam) regardless of the ori-
entation of the beam proﬁle. The beam was also conﬁgured to have a symmetrical
intensity proﬁle (i.e. biased in no direction) and this beam conﬁguration was used as
a control to investigate whether the neurons would respond to a line optical tweezers
without an asymmetrical proﬁle intensity.
My results showed that there was no signiﬁcant statistical diﬀerence in bias
for any conﬁguration of asymmetric beam or indeed for a symmetric line proﬁle
[115]. The behaviour of the growth cones in the various beam conﬁgurations was
then explained by the use of a detailed mathematical model which was originally
constructed by Dr Michael Mazilu using Mathematica 5.2 (Wolfram) [115] and was
built on earlier work done by Ehrlicher et al [114]. This model was subsequently
redeveloped and reconstructed with the raw computer code being included as an
appendix to this thesis. This chapter begins with a brief introduction to the cell
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culturing methods used in these experiments and then details the experimental setup
and results using diﬀerent optical line traps and concludes with a discussion on the
importance of these results.
2.1.1 Cell culturing method
Experimenting on biological cells is often delicate work and most cells require several
fairly strict environmental conditions to be met to ensure they remain healthy and
do not die for the duration of experiment. Almost all mammalian cells require a
stable temperature of 37 °C and pH of 7.2 - 7.4. To this end, cells were grown
in ﬁxed temperature incubators which keep an atmosphere of 5% Carbon Dioxide
(CO2) to regulate the pH. Under these conditions cells move, grow and reproduce
and to do this they require chemicals they can metabolise and consume. In the body
of a typical mammal such requirements are met by the animal's circulatory system
but in the laboratory the conditions can be suﬃciently mimicked using a complex
chemical medium, the bulk of which is derived from animal products.
This medium will contain an energy source such as glucose and/or citrate as
well as several complex growth hormones, salts and chemicals that are commonly
harvested from fetal stage calves or horses. An antibiotic is added to the medium
to protect against contamination from undesirable lifeforms such as bacteria, yeast
and other cells. Cell media are highly engineered solutions with several variations
dependent on the cell line which is being cultured.
For this work I used a cell line known as NG-108-15 (referred to from now on as
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NG-108) since they had been shown to be ideal for these types of experiments [114].
These cells were originally harvested from a mouse/rat neuroblastoma in the 1970's
and were subsequently immortalised. Normally in mammals, cells are programmed
to die when they reach a certain age, or when they divide a certain number of times,
or when they ﬁnd themselves in a part of the body they are not supposed to be in.
This programmed suicide command is know as apoptosis and is vital to ensure the
continued health of the host organism. Cells that have lost the apoptotic pathway
through mutation or damage can become immortalised and grow out of control and
form tumours, and this is commonly known as cancer.
NG-108's were cultured in Dulbecco's Modiﬁed Eagle's Medium (DMEM) (Sigma
Aldrich UK) supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum (FCS) (Invitrogen, UK) and
antibiotics (Sigma, UK) comprising of 18 units/ml of penicillin, 18 mg/ml of strep-
tomycin, and also 1.8 mM of L-Glutamine, in a humidiﬁed atmosphere of 5% CO2
at 37 °C. The cells were cultured in a temperature controlled incubator at 37 °C
and 5% CO2. At least 12 hours before experimentation the cells are plated onto
a modiﬁed carrel ﬂask [121](See Figure 2.1) or a sterile 35 mm petri dish. Previ-
ously, the petri dishes or ﬂasks have been coated with a solution of 500 ml Optimem
(Invitrogen, UK) 40 ml of laminin (L2020 Sigma, UK) and then hermetically sealed
and left in the incubator for at least 12 hours. This allows the laminin to form a
coating on the surface and the remaining solution is removed by pipette. Laminin
coatings are used to create a favourable surface for the cells to grow on. 4 hours
before experimentation the concentration of FCS in the medium is reduced to 1%.
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This has the eﬀect of encouraging the cells to diﬀerentiate which produces active
growth cones [122]. The experimental dishes are hermetically sealed and placed onto
a heated microscope stage for the experiments. These conditions ensure that the
cells can remain healthy for a couple of days but experiments seldom lasted longer
than 6 hours.
Figure 2.1: Modiﬁed Carrel Flask with cells loaded in and sitting in experimental setup.
This design also helped to solve a technical challenge in the latter part of chapter 4.
2.1.2 Experimental setup
Figure 2.2 is a diagram of the optical train for this experiment. An approximately
1 mm Gaussian beam from a 1064 nm Nd:YAG laser (Photonics Innovation Centre)
was expanded to approximately 6 mm in diameter using a 4f telescope consisting of
a 50 mm and a 300 mm spherical lens. This telescope increased the beam width to
approximately the same dimension as the back aperture of the microscope objective
(Nikon phase contrast 60X Oil, 1.4 numerical aperture). The procedure for gener-
ating line tweezers was based on a technique used by Dasgupta et al [120] whereby
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the incoming expanded Gaussian beam is focused through a 4f system consisting of
a cylindrical lens of focal length 100 mm and then a spherical lens of focal length
100 mm, and then imaged on to the back aperture of the microscope objective. Es-
sentially these lenses serve to elongate the beam in a single dimension before it is
focused down through the objective. This creates a line proﬁle at the sample plane
of approximate dimensions 1 mm x 60 mm. To create the asymmetry in the intensity
proﬁle, the beam was partially truncated by a beam block at the second focus of
the cylindrical lens resulting in an asymmetric beam of approximate dimensions 1
mm x 45 mm at the focus plane (See Figure 2.2). This contrasts to the Dasgupta
technique wherein they created the asymmetry by deﬂecting the line proﬁle slightly
oﬀ axis so that the objective itself truncated the beam.
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Figure 2.2: Diagram of experimental setup. The beam is expanded to 7 mm and then
focused through a cylindrical lens. This elongates the beam in a single dimension resulting
in a line shape that is then focused onto the back aperture of the objective. This results
in a line shape at the focal plane. Also shown in this diagram is the method for creating
asymmetry in the proﬁle of the beam. This involves placing a beam block at the focus of
the cylindrical lens and truncates part of the line shape (in this diagram the major axis of
the line proﬁle is perpendicular to the plane). This changes the overall length of the line
and the intensity distribution along it. The change in the intensity distribution of the beam
as it passes through the cylindrical lens and beam block is illustrated by a simple intensity
plot in the green circles. Before the beam is Gaussian (circle 1) and afterwards becomes
elongated and asymmetric (circle 2) in one dimension. These proﬁles are also illustrated
in a contour plot in Figure 2.3 For symmetric intensity proﬁle experiments two beam blocks
at either side of the line were used.
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Notably, the line was deliberately focused through the center of the objective to
avoid eﬀects resulting from the intense radiation pressure of focusing the center of
the beam through the edge of the objective's back aperture (this eﬀectively makes
the objective itself the beam block; a method used in previous setups [116,120,123]).
The symmetric line trap used as a control for the experiments was created by using
a second beam block at the other side of the line to keep the major axis the same
as the asymmetric line. The sample plane was imaged through a ﬁnal mirror before
the objective and onto a CCD camera (Watec, WAT-902DM). Images were captured
on a PC using a custom program built on LabVIEW 8.2 (National Instruments).
The microscope itself (Nikon Te-2000) was encased in a perspex box with a heating
element to create a constant ambient temperature of 37 °C inside the box. The
objective was also wrapped with a few turns of copper wire and a small current is
applied in order to heat the objective upto 37 °C.
2.2 Experimental procedure and results
I will describe the diﬀerent beam proﬁles that were used in this investigation and
then detail the results of each conﬁguration. Shown in Figure 2.3 is a diagram of
the beam proﬁles rendered using Mathematica 5.2. The diagram shows how the line
trap beam can be thought of as a Gaussian proﬁle that has been elongated in a single
dimension, it also shows the intensity proﬁle of an asymmetric line trap compared
to a symmetrically proﬁled line trap. I will brieﬂy explain the terms `forward' and
`reverse' bias before detailing the results of this investigation.
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Figure 2.3: Diagram showing the intensity proﬁles of the diﬀerent beam conﬁgurations
used in this experiment and a Gaussian proﬁle for comparison (not to scale). Left: Oblique
view, Right: Contour plot.
2.2.1 Explanation of `Forward' and `Reverse' bias conﬁgura-
tions
As can be seen from Figure 2.3 the asymmetric proﬁle has the most intense region
of the beam displaced from the spatial centre of the beam. In terms of a potential
well, what we have is a steep slope opposite a gentle slope. In the study by Mohanty
et al [116], it was asserted that microparticles entering the line trap from the steep
end would gain so much kinetic energy from the high optical gradient that they
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would be catapulted out along the gentle gradient in a sling-shot like process. The
reason for this assertion was to link it to the previous work by Ehrlicher et al [114]
who built a mathematical model based on actin monomers in an optical trap.
Actin, as described in Chapter 1, is the essential molecule involved in a developing
growth cone, and the theory that Ehrlicher et al had previously reported was that
the optical forces of the Gaussian beam were pooling actin monomers towards the
centre of the beam where it was presumed to be polymerising into actin ﬁlaments
and thus the growth cone advanced in this direction [114]. Mohanty et al used their
microparticle sling-shot concept to imply that actin was being sling-shotted, and
this was therefore why the line trap could bias the direction of neuronal growth
(the actin was only ﬂowing in one direction, from the steep optical gradient to the
gentle optical gradient and then beyond). In the Mohanty et al experiments, they
positioned the steep part of their line tweezers onto the cell membrane (with the
shallow end pointing away from the cell) and claimed that the cell then grew along
the major axis from steep end to shallow end because of this sling-shot eﬀect. This
conﬁguration was investigated in our study and we termed it `forward bias' (i.e. this
beam would bias the cell to grow forward).
If, however, we accept the premise of the Mohanty `sling-shot' model, then pre-
sumably if we rotated the beam 180 degrees around the axis perpendicular to the
plane (i.e. place the steep end of the line trap at the edge of the membrane but have
it pointing into the cell instead of out of it) then the actin monomers should ﬂow
away from the membrane edge, leading to a depletion of actin at the leading edge,
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which presumably would lead to a lack of developing actin ﬁlaments at this edge
ultimately resulting in this edge retracting. This retarding conﬁguration we termed
`reverse bias'. A diagram of these two conﬁgurations can be seen in Figure 2.4.
Figure 2.4: Illustration of `forward' (right) and `reverse' (left) bias beam conﬁgurations.
A growth cone is shown with an arrow which represents the position and orientation of
an asymmetrical line trap. The line dividing the arrow in two marks the location of the
deepest part of the potential well and the arrow points in the direction that the Mohanty
`sling slot' model predicts the neuron should grow in. For example, the left conﬁguration
would be expected to retard the growth along the x direction whilst the right conﬁguration
would be expected to encourage growth along the -x direction. The scale bar is 10 mm.
2.2.2 Description of laser application
Using the beam in the forward bias conﬁguration (i.e. the same conﬁguration Mo-
hanty et al used [116]) I conducted experiments designed to facilitate optically guided
neuronal growth. This was done ﬁrst by using the microscope to scan manually the
sample chamber for an active growth cone. This growth cone was then monitored
for at least 5 minutes to determine if it was actively growing. Cells that were not
observed to be actively growing before application of the laser beam were not exper-
imented upon. If it was active, then the laser beam was applied such that the major
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axis of the line trap was always orientated along the direction of desired growth
(not the initial direction the neurite was growing in, but at an angle ≥20º from
this direction) and that the edge of the growth cone was always illuminated by the
part of line with the steepest optical gradient. This conﬁguration was maintained
by manually adjusting the position of the beam as the neurite grew and developed.
If the active growth cone was observed to align and grow along the major axis of
the line trap (which involves a directional change of at least 20º) it was considered
a successful result. If after ten minutes of irradiation the growth cone, which was
previously determined to have been active, either did not respond or retracted, it
was considered an unsuccessful result. Successfully guided growth cones tended to
continue growing for about 20-30 minutes with laser application, though after this
time they began to stall and sometimes retract though this was consistent with
previous optically guided neuronal growth experiments [114,116,117].
For the reverse bias conﬁguration, since the theory implied by Mohanty et al was
that actin monomers would be accelerated along the major axis of the line proﬁle
from the steep gradient and out through the shallow gradient, then by placing the
beam so that the actin ﬂow would be predicted to be repelled from the leading
edge, should retard growth (as shown in Figure 2.4). This conﬁguration was applied
using the same procedure as outlined in the last paragraph. The procedure was also
carried out for a line trap with no bias in its proﬁle i.e. a symmetric intensity proﬁle
as seen in Figure 2.3 (Line).
Measurements taken included whether or not the growth cone was successfully
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guided by the laser, and the properties of this growth including the rate of growth
(measured by taking an average of the distance travelled in successive frames over the
period of irradiation) and the change in the initial direction the neurite was growing
(as measured by comparing the angular diﬀerence between the neurite in the frame
immediately preceding laser application and the frame immediately succeeding laser
application).
2.2.3 Results
Shown in Table 2.1 are the numerical results from this investigation for the diﬀerent
beam conﬁgurations.
Bias Forward (n=34) Reverse (n=38) None (n=37)
Guidance 8 (24%)* 8 (21%)* 7 (19%)*
Avg. growth rate (mm/h) 65±11 78±9 111±11
Growth rate range (mm/h) 27-123 46-122 51-136
Avg. direction change 26±9º 19±4º 20±5º
Greatest direction change 76º 38º 40º
Table 2.1: Results of diﬀerent line trap conﬁgurations. * Non signiﬁcant diﬀerence be-
tween these beam conﬁgurations (Mann-Whitney test, p<0.05). Averages are ±SEM (stan-
dard error from mean). The full set of data used to construct this table is included in the
appendix to this thesis.
What is evident from the results in table 2.1 is that all the beam conﬁgurations
show approximately the same rate of success and similar growth properties (rate,
direction change). Indeed, in conﬁgurations that were designed to retard growth
(reverse bias) as implied by the sling-shot model, we have established that growth
actually increases with similar eﬃciency as a growth promoting conﬁguration (for-
ward bias) of the beam. These results strongly suggest that the sling shot concept
is ﬂawed and a more exact model is needed to explain the behaviour of growth cones
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under laser irradiation.
For direct comparison, I have singled out one example of successful guided growth
for both a forward, and a reverse, bias conﬁguration and show them side by side in
Figure 2.5. This ﬁgure is an image sequence showing the stages of the developing
growth cone at 5 minute intervals. Due to the changing ﬁeld of view it was necessary
to include an outline of the shape and position of the neurite in the previous frame.
As can be seen, the growth cone is attracted to the laser and advances and changes
direction accordingly. Of note is the reverse bias conﬁguration (right side of Figure
2.5) where it can be seen that growth cone advances against the supposed direction
of actin ﬂow according the Mohanty `sling-shot' model. If the `sling-shot' model
were accurate then the growth cone would be expected to be repelled towards the
bottom of the image but, crucially, I observed the opposite.
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Figure 2.5: Image sequence showing successful guidance for a forward (left) and a reverse
bias (right) conﬁgured line trap. Images ﬂow from top to bottom and successive frames are
separated by 5 minutes. The total elapsed time is shown in the bottom right hand corner
of each image. The position of the neurite in the previous frame is shown in the current
frame as a red outline. Of note is that in the ﬁrst two frames of the left sequence some
microtubules are visibly moving towards the point of laser irradiation. The scale bar is 10
mm.
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2.3 Mathematical model
Since the Mohanty sling-shot model was incapable of explaining my results, a new
approach was necessary. To this end I assisted my colleague Dr Michael Mazilu in
developing a new model to help explain the behaviour we observed. Since I did not
think that the actin monomers were being suﬃciently inﬂuenced by the optical forces
of the beam (as the previous literature had suggested [114,116]) and additionally my
observations of growth cones under the inﬂuence of line traps had cast serious doubt
on the sling-shot model of actin ﬂow, I therefore decided to focus the investigation
on another hypothesis that attempted to explain the phenomenon of optically guided
neuronal growth. Speciﬁcally, it was proposed that actin ﬁlaments were the principle
mechanism behind the optical guidance. As mentioned in the previous chapter, actin
ﬁlaments are the principle mechanism behind cell growth and motility [58]. Actin
ﬁlaments are attached to the substrate via transmembrane CAM's and ankyrin linker
proteins. The polymerisation of actin monomers at the leading growing edge of the
cell drives the ﬁlament to advance the membrane [72]. These ﬁlaments protrude
quite visibly from membrane and Dr Mazilu and myself supposed that when these
ﬁlaments ﬁrst begin to protrude (and, crucially, before they aﬃx themselves) they
would be susceptible to any optical forces present at that time. Unknown to us at
the time, this mechanism had already been proposed in the literature [124], but it
was never followed up with an investigation. Since we were building our model on
the previous work of Ehrlicher et al [114], their approach will be discussed in more
detail.
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2.3.1 The original approach by Ehrlicher et al
The explanation proposed by Ehrlicher et al in 2002 [114] modelled the optical
forces on a single actin monomer. First, they modelled actin monomers as dielectric
spheres of radius aact = 3 nm and refractive index nact = 1.59 [125127]. Then
they proceded to calculate the dipole potential on their model monomer due to the
presence of a focused laser beam, working from equation 2.1 originally derived by
Harada and Asakura [14]:
F (r)dipole =< |p| ∇ |E(r, t)| >timeaverage= 1
4
α∇ |E(r)|2 = α∇I(r)
2ncytε0c
(2.1)
Where p = αE is the dipole moment, α is the polarisability of the actin monomer
and ncyt = 1.37 is the refractive index the cytoplasm [128], ε0is the vacuum permit-
tivity and c is the speed of light in a vacuum. I(r) represents the Gaussian intensity
proﬁle of their laser beam. This equation is the time average of Equation 1.3 from
Chapter 1.
Integrating this equation over r gives the dipole potential:
U(r) =
αI(r)
2ncytε0c
(2.2)
In order to solve this equation they needed to calculate α and they did this using
the Clausius-Mossotti equation (equation 2.3) for dielectric particles as described by
Rohrbach and Stelzer [129]:
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α = 4piε0a
3
actn
2
water
(m2 − 1)
(m2 + 2)
(2.3)
Where nwater= 1.33 is the refractive index of water and m = nact/nwater (it is
unknown why they have used the refractive of the cytoplasm for Equation 2.1 but
used the refractive index for water here). Solving this equation yields a polarisability
of α ≈ 6.5× 10−37Cm2/V which, with their Ti:sapphire laser (l = 800 nm) of beam
power 60 mW and a beam radius at focus of 1.5 mm, subsequently yields a dipole
potential at the centre of the laser beam of U = 1.5×10−24J = 3.6×10−4kBT where
kB is Boltzmann's constant and T = 310 K is temperature of the cell in Kelvin. As
evident, the potential well is about 4 orders of magnitude less than the thermal
energy kBT and is thus unable to satisfy the Boltzmann factor exp [−U/kBT ]  1
which means this beam is too weak to optically `trap' actin microspheres as their
Brownian motion is more than enough to over come this force (Ashkin suggests that
a factor of U ≥ 10kBT is needed for a good trap [3]). This is in contrast to the
claim by Mohanty et al [116] that a similarly powerful laser beam can not only trap
but actually `sling-shot' actin monomers. However, Ehrlicher et al theorise that this
optical force could increase the diﬀusion of actin monomers toward the centre of the
beam and that this increased diﬀusion is responsible for increased polymerisation of
actin monomers at the beam site and thus explains why the growth cone advances
towards the laser beam. Indeed they estimated the drift velocity of actin monomers
towards the beam by approximating F (r)dipole to be constant over all r with the
value of F (r)dipole at half the beam radius and then using equation 2.4:
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vdrift = Fdipole/ξ (2.4)
Where ξ = kBT/D and D ≈ 2.5×10−11m2/s is the estimated diﬀusion coeﬃcient
for an actin monomer [130]. Using this equation, Ehrlicher et al predicted a drift
velocity of 26 mm/h for actin monomers which, they note, is very close to the growth
rate they reported for successfully guided growth cones of 37.5 ± 22.5 mm/h under
the inﬂuence of their laser.
2.3.2 My ﬁlopodial approach
The Ehrlicher approach seems at ﬁrst to be a satisfying explanation of this phe-
nomenon. However, it predicts a very weak optical eﬀect and despite a good expla-
nation in terms of drift velocity, it does not explain the growth rates I observed on
the same cell type of upto 130 mm/h nor does it explain the observation that ﬁlopodia
can align themselves with the beam as they protruded from the membrane [115].
However the initial premise of modeling actin as a dielectric sphere appeared
reasonable and so we decided to build upon this and model the optical forces on the
large actin ﬁlaments that protrude from the membrane (also known as ﬁlopodia).
This intuitively seemed sensible as polarisability increases with molecular size and
thus these ﬁlaments will experience a much deeper potential well when compared to
monomers for similar beam powers.
Initially we used the derivation for the time-averaged total force on a dielectric
sphere in an electromagnetic ﬁeld developed by Chaumet and Nieto-Vesperinas [16]
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(equation 2.5) as opposed to the one developed by Harada and Asakura [14] which
was used by Ehrlicher et al. This was because the Chaumet derivation took into
account the absorptive and radiative scattering forces that are necessarily exerted on
microparticles in an electromagnetic ﬁeld whereas the Harada and Asakura equation
only considers the gradient force.
< Fi >timeaverage=
εon
2
water
2
Re(αEj∂iE
∗
j ) (2.5)
Where the star stands for the complex conjugate and where we implied summa-
tion over repeating indices. We then calculate the polarisability α0 by ﬁrst using
the Clausius-Mossotti equation (equation 2.3) like before but then, crucially, we cor-
rect this for the radiative reaction term (described by Draine [131]) giving the true
polarisability, α, in equation 2.6.
α =
6piα0
6pi − in3waterk30α0
(2.6)
Where k0 = 2pi/λ is the vacuum wave-vector and iis the imaginary unit. We
then sum this new equation for the dipole force on a dielectric microparticle over an
entire ﬁlopodia using Mathematica 5.2 (Wolfram). Before we do that however we
must build up what a ﬁlopodia is structurally. Consulting the literature [132134] we
assumed that an individual actin ﬁlament consists of actin dimers in helical arrange-
ment with a 74 nm pitch containing 14 dimers as shown in ﬁgure 2.6. A ﬁlopodium
consists of a bundle of approximately 20-30 of these ﬁlaments in parallel, and is
upto 2 mm in length as well as a membrane sheath and associated transmembrane
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proteins. For our model ﬁlopodia we focused entirely on the actin ﬁlaments since
they are the main component of a ﬁlopodia and we speciﬁcally considered 25 actin
ﬁlaments separated from each other by 10 nm in a 5 x 5 lattice and 2 mm in length.
This structure consisted of approximately 19,000 individual actin monomers. To
complete our model, we ﬁxed the ﬁlopodia at one end (to mimic the part of the
ﬁlopodia that is in the cell membrane) and left the other end free to rotate around
this pivot as it would in response to stimuli in nature.
Figure 2.6: Diagram of our actin ﬁlament model rendered using Mathematica 5.2 (Wol-
fram). Each sphere is modelled as having a radius of 3 nm
With our structure complete, we summed the optical force for two diﬀerent
beam conﬁgurations (a Gaussian and a line proﬁle) over the entire structure as if
the focused beam was incident upon the far end of our ﬁlopodia model. As the
ﬁlopodia were free to rotate, we plotted the optical torque on the structure as a
function of the angle the ﬁlopodia makes with respect to the centre of the beam.
Figures 2.7 and 2.8 show the optical torque due to a Gaussian beam and a Line
proﬁle beam respectively.
What is immediately noticeable is that the shape of the curve in Figure 2.7 is
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Figure 2.7: Plot showing how the torque (measured in piconewton nanometres) on the
ﬁlopodia due to the optical force varies as the ﬁlopodia is rotated through a full 360 degrees
with respect to the centre of a Gaussian beam of diameter 1.5 mm and power 20 mW.
the gradient of a Gaussian curve. Since the optical potential well in this case is
of a Gaussian nature it is expected that the force (or its rotational equivalent of
torque in this case) would follow that of the gradient of a Gaussian because the
derivative of the potential with respect to displacement is the force as a function
of displacement (or its rotational equivalent of angle in this case). What this curve
shows is that there are two orientations where the torques are balanced (the two
points where the curve crosses the x-axis) which is exactly what we would expect
since these two orientations correspond to the ﬁlopodia pointing directly towards
and away from the beam centre. However, the orientation pointing away from the
beam centre is only metastable (analogous to a clock pendulum pointing straight up
for example) and in practice, only the orientation point directly toward the beam
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centre will be stable. This means that the ﬁlopodia will experience a signiﬁcant
optical torque and will seek to align itself to point towards the centre of the beam
at which point the torques will balance. Any deviation from the centre point will
result in a restoring torque entirely equivalent to the restoring optical force felt by
dielectric microparticles in optical tweezers. The Gaussian beam modelled for this
curve was a diameter 1.5 mm and a power 20 mW which are typical values for these
experiments [117]. It is important to note that the initial orientation of the ﬁlopodia
(zero degrees on the plot) was pointing left along the horizontal and that the beam is
positioned is 0.25 mm below and parallel to the ﬁlopodia (this is why the stationary
points are not exactly 0 and 180 degrees). This was done so as to simulate a general
case of a ﬁlopodia being in the presence of a beam and to deliberately avoid the
special case where the ﬁlopodia begins in the exact centre of the beam.
Figure 2.8 is the same plot of torque as a function of orientation but for a line laser
beam proﬁle of dimensions 1 mm by 45 mm and a total power of 70 mW. The curve is
of the same shape of that in Figure 2.7 but with two periods. As before the ﬁlopodia
is initially pointing left along the horizontal (zero degrees) and the beam position
is 0.25 mm below and parallel to the ﬁlopodia. The reason that there are two stable
points and not one is due to the shape of the ﬁlopodia and the shape of the beam.
There are only two ways a rod-like structure can sit in a long thin valley: either
parallel or anti-parallel. If the beam were positioned along the horizontal with the
ﬁlopodia and extended slightly behind the ﬁlopodia (as it was in our experiments)
then the two stationary points would be at exactly 0 and 180 degrees. If the beam
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Figure 2.8: Plot showing how the torque (measured in piconewton nanometres) on the
ﬁlopodia due to the optical force varies as the ﬁlopodia is rotated through a full 360 degrees
with respect to the centre of the line proﬁle beam of dimensions 1 mm by 45 mm and power
70 mW.
were positioned perpendicular to the ﬁlopodia then the behaviour would be similar
to that of a Gaussian with only a single stationary point (pointing towards the beam
centre), but this conﬁguration was not used in my experiments. Since our model
aims to demonstrate a general case, the beam was positioned parallel to the ﬁlopodia
but with a slight vertical displacement, which is why the two stationary points are
not separated by exactly 180 degrees. This is an explanation for the observations
I made on the eﬀects of forward and reverse biased beam conﬁgurations, since this
indicates that the ﬁlopodia would align themselves to the major axis of the beam,
regardless of whether they are pointing towards or away from the deepest part of the
optical well. In fact, of the two available stationary points, the one pointing more
towards the deepest part of the beam will have stronger restoring torques, than the
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Figure 2.9: Diagram illustrating the equilibrium positions for ﬁlopodia (red lines) origi-
nally pointing left with respect to a ﬁxed pivot point (blue dots) under the inﬂuence of an
line proﬁle laser beam (purple contrast plot).
other one, implying that in cases where the deepest part of the beam was outside the
cell membrane (i.e. the reverse bias conﬁguration) then the optical torques would
be stronger. This would imply that the eﬀect of the ﬁlopodia lining up would be
slightly stronger than the other case (although it must be stated that I've seen no
observational evidence for this). This is essentially the exact opposite of what the
Mohanty `sling-shot' model predicted.
Another way to represent this is seen in Figure 2.9. In this ﬁgure Mathematica
has been used to illustrate how several of our ﬁlopodia will rotate in the presence of
a line proﬁled laser. Our model ﬁlopodia are represented as red lines with a blue dot
at one end to represent the ﬁxed pivot point. They are shown overlain a contrast
plot of the laser intensity proﬁle and are shown in their ﬁnal position (where the
torques are balanced) after beginning in their initial position pointing left along the
horizontal. As can be seen, they have all orientated themselves to point into the
well, and none of them have reversed direction to point towards the deepest part of
the well (the centre of the beam in the diagram).
With a new model of what is physically happening to ﬁlopodial structures under
the inﬂuence of a laser beam I can therefore explain all of the observational data I
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have gathered during these experiments. The reason there is no statistical diﬀerence
between any of the line proﬁle conﬁgurations is because they all exert the same eﬀect
on the ﬁlopodia, namely that of inducing an unbalanced torque until the structure
lines up with the major axis of the line proﬁle and, crucially, this is regardless of any
asymmetry in the beam. This explanation is further supported with observational
evidence of ﬁlopodia rotating to bring themselves in line with an applied laser beam
as seen in Figure 2.10.
For comparison to the Ehrlicher approach I have also calculated the maximum
depth of the optical potential for both beams. The line proﬁle beam has a maximum
optical potential depth of U = 1.66×10−21J = 0.39kBT and the maximum potential
of the Gaussian beam is U = 6.09 × 10−20J = 14.24 kBT for T = 310K. As can be
seen, these values are much larger than the value originally calculated by Ehrlicher
et al (U = 1.5 × 10−24J = 3.6 × 10−4kBT ) [114] and, in the case of the Gaussian
beam, is high enough to satisfy exp [−U/kBT ] 1 and U ≥ 10kBT . Which means
our model predicts that there is suﬃcient optical force to truly optically trap the
ﬁlopodia, with the Gaussian beam exerting a stronger pull than the line proﬁle.
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Figure 2.10: Image sequence showing individual ﬁlopodia orientating themselves in the
presence of a line proﬁle laser beam. The frames are 25 seconds apart and ﬂow from left
to right top to bottom. Scale bar is 10 mm.
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2.4 Conclusion and discussion
In this chapter, I have explained the use of optical line proﬁles in neuron growth
studies and presented data comparing them with the more widely used Gaussian
proﬁle. A previous study by Mohanty et al [116] had suggested that line proﬁles
oﬀer a greater degree of control over Gaussian beams and this provided the started
point for my experiments.
As the data in Table 2.1 shows, there is no statistical diﬀerence between diﬀerent
conﬁgurations of line intensity proﬁles for neuronal growth as implied by Mohanty et
al. The work published by Mohanty et al suggested that this should not be possible
since the asymmetry in the beam proﬁle was providing a bias to the ﬂow of actin.
It is also important to note that the experiments carried out by Mohanty et al were
performed at room temperature (∼25 °C) on mammalian N15-115 cells which should
be kept at 37 °C. This could result in a temperature dependent eﬀect which may
have inﬂuenced their results in a way the authors did not account for.
Therefore, my experiments detailed in this chapter were the ﬁrst to investigate
the eﬀects of asymmetrical line proﬁle beams on optically guided neuronal growth
using appropriate controls and experimental condictions. Under these conditions,
there is no discernible eﬀect on the neuron due to the bias of the beam proﬁle
(forward or reverse).
The mechanism suggested by Mohanty et al was based upon an interesting ap-
proach of describing optical wells as sling-shots for actin monomers. This itself is
based upon the earlier work of Ehrlicher et al [114] who developed a model of actin
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monomers ﬂowing towards the site of irradiation due to optical tweezing eﬀects.
However, the Ehrlicher model only predicted an optical potential of 3.6× 10−4kBT
i.e. low enough so that Brownian motion would easily overcome the force of the
trap.
Therefore a new approach was needed to better explain how optically guided
neuronal growth worked and to explain the observations in Table 2.1. To this end
I have recreated the model here that was originally developed by my colleague Dr
Michael Mazilu with my assistance for the original publication of this work. Our
approach shows a much stronger eﬀect when we think in terms of whole ﬁlopodial
structures instead of individual actin monomers. Our model was applied to both
Gaussian and line proﬁle beams with the expected result of one stationary point for
a Gaussian beam but two stationary points for the line conﬁguration as shown in
Figures 2.7 and 2.8. This predicts that ﬁlopodia will fall into their nearest stationary
point whether or not this happens to be pointing towards or away from the deepest
part of the optical well as seen in Figure 2.9. This explains why there is no signiﬁcant
diﬀerence between forward and reverse bias line proﬁle beam conﬁgurations. This
model also explains observations that appear to show ﬁlopodia aligning themselves
with the major axis of the line proﬁle as seen in Figure 2.10. Our model also
shows that ﬁlopodia will experience a much deeper potential well than individual
actin monomers. Our model calculates a maximum optical potential of U = 1.66×
10−21J = 0.39 kBT for the line proﬁle beam and U = 6.09× 10−20J = 14.24 kBT for
the Gaussian beam.
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To do a direct comparison with the Ehrlicher approach I recalculated the poten-
tial for the slightly more powerful Gaussian beam that they modelled in their calcu-
lation (60 mW compared to our 20 mW) and this nets a value of U = 1.83×10−19 =
42.78kBT which is more than 5 orders of magnitude larger than their calculated po-
tential of U = 1.5×10−24J = 3.6×10−4kBT and, crucially, is more than the thermal
energy kBT at room temperature. This shows that the model predicts optical forces
strong enough for actual trapping and not just a biased diﬀusion as was originally
predicted by Ehrlicher et al. The approach of using bundles of actin ﬁlaments as
the main structure involved in optically guided neuronal growth has successfully
explained the observations I have made and suggests that the primary mechanism
for this phenomenon is optical trapping of ﬁlopodia.
It is worth reiterating that our model of 25 actin ﬁlaments in a bundle is not
a ﬁlopodia in the real world. A real ﬁlopodia does contain roughly this number of
ﬁlaments in roughly the pattern we've described, but there are other components
such as a plasma membrane sheath and various transmembrane and linking proteins.
Although the actin ﬁlaments are the main component, a more exact model could be
devised by taking into account all the components that form a real ﬁlopodia.
Chapter 3
Development of an automated
experimental setup
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter I will describe how I automated the process of optically guided neuron
growth. This was achieved through a combination of novel hardware and software
such that it was possible to automatically steer a laser beam on to a deﬁned position
on a developing growth cone to induce its guidance towards a user-inputted target
point.
Previously, the necessary steering adjustments needed in these experiments had
been done manually. This could either done by appropriately tilting a steering mirror
in the conjugate plane of the microscope objective or by translating the sample stage
on the microscope along the x and y axes. Since a developing growth cone can move
at over 100 microns per hour across the ﬁeld of view it was necessary to continuously
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adjust the beam position to keep up with the leading edge which was operationally
diﬃcult since a typical successfully guided growth cone can grow uninterrupted for
up to 30 minutes (after which time laser guided growth stops). The development of
a system which can do this manual task automatically was therefore desirable.
In 2005, software developed by Stuhrmann et al [135] using LabVIEW was shown
to detect the edges of developing growth cones and then, using an Acousto-Optic
Deﬂector (AOD), this information was used to steer a laser beam in the appropriate
position to induce successful guidance.
Using similar principles, and beginning with their software as a model, I devel-
oped a LabVIEW program to work on a setup which was designed to make use of
a Spatial Light Modulator (SLM) instead of an AOD for the beam steering and
beam shaping. I will detail the use of the SLM to induce neuronal guidance using a
Gaussian beam, a line proﬁle beam and a Bessel beam that culminated in my 2009
publication Automated laser guidance of neuronal growth cones using a spatial light
modulator [136]. Included in this chapter will be a discussion on the merits of using
a SLM over an AOD and the theory behind both as well as a detailed description
of operation of the LabVIEW program and a discussion of it's capability.
3.2 Spatial Light Modulators
3.2.1 Introduction to Spatial Light Modulators
Strictly speaking, a spatial light modulator (SLM) is anything that applies a spa-
tially varying modulation on an incoming beam of light. In this respect, an overhead
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projector transparency is an example of an intensity varying spatial light modula-
tor. In the last few decades, commercial SLMs have been commonly found in display
projectors in the form of small liquid crystal displays (LCD) with resolutions com-
parable to PC monitors. In the ﬁeld of optical trapping, SLM's are used to modulate
the intensity and/or the phase of an incoming laser beam and can be used to create
what is known as holographic optical tweezers (HOT) by operating in the Fourier
image plane.
The ﬁrst example of a SLM being used to create optical traps (the ﬁrst HOT
setup) was by Reicherter et al in 1999 [137] which they accomplished by harvesting
a LCD from a display projector and incorporating it into the Fourier plane of a
standard optical tweezers setup. They were able to create three independent optical
traps by programming the SLM LCD to display an appropriate hologram. They
also demonstrated the ability of SLMs to beam shape by creating TEM01 beam
shapes (doughnut shaped) from an incident Gaussian (TEM00) beam which they
used to optical tweeze polystyrene microparticles. By 2002, Curtis et al [138] had
demonstrated full dynamic control of beam shaping in three dimensions. Before
proceeding it will be useful to understand the theory behind the holograms which
allow SLMs to create holographic optical tweezers.
3.2.2 Fourier optics and Spatial Light Modulators
Lenses and objectives in optical systems can be thought of as Fourier transformers.
For example consider Figure 3.1 where a spatially varying pattern is placed at the
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of how a lens can be thought of as a Fourier transformer. The
input pattern on the left applies a spatially varying sinusoidal amplitude modulation onto
the incoming plane waves. The image produced at the other focus of the lens will be the
Fourier transform of the input pattern. In this case the input image is a single frequency
sinusoid therefore the Fourier transform will be a single Dirac delta along the frequency
axis. However, the frequency of the sine function can also be negative, so there is a second
`mirror' Dirac delta corresponding to the negative frequency, and there is also a third Dirac
delta in the middle representing a zero frequency DC term.
focus of a lens and the corresponding image is shown.
The reason why this happens can be shown mathematically by applying the
Huygens-Fresnel principle and calculating the resulting electric ﬁeld at the image
plane of the lens [139]. For the purpose of this thesis it is suﬃcient to say that the
input pattern in Figure 3.1 is acting like a spatial light modulator and that if we
were to replace it with a programmable LCD we would have control of the pattern
formed at the image plane. Indeed if you think of the pattern in Figure 3.1 as a
diﬀraction grating then you can see why the image pattern consists of a zero order
and only a 1st and -1st order (because it is sinusoidal and not square).
What is not clear in Figure 3.1 is the division of intensity between the spots. In
its current conﬁguration, most of the light will end up in the zeroth order. Since
one possible purpose for a SLM is as a beam steerer then having most of the power
in the zeroth order would be wasted since this order cannot be moved from the
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optical axis. This, incidentally, is also a hindrance when using diﬀraction gratings
for spectroscopic applications since there is no wavelength spread in the zeroth
order. To remedy this most modern diﬀraction gratings are now manufactured with
a `blaze' angle which has the eﬀect of decreasing the intensity in the zeroth order
and increasing the intensity in higher orders [139].
Some brief mathematics here are included here to complete the discussion and
add justiﬁcation.
Imagine a wave which is plane in x and y travelling along the z axis. Such a
wave can be described by the following function
Ein(z) = Aoe
iKz (3.1)
Where Ao is a constant representing the amplitude and K is the wavenumber.
The Fourier transform of this wave is the following
E(kz) = F{E(x)} = Ao
√
2piδ(kz +K) (3.2)
Where δ is the Dirac delta function and kz is the Fourier component of z. The
solution is a single Dirac delta function. Therefore the electric ﬁeld at the focal plane
of lens due to this input beam will be a single point, i.e. this is exactly what a lens
does to an incident plane wave, bringing it to a focus. However, if the incident plane
wave is being acted by a diﬀractive optical element such as a diﬀraction grating or
an aperture then the electric ﬁeld at the input plane is described by
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Ein(x, y, z) = t(x, y)Aoe
iKz (3.3)
Where t(x,y) is the spatially varying function describing the diﬀractive element.
If this diﬀractive element has a sinusoidal function (like the grating in Figure 3.1)
such as
t(x, y) = cos(2pix/a) (3.4)
Where a is the wavelength (or the spacing) of the grating. Then the resulting
beam pattern at the focal plane can be calculated by
Ef (kx, ky, kz) = F{Ein(x, y, z)} = F{cos(2pix/a)Aoeikz} (3.5)
∴ Ef (kx, ky, kz) = Aoδ(kz +K)[δ(kx ± 2pi
a
)] (3.6)
As can be seen we have two combinations Dirac delta function which correspond
to the positive and negative values of the sinusoidal function. By changing the
constant a, the period of the grating is changed and as a consequence so are the
positions of the Dirac delta functions in the Fourier transform.
By placing a SLM in the Fourier plane and using it as a programmable diﬀraction
grating and by altering the period and orientation of the grating hologram we can
eﬀectively control the position of the beam in the focal plane. The control can be
expanded to multiple beams by simply summing the appropriate holograms for each
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beam position together as was done in the original study by Reicherter et al [137].
So far this device allows control of multiple independent beams in the image plane,
however the control can be extended further into the 3rd dimension. Rather than
physically moving the SLM, an appropriate hologram can be used to act as a lens
and thus allow for total control of beams in 3 dimensions as demonstrated by Curtis
et al [138] and shown in Figures 3.2 and 3.3. Curtis also showed that these multiple
independent beams can also be reconﬁgured at the refresh rate of the SLM (which at
the time of writing this thesis is on par with PC display monitors at 60 Hz, though
ferroelectric SLMs can operate in the kilohertz regime) i.e. they can be animated to
produce dynamic optical patterns. With such practical versatility, it is easy to see
why SLMs are attractive to use in optical tweezers setups.
3.2.3 Principle of operation
There are many diﬀerent types of commercially available SLMs with each type hav-
ing particular advantages and disadvantages. SLMs can be broadly divided into
two groups depending on their principle method of addressing their pixels, namely:
electrically addressed SLMs and optically addressed SLMs.
In an electrically addressed liquid crystal (LC) SLM the liquid crystal layer will
be sandwiched between a silicon substrate and a transparent electrode just like a
LCD as shown in Figure 3.4. Although this is only one possible design for a SLM
the operating principles are similar across all designs.
In a nematic LC SLM, the liquid crystal molecules exist in a nematic phase
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Figure 3.2: Patterns of movable 1 mm silica spheres created by Curtis et al to demonstrate
their dynamic HOT. Image reproduced from [138].
Figure 3.3: Demonstration of the 3D control. A series of silica spheres are held at
diﬀerent depths going from (left to right) -5 mm to +5 mm in the top frame, all at the same
depth in the middle frame and +5 mm to -5 mm in the bottom frame. Image reproduced
from [138].
Figure 3.4: Diagram of an electrically addressed LC SLM
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with their initial orientation determined by ﬁne micro etching on the substrate
during manufacture. When a potential diﬀerence is applied between a pixel and the
transparent electrode an electric ﬁeld is setup across the liquid crystal. Because they
are polar, the molecules will try to break from their nematic phase alignment and
rotate to align themselves with the electric ﬁeld. The degree of rotation depends
upon the strength of the electric ﬁeld. The refractive index of the LC is aﬀected by
their orientation and so applied voltages result in changes in the refractive index.
What this means is that light travelling through the LC will experience diﬀering
optical path lengths depending on the strength of the electric ﬁeld across the LC.
By controlling the pixels independently, diﬀerent path lengths between pixels can
be setup and this creates a phase diﬀerence between light rays incident on one pixel
compared to another [140].
So by controlling the voltage to each pixel, it is possible to control the phase of
a wavefront incident over the whole SLM. By using crossed polarisers and twisted
nematic liquid crystals, it is possible to control the amplitude of the wavefront in
exactly the same way a LCD works.
One immediately obvious limitation of this type of device is the pixel resolution.
Ideally a SLM would be able to program for an inﬁnite range of frequencies, however
this would require an inﬁnite spatial resolution. The pixelisation limits the range of
possible frequency components which limits the eﬃciency of the Fourier transform.
This is commonly known as `aliasing' and can be a considerable problem in signal
processing and related disciplines. This means that in reality SLMs have an upper
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limit on the frequency components they can display which limits the range of usable
holograms. For example, a grating hologram used to displace the beam along a
single axis consists of a regular wave pattern (e.g. square, sinusoidal) i.e. a series
of peaks and troughs. If the `on' pixels represent peaks and `oﬀ' pixels represent
troughs, then the maximum frequency possible is achieved by setting alternating
pixels on or oﬀ which gives a maximum frequency equal to half the number of pixels
in that dimension. In Figure 3.4 the pixels from left to right would alternatively
be on or oﬀ. Any higher frequencies would require additional pixels to be inserted
between the existing ones (i.e. a higher resolution). It should also be noted that this
maximum frequency is necessarily a square wave whereas lower frequencies can at
least be approximated as sinusoidal to an extent again dependent on the frequency
(sinusoids will begin to look square as the frequency is increased).
The other limitation this type of device has is its voltage resolution. The voltage
at each pixel is determined by a (typically) 8-bit greyscale value. This means the
voltage across the pixel can only have 1 of 256 possible values i.e. you can think
of the pixel having a voltage resolution of 256. This means that the relative phase
shifts between neighbouring pixels are discontinuous and that any sinusoidal wave
represented on the SLM will be composed of a series of discrete digital steps rather
than be continuously varying like an ideal sinusoid.
In practice these limitations mean that higher diﬀraction orders are ever present
which reduces the power available to the more useful orders and puts a limit on the
range of possible holograms. For example, using a defocus function would ideally
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mean you could move a pattern through an inﬁnite range of z, in practice, however,
the beam quality will diminish with increasing z putting a limit on the ability of the
beam to optically trap in three dimensions.
3.2.4 Beam aberration correction using SLMs
Unfortunately, another limitation of SLMs is that they are very diﬃcult to manu-
facture with suﬃcient optical ﬂatness for use in diﬀraction limited optics. The two
types of SLM in common use are either electrically or optically addressed and both
types can have severe wavefront distortions associated with them because of their
poor optical ﬂatness. These distortions inevitably lead to poor beam quality at fo-
cus and can disrupt an otherwise optimal setup. However, the ability of the SLM to
modify the Fourier plane means that it should be possible to correct any distortion
in the focal plane upon application of an appropriate hologram . In 2006 Wulﬀ et al
showed that this is indeed the case [141]. By adding low order Zernike polynomials
to their hologram they were able to correct for focal and astigmatic aberrations in
their system. They speculated that higher order polynomials would further increase
the beam quality but they were unable to quantiﬁably conﬁrm this.
Wavefront aberrations are most commonly described by a power series expansion
where the aberration is expressed as a normalised sum of power terms that are
functions of the optical system's coordinates (usually polar). Each term in the
series corresponds to a speciﬁc aberration e.g. defocus, astigmatism and coma. The
Zernike polynomials are this power series for circularly symmetric optical systems
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and so are widely used in optics to correct aberrated wavefronts and improve image
quality.
When solutions of this type are made into phase masks and added to the SLM,
the SLM will essentially act as a lens to any incoming light. This makes it possible
to defocus a beam through the z axis just by adding the appropriate phase mask.
Not only can the SLMs correct for their own optical shortcomings, but theoret-
ically any optical aberration in the entire system can be corrected for (e.g. an out
of focus lens) using the appropriate Zernike polynomials. An ideal optical system
could use an iterative feedback program in conjunction with an SLM to automati-
cally correct any beam aberrations.
3.2.5 Comparison to Acousto-Optic Deﬂectors
The main alternative of SLMs in the ﬁeld of beam shaping is the Acousto-Optic
Deﬂector (AOD). Both devices are used to manipulate beam patterns but each
uses a diﬀerent method. As I have explained above, SLMs work by rendering phase
masks onto the Fourier plane of the beam and I will now brieﬂy explain the operating
principles behind AODs.
AODs make use the Acousto-Optic eﬀect to diﬀract and change the frequency of
incident light rays using sound waves. This is made possible by the photoelastic eﬀect
where mechanical stress can alter the permittivity ε (and thus, the refractive index)
of the medium being stressed. In AODs, this mechanical stress is produced by sound
waves in a transparent medium. By applying a periodic modulation of refractive
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index then we have eﬀectively created a diﬀraction grating which is capable of beam
deﬂection. However, unlike SLMs, AODs are only capable of creating simple periodic
functions (standing waves of sound) and not more general Fourier components. It
can be argued that the operation of an AOD is a special case of the principle behind
a SLM.
Where the AOD excels over the SLM however, is in its refresh rate. A typical
SLM will refresh at about 60Hz (though ferroelectric SLMs have kilohertz refresh
rates) whereas with an AOD, the response time is limited essentially by the speed
of sound in the medium relative to the laser beam diameter. For a standard TeO2
crystal AOD, this response time is on the order of 1.5 ms/mm of beam diameter [22].
In practice these devices easily operate with refresh rates of several tens of kilohertz.
Because of their high refresh rate, these devices can construct beam shapes by
quickly deﬂecting the beam back and forth in a scanning fashion to create the desired
beam shape at focus. This is essentially time sharing the beam at a rate fast enough
that we cannot perceive it (much like a CRT monitor scans an electron beam to
construct an image) and in is contrast to a SLM where the beam shape is physically
altered.
Like SLMs, AODs can be used to create arrays of optical traps [142] but what
they cannot do is sculpt complicated beam patterns that require a third dimension.
This is because the AOD is only capable of deﬂecting the incoming beam along the
x and y axes, it cannot defocus that beam through the z axis or apply any sort of
phase mask to alter the beam's shape.
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Each device has its merits and limitations and both have found widespread appli-
cation in optical trapping and Biophotonics. I will focus on SLMs and discuss some
of their uses in research from the literature, before proceeding with its application
for my neuron growth experiments.
3.3 Spatial Light Modulators for neuron growth
My purpose for integrating a SLM into my optical setup was for two reasons: to
beam steer automatically, and to beam sculpt. As previously mentioned, an AOD
had already been used for these type of experiments but, due to the nature of the
device, was only able to provide beam steering [135]. In this section I will provide
details on the implementation of the SLM and of the software used to control it.
3.3.1 Optical train
Figure 2.2 in Chapter 2 shows the optical train used for the line proﬁle experiments.
The new setup was basically the same as this but with the cylindrical lens removed
(since the SLM can now do all our beam shaping) and with the mirror conjugated to
the objective replaced with the SLM. The 1064 nm Nd:YAG laser was also replaced
with a 1070 nm Ytterbium ﬁbre laser for these experiments. Figure 3.5 shows the
new setup.
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Figure 3.5: Diagram of the optical setup used for beam shaping experiments. This setup
is similar to those shown before with the key change being the replacement of a mirror with
the SLM. As shown this SLM is controlled by a PC to which the CCD is also connected.
The laser is ﬁrst expanded to 10 mm by the ﬁrst telescope which is roughly the size of the
rectangular SLM. The SLM is then imaged onto the back aperture by another telescope
which also reduces the beam size to 6.6 mm which is about the size of the back aperture.
The angle the SLM makes with the beam is exaggerated in this diagram, in reality the SLM
is kept to as shallow an angle as possible. The pinhole at the focal plane of the SLM is used
to ﬁlter oﬀ any unwanted higher orders resulting from the hologram.
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Figure 3.6: Image of the Holoeye HEO 1080 P SLM used for these experiments. Image
from the Holoeye website [143].
The SLM used for these experiments was a Holoeye HEO 1080 P phase modulator
(Figure 3.6). This is a phase only SLM with a resolution of 1920 x 1080 and a pixel
pitch of 8 mm. This model is optimised for the wavelength of the Ytterbium ﬁbre
laser (1070 nm) and is capable of providing a complete 2pi phase shift.
As mentioned in the previous section, the ﬁrst order of the SLM is the desired
output to use because of the aberrations present in the zero order. Therefore the
SLM will always have a default grating function applied that results in the ﬁrst
order being in the centre of the sample plane. All the other orders are removed by
a pinhole present at the focus of the second telescope.
The SLM is controlled by a PC via a DVI cable. The PC is setup so that it treats
the SLM as an additional display monitor. This essentially allows the operator
to `drag and drop' holograms onto this `monitor' using the mouse. In practice,
LabVIEW is setup to display the holograms at the appropriate coordinates for this
`monitor'.
Before experiments can begin the optical distortion present in the SLM must
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Figure 3.7: Images of the beam from the SLM before (left) and after (right) the correction
hologram was applied.
be accounted for in order to get high quality beams at the sample. This was done
using a Zernike polynomial generating LabVIEW program built by my colleague Dr
Tomá² iºmár. This program was designed to be used iteratively by the operator to
produce the hologram necessary to correct for the aberration. By slowly adjusting
the degree and orientation of each Zernike polynomial, a beam of suﬃcient quality
for experimentation was produced as shown in Figure 3.7.
It is worth taking the time to explain more about LabVIEW since its use is
essential to my experiments.
3.3.2 Introduction to LabVIEW
LabVIEW (short for Laboratory Virtual Instrumentation Engineering Workbench)
is a graphical programming language produced and developed by National Instru-
ments.
As a graphical language it diﬀers to other programming languages in that the
user physically draws how the data is to be managed and processed by using wires
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Figure 3.8: An example of an operation in LabVIEW. The Front Panel consists only of
inputs and outputs and the Block Diagram shows the processes used to link between them.
In this case a Numeric input (set to 32 in this case) is multiplied by a constant (256)
and the output is displayed (8192). You can see how wires are used to represent data ﬂow
(which is generally left to right) and icons are used to represent processes.
and nodes. The LabVIEW interface is divided into two windows: the front panel and
block diagram. The front panel is designed to resemble what you would see on the
front panel of a real device, such as controls, inputs and outputs. The block diagram
represents the internal circuitry of the virtual instrument and is represented by wires
carrying data and icons processing that data. An example of a simple multiplication
operation is shown in Figure 3.8. LabVIEW 8.2 was used to build all of the software
for my experiments.
3.3.3 Shape detection using LabVIEW
To steer the beam using a SLM, all that is needed is to program LabVIEW to
generate a hologram and then display that hologram on the SLM using the fact that
MS Windows treats the SLM as an additional monitor. For a simple diﬀraction
grating in the x and y axis this is a simple process.
However, in order to automatically steer the beam, a feedback process is re-
quired. This involved taking images from the CCD in the setup (Figure 3.5) using
LabVIEW, extracting the necessary information from these images and the render-
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Figure 3.9: Diagram showing the basic process of the LabVIEW program. The ﬁrst step is
to acquire an image from the CCD. The user must then tell the program where the growth
cone is (there may be several on the screen at one time and it is important to tell the
program which one is to be experimented upon) by deﬁning a region of interest (ROI) and
must also select a target point to where the user wants the growth cone to grow towards.
From this information, LabVIEW can detect the shape of the growth (and thus the edge)
and the centre of mass (COM) of the growth cone (which is determined by a simple pixel
weighted average). A trajectory is plotted between the COM and the target point (TP), the
point where this line crosses the edge is where LabVIEW will direct the laser beam which
it does by rendering the appropriate grating hologram. This process is looped so that the
hologram is constantly updated (with a rate of about 30Hz on our PC)
ing the appropriate hologram. The goal is to automatically track the advancing
growth cone of a neuron and ensure that the beam is constantly on the edge of this
growth. The beam cannot just be anywhere along the edge, it must be such that
the growth cone will grow in the desired direction I want it to. To this end a user
inputted target point is required and the line between this point and what is deﬁned
as the centre of mass of the whole growth cone, is plotted. Where this line crosses
the edge of the growth is where the laser should ideally be. Figure 3.9 shows a
graphical representation of this process.
The shape detection algorithm is the most complex part of this program and
needs to be described in detail. The algorithm works by taking an image which has
come from the CCD, removing all but the user selected ROI and then applying a
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series of morphological ﬁlters to extract the necessary information. Since Stuhrmann
et al [135] had built their AOD program on LabVIEW I began by taking apart their
code to design the shape detection part of my program. The operating principles are
basically the same since we both use LabVIEW's inbuilt image analysis sub-VI's.
Figure 3.10 shows a graphical step by step process of the shape detection process.
All of the morphological ﬁlters use an imaging process known as convolution,
which is basically the multiplication of two arrays of numbers (one array being the
image and the other being what is known as the kernel). The output array of this
multiplication is the processed image. An example of this process upon a simple
image is shown in Figure 3.11 and an example of a Gaussian ﬁlter applied to a real
image is shown in Figure 3.12. A Gaussian ﬁlter is used in Figure 3.10.1 to remove
noise. The Gaussian kernel used in my program is as follows:
1 2 1
2 4 2
1 2 1
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Figure 3.10: Step by step diagram of the shape detection process. For this diagram the
whole image rather than an ROI was subject to the shape detection process with the exception
of frame 8. 1. Raw image from CCD with Gaussian ﬁlter applied. 2. Prewitt ﬁlter applied.
3. Image made binary. 4. Dilation and ﬁll operation. 5. Erosion. 6. Particle ﬁlter. 7.
Smoothing. 8. Shape information overlaid on to original image, this includes the centre of
mass, a user inputted target point, the trajectory between the two and the point where this
line intersects the edge.
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Figure 3.11: Shown here is a simple 5 x 5 pixel image being operated on by a simple 3 x
3 kernel. Each pixel in the input image is operated on one at a time by the kernel. For this
example, the red circle represents the current pixel being operated on and the red square
represents the kernel around this pixel. In the case of a 256 greyscale image a black pixel
represents a zero, a white pixel represents 255 and grey pixels are numbers in between. To
compute the output from the red circle pixel, the elements from the kernel are ﬁrst multiplied
by the pixels they land on so in this simple case we would have the four black corners being
multiplied each by zero, the four white middle pixels being multiplied by one and the centre
white being multiplied by two. Summing these answers together yields 1275. 1275 is the
value to which the red circle pixel becomes but 1275 is of course greater than the maximum
possible value of 255, but the greyscale values loop around so that 256 would actually equal
0 and 260 = 4 and so on. 1275 will be equal to 255 and so the processed pixel in this case
is white. The kernel is then moved onto the next pixel and the process is repeated until all
pixels have been operated on and the result is the processed image shown. This particular
kernel is an example of a Gaussian kernel (if you imagine the kernel being plotted in 3D
then its Gaussian nature becomes obvious) and Gaussian convolutions soften edges as well
as reduce noise.
Figure 3.12: Example of Gaussian convolution done on a real image. On the left is the
original and on the right is the processed image. As can be seen the image appears blurred.
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The next part of the process is to ﬁnd the edges of the growth cone structure and
this is done using a Prewitt ﬁlter [144]. A Prewitt ﬁlter calculates the response from
the image to a series of convolution kernels to ﬁnd areas of high contrast, such as
those that occur at the membranous edge. The Prewitt ﬁlter used in this program
uses 8 kernels and its application is shown in image 2 of Figure 3.10. The 8 kernels
used for the Prewitt convolution are as follows:
-1 0 1
-1 0 1
-1 0 1
-1 -1 0
-1 0 1
0 1 1
-1 -1 -1
0 0 0
1 1 1
0 -1 -1
1 0 -1
1 1 0
1 0 -1
1 0 -1
1 0 -1
1 1 0
1 0 -1
0 -1 -1
1 1 1
0 0 0
-1 -1 -1
0 1 1
-1 0 1
-1 -1 0
After the Prewitt ﬁlter is applied we are left with a ghostly looking image where
edges (areas of high contrast) are whitened and everything else is blackened. To
extract the structure of the growth cone we need to `ﬁll in' the shape in the middle,
but the edges are not perfect and are broken and so any ﬁlling operation will fail at
this point. In order to complete the edges a few more operations are needed.
This ﬁrst additional part of this process involves making the image binary. A
binary image has pixels of value either 1 or 0, but our greyscale image has values
0 to 255, so in order to make the image binary we need to set a threshold value.
Any pixel above this threshold becomes a 1 and any pixel below this value becomes
a 0. This threshold value is left as a control for the user to adjust as necessary in
order to extract the shape. This is because a set value of threshold may give a nice
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shape one day but could fail to detect a shape the next day. This is due to several
factors including the background light level in the room, the transparency of the
glass and the thickness of the growth cone. Rather than attempt to standardise all
these possibilities, it is easier to leave the threshold value as an adjustable control
that only needs to be calibrated at the beginning of the experiment. The result of
the binary process is shown in image 3 of Figure 3.10.
After thresholding, a binary morphological process known as dilation is applied.
This is done using a prebuilt LabVIEW sub-VI which basically inﬂates the size of
any pixels in the binary image. This is enough to close the borders around the shape
of the growth cone and then a ﬁlling operation can be done as shown in image 4 of
Figure 3.10.
The dilation operation will have changed the shape of the growth cone slightly
and so to compensate for this the opposite of a dilation operation (known as erosion)
is applied. This serves to help return the shape to its previous state before the
dilation and also removes some particle noise as seen in image 5 of Figure 3.10.
We now have the complete ﬁlled shape of the growth cone and the image in
next processed to remove any remaining artifacts. This involves applying a particle
ﬁltering operation which removes any object that does not survive 8 successive
erosion operations (image 6 of Figure 3.10) and then a dilation operation followed
by an erosion operation is applied in order to remove excessively jagged edges for
the shape. The result of these operations are shown in image 7 of Figure 3.10.
All dilation and erosion operations use LabVIEW's inbuilt morphology VI's and
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use the following 3 x 3 structuring element:
1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1
The shape shown in image 7 of 3.10 is suitable to extract the required information
necessary for the automation process. The `centre of mass' of the detected shape is
extracted as a coordinate by LabVIEW by means of a pixel weighting average. A
straight line between the centre of mass and the user inputted target point is then
plotted and the point where this line intersects the edge of the shape is extracted.
It is at this point where the laser radiation is to be directed and so a hologram
of a grating that will move the laser on to this point is generated into a greyscale
numerical array which is then displayed on the SLM by LabVIEW. Previously,
a calibration will have been run to allow LabVIEW to identify what period and
orientation of grating is needed to move the laser spot to coordinates x and y. This
process is then repeated several times a second so that LabVIEW can adjust the
beam position as the edge of the growth cone advances.
3.3.4 Application of program
Shown in Figure 3.13 is an image sequence of this program successfully executing
automatic optically guided neuronal growth using a Gaussian laser beam.
Since the laser naturally emits a standard Gaussian distribution proﬁle, the
SLM is not required to shape the beam in this case but only for steering via the
appropriate diﬀraction grating holograms. However, another beam shape that has
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Figure 3.13: Image sequence of automatic neuronal guidance using a Gaussian laser
beam (approximately 40 mW). Images are chronologically presented from 16 and frames
are approximately 2 minutes apart. The growth cone is initially growing in an upper left
direction but a clear change of direction is evident as the sequence progresses. Scale bar is
10 mm. A video of this experiment is included in the CD that accompanies this thesis
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Figure 3.14: Hologram to generate a line proﬁle. It can be thought of as a one dimensional
lens so that the beam is only focused in one dimension to produce a line which is the exact
same way a cylindrical lens creates a line proﬁle. The length of the line proﬁle can be altered
by adding in focusing in the other dimension (not shown here) and the beam can be rotated
simply by rotating the hologram. In order to move this beam in x and y it must be added
numerically to the appropriate grating hologram. It is also possible to add asymmetry to
this line but it is slightly more complicated and involves numerically adding the holograms
of shorter and shorter lines at slightly diﬀerent spatial positions to each other.
been reported to successfully guide neuronal growth cones is a line proﬁle [115,116].
Previously, this beam has been generated statically using cylindrical lenses but this
beam can also be created using the SLM. The added advantage of the SLM is that
the beam can be changed at any moment without having to go through the tedious
process of changing the optics. Since a line proﬁle can be thought of as a Gaussian
proﬁle that has been elongated in a single dimension, the hologram to generate such
a beam is simply a one dimensional lens as shown in Figure 3.14. Using the SLM
to generate a line trap suitable for guiding neurons was successful and an example
of this is shown in Figure 3.15.
Another type of beam I investigated for neuron growth was a Bessel beam. As
previously mentioned, Bessel beams are ﬁnding unique roles in the ﬁeld of biopho-
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Figure 3.15: Image sequence of a line proﬁle laser beam guiding a growth cone. Frames
are two minutes apart and proceed from 1 to 6. Scale bar is 10 mm. A video of this
experiment is included in the CD that accompanies this thesis.
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tonics with speciﬁc examples being photoporation [145] and optical cell sorting [27].
The deﬁning characteristic of a Bessel beam is its ability to propagate without
diﬀracting over a longer working distance than a Gaussian beam. As shown in [145]
this means a longer eﬀective working distance for the beam in the z axis is possible.
Such a thing may be of no apparent beneﬁt to a well aligned and bolted down optical
setup, but if one were motivated to move this technology into a clinical environment
where bulky optics may not be accommodated and/or in vivo procedures were being
carried out, then a longer working distance would be of great advantage.
To generate a Bessel beam using a SLM is fairly simple. In traditional optics,
a Bessel beam can be created using by illuminating a thin annular ring at the
focal plane of a lens or by using an optical component known as an axicon, which
is essentially just a cone shaped lens. Where a normal spherical lens will bring
incoming plane light to a point of focus on the z-axis, an axicon will bring the
incoming light to a line of focus along the z-axis. An ideal Bessel beam would never
diﬀract and is impossible to create because it would require an inﬁnite number of
rings (and thus an inﬁnite power) and it would be more appropriate to refer to the
Bessel beams generated in laser physics as Bessel-like beams. An illustration of
this is shown in Figure 3.16.
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Figure 3.16: Illustration of incoming light being focused through an axicon. Each ray of
light is deﬂected by exactly the same angle leading a continuous series of focal points i.e. a
line of focus. The line is not inﬁnite and is limited by the width and opening angle of the
axicon.
When a Gaussian beam is incident on an axicon, the output interference pattern
is described by the zeroth order Bessel function J0(x) [146]. This beam pattern con-
sists of a central core which does not diﬀract appreciably as it propagates surround-
eded by a number of rings of equal power. The distance this beam can propagate
without appreciable diﬀraction is proportional to the beam width of the incident
Gaussian and inversely proportional to the opening angle of the axicon.
To create a Bessel beam using a SLM one only needs to add the appropriate
phase mask. For a spherical lens we saw that this phase mask is simply a Fresnel
lens pattern but for the case of an axicon the hologram resembles a solid ring, the
diameter and thickness of which determine the properties of the produced Bessel
beam. A diagram of this is shown in Figure 3.17.
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Figure 3.17: Hologram phase mask for a Bessel beam. In order to isolate the ring from
the rest of the beam a diﬀraction pattern has been added to the ring area. This serves
to deﬂect the ring region away from the bulk of the beam so that the ring can produce the
Bessel pattern in the Fourier plane without interference. It would also be possible to reverse
the situation and apply the diﬀraction pattern to the whole SLM excepting the ring, but this
would leave us unable to steer the beam. This particular phase mask serves only to illustrate
the concept and was not used in any experimental situation.
Since the SLM operates in the Fourier plane it is the Fourier Transform (FT) of
the phase mask that will determine the beam pattern in the image plane. In a two
dimensional plane of coordinates x and y the FT of a Delta function will be a Sine
function [147]. However, in polar coordinates r and j the FT of a Delta function
will be a Bessel function of the zeroth order [148], this form of FT is known as
the Hankel transform. Of course, since a Delta function is impractical (no power
would get through) then we must use an approximation and so a Rectangular (or
top hat) function is used instead. In cartesians, the FT of a Rectangular function
is a Sinc function [149] but in polar coordinates the FT becomes a series of Bessel
functions [150] which will allow limited diﬀraction (as opposed to no diﬀraction for
the ideal case) over a range of z much larger than that for a Gaussian beam. So a
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ring of ﬁnite thickness is used as an approximation to the ideal Bessel function with
the trade oﬀ being the thinner the ring (which will give you a better Bessel beam)
the less power that is transmitted.
For my experiments a Bessel beam with a central maximum diameter of 1 mm
and a measured propagation length of 15 mm (the depth of focus for a comparable
Gaussian beam was just 3 mm) was created using the SLM. The phase mask and
resulting beam pattern at focus is shown in Figure 3.18.
Figure 3.18: Raw image of the SLM created Bessel beam at focus in a sample chamber
(left) and the hologram used to create this beam (right).
In my 2009 publication I reported for the ﬁrst time the use of a Bessel beam
to artiﬁcially guide the developing axon of a neuron [136]. Like all previous experi-
ments, this was done by keeping the beam (in this case the central core) aimed along
the leading edge of the neuronal growth cone. Shown in Figure 3.19 is an image
sequence demonstrating the ability of the Bessel beam to guide a neuronal growth
cone.
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Figure 3.19: Image sequence of Bessel beam (total power 60 mW) guiding a neuronal
growth cone. Frames are two minutes apart and proceed from 1 to 6. Scale bar is 10 mm.
In this experiment a standard brightﬁeld objective was used (Nikon 60 1.4NA) since using
a phase contrast objective would reduce a selection of accessible sizes of the Bessel beam
central core due the presence of the phase ring. Therefore the images in this ﬁgure have
had their contrast digitally increased slightly to boost the detail and again clear guidance
may be observed. A video of this experiment is included in the CD that accompanies this
thesis
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3.4 Conclusion
In this chapter I have demonstrated the successful use of spatial light modulators
to manipulate laser beams for use in optically guided neuronal growth. I have
also shown how this technology may be coupled with reasonably simple software to
automatically track developing growth cones. The development of such technology
will be invaluable for the expansion of applications that will require a high degree
of control over the dynamics of neuronal growth cones such as the production of
artiﬁcial neural networks or possibly even in vivo nerve regeneration.
The software developed for these experiments can also be utilised for other bio-
photonics applications that require cell tracking. One possible use could be for au-
tomating photoporation experiments where this has required a laser to be aimed pre-
cisely on individual cells (in some cases distinguishing between the nucleus and the
cytoplasm) and is usually done several hundred times for statistical purposes [151].
So far, all these experiments have been performed manually, moving the stage or
beam in much the same manner that the original neuronal growth experiments were
performed. The software described here could be used to determine the shapes of
whole cells instead of just growth cones and could then determine their centre of
mass and convert this coordinate into a hologram for a SLM.
Additionally, I have also demonstrated that a SLM can produce novel beam
shapes appropriate for neuron growth experiments including line proﬁles and Bessel
beams. The creation and use of a Bessel beam is of particularly note because
previous experimental setups using AODs are incapable of creating such a beam
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[135]. The demonstration of a Bessel beam to guide neuronal growth cones is also
an advance in this ﬁeld towards in vivo experiments where any small scale axial
motion could now be compensated for due to the elongated nature of the light ﬁeld.
One of the great diﬃculties in investigating optically guided neuronal growth is
the immense time and precision it can take to achieve successful guidance which
as a consequence makes it very diﬃcult to gather statistics. In the ﬁeld there is a
colloquial term the human factor which is used to describe how some operators just
cannot seem to get successful guidance despite months of careful trying. But, the
experimental setup described in this chapter paves the way for a detailed, systematic
and unbiased analysis of this phenomenon which would hopefully be free of any
human factor due to the increased level of automation.
With some more improvements the functionality of the software could be in-
creased to perform more advanced operations. This could include multiple beam
tracking and guiding, perhaps guiding several axons at once on a wide ﬁeld of view.
It may be possible to form synapses using one beam to guide an axon and another
to pin or slightly pull a dendrite from the target cell. Multiplexing the beam is a
very simple matter for a SLM and the only limiting factor would possibly be the
CPU speed of PC. Since CCDs in microscopes for imaging are quite widespread and
since also that SLMs are ﬁnding increased integration into optical setups, the imple-
mentation of this software onto any professional setup is made simple. Because of
this ease of integration and its possible utility, software such as the sort developed
in this chapter may ﬁnd increasing roles in biophotonic setups.
Chapter 4
Investigations into the biochemistry
of optically guided neuronal growth
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter I will describe a series of experiments to help determine if the laser
irradiation in my previous experiments could be inducing cellular stress in the NG-
108 cell line or if the neurite can still be guided by the laser in the presence of certain
enzyme inhibitors. These experiments will test whether speciﬁc signalling pathways
are activated in the NG-108 cell line such as the heat shock stress pathway and the
mitogen-activated protein (MAP) kinase pathway.
Ehrlicher et al noted that the heating eﬀect due to the laser could inﬂuence the
chemistry of the cell in this way, but also claimed that the eﬀect was not suﬃcient
enough to explain their observations [114]. It's plausible that disruption to cytosolic
proteins is being caused by application of a IR laser beam used in neuron growth
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experiments and this may explain why growth cones seem to grow towards a focused
laser spot. Stress in cells is responsible for a cascade of chemicals and growth factors
being both upregulated or down regulated which can adversely aﬀect the morphology
and growth of the cell [152,153].
The purpose of inhibiting certain proteins in the MAP kinase family will allow
me to investigate whether these pathways are necessary for laser guided growth or
if the laser can still guide growth cones when these pathways are blocked. These
pathways have been chosen because of their eﬀect on the growth and development
of the cytoskeleton [154156]. If these pathways are inhibited and the growth cone
still grows towards the laser, then it can be concluded that the laser is not triggering
these pathways and mechanism is something else. On the other hand if inhibition
of these pathways prevents the growth cone from being guided then it may be that
the cell needs needs the function of these protein pathways in order to be guided or
that the laser may be acting as a guidance cue by triggering these pathways.
This chapter will be divided into two sections, the ﬁrst detailing my investigation
into the heat shock response and the second will be about the protein inhibition
experiments.
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4.2 HSP-70 as an indicator for laser induced cell
stress
4.2.1 Introduction
To do the heat shock experiments, I successfully transfected NG-108 cells and CHO-
K1 cells with a plasmid containing the mouse promoter of heat shock protein 70
(HSP70) tagged with green ﬂuorescent protein (GFP). When these cells are ther-
mally stressed by heat they upregulate the HSP70 molecule [157] and thus also GFP
which will be visible because the cells will ﬂuoresce green under UV light [158]. If
these same cells were also to ﬂuoresce after laser irradiation then we can conclude
that the laser causing the upregulation of HSP70 promoter which implies that the
cell is eliciting a heat shock response. If these cells do not glow after laser irra-
diation then we can conclude that the HSP70 promoter is not being transcribed
which strongly suggests that the stress suﬀered by the cell (if any) due to the laser
is not enough to trigger this particular stress pathway. Activation of cell stress may
also explain why growth cones under laser guidance seem to stall after about 30-40
minutes of irradiation as reported in previous studies [114, 115, 117, 159]. Included
in this section will be a discussion of transfection, a description of HSP70 and why
it was used as well as a discussion of the results from the experiments.
Transfection involves inserting otherwise foreign DNA into an organism so that
the organism will read this new code and transcribe as if it were its own. Trans-
fectants can be either transient or stable depending on whether the DNA becomes
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integrated into the genome. Transient transfectants do not integrate the DNA into
the genome and it is subsequently diluted and lost after a few cell divisions. However
if the foreign DNA contains a marker gene, such as a particular antibiotic resistance,
then by exposing post transfected cells to this antibiotic, the transient cells will die
after a few divisions leaving only those cells which completely integrated the foreign
DNA into their genome creating a stable cell line.
4.2.2 Plasmid construction
The aim of this experiment was to determine whether or not cells were being stressed
by laser irradiation. Therefore one way to establish this is to analyse the expression
of proteins that are activated by stress.
4.2.2.1 Heat Shock Protein
Heat shock proteins (HSPs) are a branch of functionally related proteins in cells
which are expressed when the host cell is exposed to thermal or other stress. These
proteins are one of the most primitive mechanisms for cellular protection and are
found in all forms of life including the simplest bacteria. These proteins can also exist
in cells that haven't produced a stress response where they act as translocators and
folders of other polypeptides and as such are referred to as molecular chaperones
[157].
There are several proteins that can be considered as heat shock proteins and
Table 4.1 contains details on the most common ones. The protein of interest in
this work is HSP70 because, unlike some of the other HSPs, it is transcribed only
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Family Name Location Expression Level
Normal Stressed
HSP100 HSP110 Nucleus + ++
HSP104 Cytosol + +++
GRP100 ER/Golgi + ++*
HSP90 HSP90 Cytosol/Nucleus ++ +++
GRP94 ER + ++*
HSP70 HSP70 Cytosol/Nucleus - +++
HSC70 Cytosol/Nucleus ++ ?
GRP78 ER ++ +++*
MTP70 Mitochondria + ++
HSP60 HSP60 Cytosol + +
HSP58 Mitochondria + +
HSP40 HSP40 Cytosol/Nucleus + ++
HSP30 HSP32 Cytosol + ++
HSP35 Cytosol + ++
small HSP HSP27 Cytosol/Nucleus + ++
HSP10 Mitochondria + ?
Ubiquitin Ubiquitin Cytosol + ++
Table 4.1: Classiﬁcation of heat shock or stress proteins showing where they are expressed
and how their expression changes under stress. Plus signs are used as an arbitrary measure
of the level of expression. A minus sign means no expression and a question mark means
the level of expression is unknown. The asterisk denotes that the stress is not induced by
heating. Data in table from [157].
when the cell elicits a stress response (as shown in Table 4.1). So during a heat
shock event, several HSPs will be upregulated, but only HSP70 does not exist in the
cytosol before the heat shock event whereas the other HSP's will already be present.
Therefore, only HSP70 expression provides an on/oﬀ signal for thermal stress.
The heat shock proteins are named by their size and so HSP70 has a size of 70
kilodaltons (kDa). When expressed, this protein acts as a repair system to the cell
by ensuring that other cytosolic proteins do not denature due to the stress event.
This has been observed in the bacteria Escherichia coli [160] [161] as well as in
mammalian cells [162].
The temperature at which these proteins are induced depends on the organism
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but it usually occurs about 5-10 °C above the normal temperature for the organism.
For example, expression occurs at approximately 42 °C for mammals (in humans,
HSPs are expressed during pyrexia), 37 °C for Drosophila melanogaster (normal
temperature 25 °C) and artic ﬁsh express them at approximately 10 °C [163]
Perhaps a testament to how important this protein is for cell survival is the
fact that the gene for HSP70 is found, not once, but eight times in the human
genome [164].
The production of HSP70 is regulated by a group of transcription factors known
as Heat Shock Factors (HSF). In mammalian cells, the main factor responsible for
responding to environmental stress is HSF1 [165]. HSF1 resides in the cytoplasm as
a monomer where, under normal conditions, it cannot bind to DNA. However, when
the cell experiences thermal stress by overheating, HSF1 reacts to form a trimer
which is phosphorylated and then translocated to the cell nucleus. In its trimeric
state HSF1 can bind to DNA, speciﬁcally Heat Shock Promoter Elements (HSE)
regions which leads to the transcription of these HSP genes. These newly transcribed
HSPs then begin refolding the denatured cytosolic proteins. The downregulation of
these proteins is caused by the interaction between a protein known as Heat Shock
Binding Protein Factor 1 (HSBP1) and HSP70 together with HSF which prevents
HSF from binding to the HSE [166168]. A diagram of this cycle is shown in Figure
4.1.
Therefore, since HSP70 is only expressed when the cell is stressed it can be used
as an indicator of stress. In fact, the expression of HSP70 itself is not necessarily
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Figure 4.1: Induction and regulation of heat shock protein expression. Physical or chemi-
cal stress induces production of unfolded or misfolded proteins. Heat shock factor monomers
in the cytoplasm form trimers, are phosphorylated, and translocate into the nucleus. HSF
homotrimers bind to heat shock protein gene promoter regions, leading to induction of HSP
gene transcription. HSP70 gene transcription is downregulated by interaction of HSP70 or
HSBP1 with the HSF trimers. Image and caption reproduced in entirety from [168].
needed, only the detectable activation of its promoter. If a detectable marker could
be switched on by the activation of the HSP70 promoter then it could be used as
an indicator for activation of the HSP70 stress mechanism.
4.2.2.2 Green ﬂuorescent protein
Green ﬂuorescent protein (GFP) is a 27 kDa bioluminescent protein derived from
the jellyﬁsh Aequorea victoria that ﬂuoresces green when excited by blue-violet light;
it was ﬁrst isolated in 1962 by Shimomura et al [169].
The wild-type protein (wtGFP) that exists in Aequorea victoria is excited by
light of wavelength 395 nm (as well as a slight peak at 475 nm) and emits light
of wavelength 509 nm. In the jellyﬁsh, the wtGFP is excited by a Förster reso-
nance energy transfer (FRET) from the photoprotein Aequorin which emits light
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of wavelength 469 nm upon interaction with Ca2+ [170] [171]. Fortunately, wtGFP
is not denatured when used at room temperature (but is denatured at 37 °C), but
unfortunately it has poor spectral characteristics such as low quantum yield and
photostability [172].
Once the coding sequence [173] and the molecular structure [174, 175] of GFP
was uncovered and understood, it became possible to engineer a structure more
conducive to laboratory conditions and experimental techniques. Chalﬁe et al [173]
also showed that expression of the GFP gene in other organisms also results in
ﬂuorescent behaviour. This is signiﬁcant because it shows that GFP does not need
additional jellyﬁsh enzymes or proteins to function. The ﬁrst artiﬁcial improvement
to GFP was reported in 1995 with a single point mutation (SPM) that changed the
amino acid Serine 65 into Threonine was responsible for an increase in the amplitude
of the excitation by 600% as well as a shift of the main excitation peak to 488 nm.
[158]. The shift in the excitation peak was particularly useful because the spectral
characteristics now matched those of the widely used Fluorescein isothiocyanate
(FITC) ﬁlter and the molecule could now be excited by the commonly available
Argon ion laser. A further SPM changing the amino acid Phenylalanine 64 to
Leucine resulted in improved folding at 37 °C making it ideal for use in mammalian
cells [176,177]. This `optimised' form of GFP is known as enhanced green ﬂuorescent
protein (EGFP) and it is the form that is most used today by researchers.
The ﬁrst proposed use for GFP was put forward by Chalﬁe et al who suggested it
could be used as a way to detect gene expression [173]. It is important to distinguish
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two ways of achieving this and these are either by promoter tagging or fusion tagging
[178]. In the former, GFP is combined with the promoter for the gene of interest,
whose expression is to be monitored in the experiment. In this situation, whenever
the cell upregulates expression of the gene of interest, a copy of GFP is also expressed
which is not attached to the protein of interest and so accumulates in the cytosol
where it is easily detected by ﬂuorescent imaging. With this detection method, cells
will glow homogeneously if the gene of interest has been upregulated. This method
cannot tell you where in the cell the gene of interest is active.
In fusion tagging however, the gene of interest is combined with the GFP so that
one molecule (a chimera of the two) is expressed. This means that the GFP will
only be present where the active protein is present. For example, a cell with actin
tagged GFP will indicate the subcellular localisation of actin. This type of tagging
is useful for determining the location and fate of the tagged proteins. However, GFP
will not fuse to every gene successfully as the function of the native protein can be
inhibited by the addition of an extra 27 kDa molecule on it.
GFP has also be used alongside other ﬂuorescent proteins in a Förster resonance
energy transfer (FRET) analysis which can be used to indicate if two ﬂuorescently
tagged proteins get close enough to possibly interact with each other in the cell [179].
For my experiments, I used GFP fused to the promoter of HSP70 derived from
a mouse. A promoter is a small DNA sequence typically located near the 5' region
of an expressed gene and facilitates the transcription of the gene. In this case when
the cell is induced to transcribe HSP70 (e.g. as a result of a stress event) then it
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will also, separately, transcribe a copy of GFP as well.
4.2.2.3 HSP70-GFP
The ﬁrst example in the literature of a GFP tagged HSP70 promoter was the 2000
publication titled Laser-induced gene expression in speciﬁc cells of transgenic ze-
braﬁsh [180]. In this study, the authors attempted to use a laser source to induce
the expression of GFP in vivo in a transgenic Zebraﬁsh (Danio Rerio) transfected
with a GFP tagged HSP70 promoter (also from a Zebraﬁsh) plasmid. In this pub-
lication, Halloran et al reported the success of a focused laser beam to cause the
expression of GFP within their target cell. Unfortunately, they did not publish the
details of the laser they used in their study. Speciﬁcally, they did not make known
the wavelength, the power or the beam proﬁle of the laser; however, it is well known
that lasers can be used to increase the temperature of a cell by photon absorption
(this is the principle mechanism for the therapeutic use of a CO2 laser to treat skin
cancer [181] and other skin conditions like actinic cheilitis [182]).
The next example in the literature of the use of a GFP tagged HSP70 (promoter)
is Vekris et al 2000 [183]. Their work aimed to show how artiﬁcial gene expression
could be controlled by an externally applied thermal shock. Since HSP70 is expressed
during thermal stress, and since it is possible to fuse the HSP70 promoter to other
gene, it is therefore possible to artiﬁcially induce gene expression by activating the
HSP70 stress pathway. The researchers successfully transfected rat C6 glioma cells
with their constructed plasmid (known as pHot-Green) and showed that 24 hours
after heating at 43 °C for 30 minutes, GFP is expressed (see Figure 4.2).
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Figure 4.2: GFP and hsp70 protein expression by the inducible C6 cell line after heat stress
(left) and in non-stressed conditions (right). Left: C6 cells transfected with the plasmid
pHot-Green were heat shocked at 43 °C for 30 min and observed after 24 h of recovery. (a-
c) were taken from a single cell sample. GFP characterization was performed by intrinsic
ﬂuorescence (a) or by immunolabeling (b). (c) represents the phase contrast ﬁeld of (a)
and (b). d, e and f were obtained from a second sample. (d) and (e) show the intrinsic
GFP ﬂuorescence and the immunocharacterization of the hsp70 proteins, respectively. (f)
is the corresponding phase contrast ﬁeld of (d) and (e). The bar in (f) represents 25 µm.
Right: C6 cells transfected with the plasmid pHot-green expressing no detectable levels of
the GFP and the endogenous hsp70 proteins when cultured in normal culture conditions.
(a) and (b) show the lack of intrinsic GFP ﬂuorescence and of GFP immunolabeling. (c)
is the phase contrast ﬁeld of (a) and (b). Similarly, no intrinsic GFP ﬂuorescence and
no hsp70 immunolabeling were visible in (d) and (e), respectively; (f) is the corresponding
phase contrast ﬁeld. Figure and caption reproduced in entirety from [183].
Other examples in the literature include Wippersteg et al 2002 [184] who reported
the successful transfection and heat induced expression of HSP70 promoter tagged
GFP in Schistosoma mansoni, a type of ﬂatworm. A study in 2004 used HSP70
tagged GFP (not just the promoter, this time it was the whole HSP70 gene) to
discover where HSP70 accumulates in the cell during a stress event. They showed
that when HSP70 is transcribed it accumulates mostly in the nucleus and they also
showed that HSP70 has a reduced mobility when interacting with organelles in the
cytosol [185]. Lipan et al used a GFP tagged HSP70 promoter in 2007 to study and
mathematically model the response of the cell to a heat shock. They reported the
development of a nonlinear stochastic model to explain the response of the GFP
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expression in the CHOK1 cells they were studying [186]. It was from one of the
authors on this paper, Dr Lei Haung of the Medical College of Georgia, USA, that
I obtained the plasmid that was used for my experiments.
Finally, in 2006 another publication reported the successful expression of GFP
by laser in Drosophila melanogaster transfected with GFP tagged HSP70 promoter
[187]. Fortunately this time, details of the laser source were published and they
used a wavelength of 532 nm (frequency doubled Nd:YVO4) with a continuous wave
power of 25 mW and a beam diameter of 2.41 mm. After exposing the wings of their
transgenic ﬂies to the laser for about 20 minutes they observed the ﬂuorescent signal
of GFP after 16 hours incubation. This shows that direct spatial and temporal
control of artiﬁcial gene expression is possible using the HSP70 promoter. This
implied that the lasers used for my experiments might also be capable of triggering
a HSP70 response, especially since this group reported that a very low power density
of ∼ 10 W · cm−2 was required (the power density in neuron growth experiments is
∼ 106 W · cm−2).
4.2.2.4 Plasmid construction and transfection
The plasmid used for my experiments was a generous gift from Dr Huang and is the
same one used in Lipan et al 2007 [186]. Figure 4.3 is a diagram made from the
relevant information on the plasmid extracted from their publication.
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Figure 4.3: A 5.3-kilobase strand of DNA containing promoter and 5'-untranslated region
of the mouse hsp70.1 gene was subcloned from a lambda phage clone carrying an hsp70.1
gene identiﬁed by genomic library screening (Stratagene) using a human hsp70.1 cDNA as
a probe. A cDNA coding for the GFP with a polyA signal from SV40 large T antigen gene
was engineered to fuse to the start codon (ATG) of the hsp70.1 gene. The chimera gene
was inserted into a pSP72 vector containing a hygromycin resistance gene in order to select
for stable transfectants. Caption reproduced from [186].
The plasmid contains HSP70 promoter tagged GFP and also a hygromycin re-
sistance gene for selection purposes. The plasmid ampliﬁcation and puriﬁcation was
carried out by my colleague Dr Lissa Rocha Herron who transformed DH5α cells
and then using this strain of bacteria used a QIAprep Spin Miniprep Kit according
to manufacturer's instructions. This yielded approximately 100 mL of DNA at a
concentration of 0.22 mg/mL.
I then transfected NG108's using a commercially available lipoplex transfection
reagent called GeneJammer (Stratagene). In order to select for stable transfectants,
the cell line was cultured in the presence of 0.5 mg/mL Hygromycin B (Invitrogen)
72 hours after transfection. This led to wide spread cell death but left, as expected,
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a few cells which had integrated the plasmid into their genome. 48 hours later the
cells were plated onto a 96 well plate so that on average only one cell would be in
each well. This well plate was then ﬂuorescently imaged to see if any cells were
exhibiting a GFP signal. The well plate was then heat shocked at 42 °C for 35
minutes and imaged again 48 hours later. The cell that exhibited no signal before
the heat shock and consequently the brightest signal post heat shock was selected
and expanded by further cell culture. A large supply of the stably transfected cell
line (now referred to as NG-108(pHSP70-GFP)) was cryopreserved to ensure a ready
supply for any future experimentation.
4.2.3 Experimental procedure
The aim of this experiment was to determine whether a laser beam with properties
(power, wavelength etc) similar to those used for optically guided neuronal growth,
would cause suﬃcient heat or stress on a target cell to activate that cells defenses
against stress. The stress indicator being used in this experiment was the GFP
tagged HSP70 promoter, such that if a cell reached a point of stress suﬃcient to
express HSP70, it would also express GFP.
In an experiment of this nature it is vital to have proper negative and positive
controls as well as a carefully deﬁned procedure.
4.2.3.1 Controls
Since we know from the literature that HSP70 will express in mammalian cells at
exposure to temperatures greater than 42 °C, then we should expect to see GFP
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expression in the transgenic cells exposed to this stress factor. Of course, continual
exposure to 42 °C will kill the cells and too low an exposure may not produce
enough GFP and so an exposure time of ∼ 30 minutes is the recommended time in
the literature for similar experiments [114117]. Through a few basic experiments
done before beginning the data collection I found that an exposure to a temperature
of 45 °C for a time of 35 minutes produced the largest GFP response. Exposing cells
to these conditions would be the positive control for these experiments.
The NG108 (pHSP70-GFP) cells were grown in an incubator as described in
Chapter 2 and plated out onto 35 mm glass petri dishes at least 12 hours before
experimentation. Three of these petri dishes were then placed in large petri dish
which would then be hermetically sealed with Nescoﬁlm (Alfresa Pharma, Osaka)
to maintain a 5% CO2 atmosphere (and thus pH balance). This large petri dish was
then be placed in an oven preheated to 45 °C for a period of 35 minutes after which
time the dish would be placed back in the incubator with the Nescoﬁlm removed.
After a further period of 48 hours these cells would then be examined in a microscope
under the illumination of a mercury (Hg) lamp using a B-2A ﬁlter (Nikon).
For the negative control, NG108 (pHSP70-GFP) cells were prepared in an iden-
tical way to the positive control but the sealed large petri dish was then left in the
incubator for 35 minutes after which time the Nescoﬁlm was removed. Cells were
then viewed under Hg illumination after 48 hours.
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4.2.3.2 Main experiment
For the main experiment, NG108(pHSP70-GFP) cells were prepared identically to
those for the controls except that the seeding density was lower so as to produce
samples with suﬃciently isolated single cells. After being plated out on to the 35
mm glass bottomed petri dish, it was then hermetically sealed with Nescoﬁlm and
placed onto the heated microscope stage setup as described in Chapters 2 and 3.
Here, the cells could be kept in incubator-like conditions for long periods of time
although for these experiments the cells were only on the stage for 35 minutes to
keep the procedure as close to that for the controls as possible and because this
was a typical exposure time for a laser guidance experiment. Though several cells
were present on each petri dish at a time only one cell was experimented on per
dish. A cell was chosen for experimentation if it looked healthy and was suﬃciently
separated from other cells (deﬁned as roughly two ﬁelds of view in any direction) so
it could be identiﬁed again 48 hours later for the ﬂuorescent imaging. The location
of the cell was marked manually using a diamond tipped drill bit to etch a mark on
the bottom of the petri dish. This allowed me to be sure that any cell found in the
marked region after 24 hours was either the original cell or a daughter or it.
Once on the stage, I simulated a typical neuronal growth experiment by irradi-
ating an edge of an NG108 with a 100 mW 1.5 mm diameter Gaussian beam from
a 1070 nm Ytterbium ﬁbre laser for a period of 35 minutes. The laser power used
for neuron growth experiments from the literature vary from 8 mW [117] to 120
mW [114, 116]. 100 mW was chosen because of the previous literature and to max-
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imise the possibility of a heat shock response. The NG108(pHSP70-GFP) cells were
then examined 48 hours later for any increase in GFP expression.
4.2.4 Results
Shown in Figure 4.4 are examples of a typical positive control. As can be seen ap-
proximately 20% of the cells are showing GFP expression. It is also worth noticing
the amount of cells which are dead and not showing GFP expression. This demon-
strates that the heat shocking control can be fatal. Also shown in Figure 4.4 are
examples of a typical negative control which show no detectable GFP expression
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Figure 4.4: Top two images: Typical results of postive control. On the left is the ﬂuo-
rescent image produced by the GFP in the cells, on the right is a phase contrast image of
the same sample without Hg illumination. In both cases, approximately 20% of the NG-
108(pHSP70-GFP) are exhibiting a GFP response. Both samples also contain several dead
cells. Bottom two images: Example results of the negative control. On the left is the image
taken under ﬂuorescent illumination, on the right is a phase contrast image of the same
sample without ﬂuorescent illumination. As can be seen, there is no detectable GFP signal
from the NG-108(pHSP70-GFP).
The results of the main experiment were also negative for the induction of GFP
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expression. The experiment was repeated 28 times and no ﬂuorescent signal was
observed in cells that had been exposed to 100 mW of laser radiation for 35 minutes.
The results are tabulated in Table 4.2. and shown in Figure 4.5 are a few examples
showing this result. If the cells were being heat shocked then we would expect
approximately 20% of the 28 cells to be ﬂuorescent.
Experiment number GFP signal Experiment number GFP signal
#1 None #15 None
#2 None #16 None
#3 None #17 None
#4 None #18 None
#5 None #19 None
#6 None #20 None
#7 None #21 None
#8 None #22 None
#9 None #23 None
#10 None #24 None
#11 None #25 None
#12 None #26 None
#13 None #27 None
#14 None #28 None
Table 4.2: Results of exposing NG-108(pHSP70-GFP) to 100 mW of laser radiation for
35 minutes. After 48 hours no GFP signal was seen in contrast to the positive control.
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Figure 4.5: Three examples of main experimental results. The left pane shows is an image
of the right pane under ﬂuorescent illumination. As can be seen there is no detectable GFP
signal. The right pane shows the same as the left pane under brightﬁeld illumination. In
some instances there are two NG-108(pHSP70-GFP) cells visible, this is attributed to cell
division of the single cell that was experimented on. The fact that they are dividing can
also be used as a measure of how unharmful the laser radiation we are using is.
As Figure 4.5 clearly shows, there is no increase in GFP signal in NG-108(pHSP70-
GFP) after being exposed to laser radiation of power and duration typically used in
optically guided neuronal growth experiments.
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4.2.5 Conclusion and discussion of heat shock experiments
These experiments indicate that HSP70 expression is not being induced during the
neuronal growth experiments under irradiation from a typical laser source.
This study would at ﬁrst seem to contradict the research done by Ramos et
al [187] who showed that a laser of low power could stimulate cells to elicit a heat
shock response. However, some crucial diﬀerences between this experiment and their
work needs to be highlighted. Firstly, they are using a wavelength (532 nm) which
has a stronger absorption in organic material (See Chapter 1.3.2 for a discussion on
laser wavelengths and biological viability). They also performed the experiments
in vivo and as such they had multiple layers of cells (as opposed to a monolayer)
so that any light that isn't absorbed by the ﬁrst layer of cells will be absorbed by
consecutive ones. They also performed the experiments on Drosophila melanogaster
which expresses HSP70 at 37 °C whereas mammalian cells express HSP70 at 42 °C.
My results indicate for the ﬁrst time that HSP70 is not up-regulated during
a laser guidance experiments and this study is only the second ever experiment
to determine whether or not heating eﬀects are responsible for (or play a part in)
optically guided neuronal growth (the previous study being Stevenson et al 2006 [117]
which is discussed in chapter 1.5.3). This study clearly shows that cells under
laser irradiation, of powers typically used in experiments, are not being stressed
suﬃciently enough (if at all) to trigger an up-regulation of HSP70 which strongly
suggests that HSP70 is not involved in the mechanism for optically guided neuronal
growth. While this study cannot completely rule out the possibility of any thermal
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eﬀects being involved in optically guided neuronal growth, it at least puts an upper
bound on how high the amount of heating is, i.e. less than the minimum to trigger
an HSP70 response which, in mammalian cells, is equivalent to a temperature less
than 42 °C. This result is in agreement with the previous study which only reported
a temperature of ∼1-3 °C [117] (discussed in Chapter 1.5.3).
This study is also the ﬁrst attempt to directly measure whether or not a laser
typically used for optical tweezing could illicit a stress response in a cell. Whilst
only HSP70 was tested here it is possible that another stress pathway is being
activated. A more comprehensive study using other transgenic cell lines could be
used to investigate other stress pathways and the possible stress eﬀects of other
laser-cell interactions in the ﬁeld of biophotonics such as photoporation or caged
compound experiments.
4.3 Chemical pathway inhibition
4.3.1 Introduction
In this section, I will detail my investigations into optically guided neuron growth by
inhibiting certain key pathways in the cell. As previously discussed in chapter 1, the
cell is controlled by complex sequences of chemical events that begin with a stimuli
and end in a response. For example, in the previous section I investigated one of
the heat shock pathways which is activated by the cell after being heated (stimuli)
and then, via a chemical pathway, produces a heat shock protein(s) to protect itself
(response). The growth cone is responsive to many chemical stimuli that result in
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changes to the cytoskeleton e.g. Netrin, laminin etc (see chapter 1.4.3.1). This
is made possible by the existence of a chemical pathway in the growth cone that
controls the cytoskeleton (e.g. actin polymerisation/depolymerisation) in response
to the presence of a chemical input. If, as I suggested in Chapter 2, the primary
mechanism for optically guided neuronal growth is the alignment of ﬁlopodia due
to optical trapping, and not due to any interference with chemical pathways, then
it follows that if certain pathways responsible for the production of actin ﬁlaments
at the leading edge (and thus ﬁlopodial outgrowth) were inhibited then the laser
should be incapable of guiding the neuron.
The experiments described in this section show that when under laser irradiation,
active growth cones still collapse when certain proteins are inhibited. This suggests
that the presence of the laser is not interfering in the normal operation of the chemi-
cal machinery of the cell as has been suggested in previous literature [114,117]. Two
inhibitors were chosen for experimentation and they were LY294002 and UO126
which inhibit phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K) and mitogen-activated protein
kinase kinase (MEK1) respectively. The result of using these two protein inhibitors
was as expected, ﬁlopodia production was crippled and in many cases the growth
cone collapsed entirely. This was despite the presence of a laser spot used to initi-
ate guided growth, which suggests that indeed, the phenomenon of optically guided
neuronal growth can only work when those chemical pathways are working.
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4.3.2 Introduction to chemical pathways
I include here a brief overview of the chemical pathways with emphasis on those
relevant to the experiments described in this chapter. The chemical pathways that
exist in a cell are collectively called the metabolic network. A metabolic network
is the complete set of metabolic and physical processes that determine the physio-
logical and biochemical properties of a cell. As such, these networks comprise the
chemical reactions of metabolism as well as the regulatory interactions that guide
these reactions. Metabolic pathways are responsible for every chemical process in
a cell such as anaerobic respiration, glycolysis, oxidative phosphorylation and the
krebs and urea cycles.
With the sequencing of complete genomes now available, it is possible to re-
construct the network of biochemical reactions in many diﬀerent organisms, from
bacteria to humans. Indeed, several of these networks have been published and are
available online such as the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG,
http://www.genome.jp/).
4.3.2.1 The mitogen-activated protein kinases
Mitogen-activated protein kinases (aka MAPK's, MAP kinases or ERK kinases,
referred to from here on as MAPK's) are a family of proteins that respond to ex-
tracellular stimuli (e.g. mitogens, heat shock, growth factors) and regulate various
cellular activities, such as gene expression, mitosis, diﬀerentiation, proliferation, and
apoptosis [188]. They exhibit a large degree of homology across all Eukaryotic life
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and are of particular importance to axon growth and generation [189191].
The pathway for MAP kinases is complex and Figure 4.6 shows a diagram of
some of the paths that have been identiﬁed to date in vertebrates. The MAPK
pathway is responsible for coupling intracellular responses (such as the growth of
the cytoskeleton [154, 155]) to the detection of various growth factors at the cell
membrane such as Nerve Growth Factor (NGF) and Netrin-1 [192]. Inhibition of
certain MAP kinases has been shown to aﬀect cell growth and proliferation [193,
194]. For example, Pang et al showed that inhibiting MAP kinase kinase (aka
MEK1/MAP2K referred to from here onwards as MEK1) in PC-12 cells using the
inhibitor PD98059, rendered them unable to diﬀerentiate in the presence of NGF
[194]. Ming et al showed in 2002 that inhibition of this same protein using PD98059
and UO126 on Xenopus spinal neurons led to them being unable to react to the
presence of Netrin-1 (a common guidance cue, see Chapter 1.4.3.2) [195]. This is
because the receptor Netrin-1 activates (DCC) in turn activates RAC1 (Ras-related
C3 botulinum toxin substrate 1) which goes on to activate MEK1. With inhibition
of MEK1 the cell becomes insensitive to Netrin-1. In 2000, Sjögreen et al also showed
that inhibition of MEK1 using PD98059 blocks axonal outgrowth on mouse dorsal
root ganglia (DRG) cells [196]. These studies show that inhibition of the MEK1
blocks the growth cone from developing and another study has shown that it causes
the growth cone to collapse entirely [197].
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4.3.2.2 Phosphatidylinositol 3-kinases
Phosphatidylinositol 3-kinases (PI 3-kinases) are a family of proteins involved in sev-
eral vital cellular functions such as growth, motility, diﬀerentiation and apoptosis.
PI3K's are instrumental in several metabolic pathways including phosphatidylinos-
itol signalling, neurotrophin signalling, focal adhesion and actin cytoskeleton reg-
ulation. Their involvement in these last two pathways mean they play important
roles in the growth and migration of neuronal cells [156]. PI3K is also indirectly
connected to MEK1 via RAC (RAC1) as shown in the pathway diagram in Figure
4.7 and continuing in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6: Diagram of identiﬁed MAP kinase pathways. Diagram shows nuclear and
cell membranes and associated transmembrane proteins. Of particular interest is the
MAPK/ERK pathway that is responsible for the cell responding to growth factors. A good
example of this is the pathway associated with Nerve Growth Factor (NGF) which aﬀects cell
growth and proliferation. NGF is important for neuron survival [198]. Image reproduced
from KEGG (http://www.genome.jp). Highlighted in red circles are MEK1 and RAC1.
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Figure 4.7: Diagram of protein interactions that regulate the actin cytoskeleton.
MEK1, PI3K and RAC1 are highlighted with red circles. Image reproduced from KEGG
(http://www.genome.jp).
Inhibition of PI3K in neuronal cells has been shown to arrest the expansion of
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the membrane at neuronal growth cones [199]. A subunit of PI3K has also been
linked to actin formation via interaction with the CDC42 protein [200]. Inhibition
of PI3K with LY294002 has been shown to result in growth cone collapse [201]. From
the literature, it is obvious that the MEK1 and PI3K pathways are prerequisite for
growth cone development and when they are inhibited, growths cones are adversely
aﬀected and even collapse. For these reasons it was interesting to know that under
these conditions if the growth cones would still collapse whilst in the presence of
a laser designed to guide it. If, as the model in chapter 2 supposes, the existence
of extending ﬁlopodia are necessary for guided growth to take place then in the
presence of these inhibitors guided growth should not be possible. However, if the
laser is aﬀecting the biochemistry of the cell then it's plausible that the inhibitors
may not be eﬀective and guided growth may still occur.
PI3K and MEK1 protein were inhibited under experimentation by the com-
pounds LY294002 and UO126 respectively.
4.3.3 Inhibitors used
4.3.3.1 UO126
UO126 is a highly selective inhibitor of MEK1 and MEK2 with an IC50 of 72
nM for MEK1 and 58 nM for MEK2. A diagram of UO126 is shown in Figure
4.8. For my experiments I used UO126 purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (product
code U120-5MG) which has the chemical formula 1,4-Diamino-2,3-dicyano-1,4-bis(o-
aminophenylmercapto)butadiene monoethanolate or C18H16N6S2 · C2H5OH and a
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molecular weight of 426.56 g/mol [202]. This inhibitor was made soluble using 100%
dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) and stored at 2 oC for no more than one month.
Figure 4.8: Molecular structure of UO126.
4.3.3.2 LY294002
LY294002 is an inhibitor of phosphatidylinositol 3-kinases (PI3K/PI 3-kinases) with
an IC50 of 1.4 mM. A diagram of LY294002 is shown in Figure 4.9. For my exper-
iments I used LY294002 purchased from Calbiochem (product code 440202-5MG)
which has the chemical formula 2-(4-Morpholinyl)-8-phenyl-4H-1-benzopyran-4-one
C19H17NO3 and a molecular weight of 307.4 g/mol [203]. This inhibitor was made
into solution using H2O (>5 MW ionic purity) and stored at -20 oC for no more than
four months.
Figure 4.9: Molecular structure of LY294002.
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4.3.4 Experimental procedure and results
The procedure for this experiment was to expose neurons to key protein inhibitors
whilst under the irradiation of a laser for guiding growth cones and then observe if
the laser could still guide the growth cone. The experimental setup was as described
in chapter 3 and is shown in Figure 3.5.
The key diﬀerence about this new setup was the procedure of adding a chemical
mid-way through an experiment. All my other experiments have been performed
using sealed modiﬁed Carrel ﬂasks (see Figure 2.1) to maintain sterility and the
pH balance. To maintain these conditions whilst also allowing for the addition of a
small volume of liquid proved to be a technical challenge.
The Carrel ﬂask that I had assisted my colleague Dr David Stevenson in designing
was modiﬁed to allow the exchange of ﬂuids between the main sample chamber and
an attached syringe. This was made possible by the addition of two holes drilled
into the cap that allowed the attachment of plastic tubes that could be attached to
a syringe. The tubes could be closed by use of a plastic peg. A photograph of this
device is shown in Figure 4.10. This innovative design was published in Microscopy
and Analysis [121].
Using this modiﬁcation, an inhibitor could be added whilst the sample chamber
was on the heated microscope stage with minimum disruption and with sterility
maintained.
The experimental procedure was as follows: ﬁrst, a suitable growth cone was
located. Suitable was deﬁned as a growth cone that was actively growing for more
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Figure 4.10: Photograph of the modiﬁed Carrel ﬂask with chemical injection system at-
tached. The ﬂask is as shown in Figure 2.1 but with a modiﬁed cap attached. This cap
has two holes drilled in it as can be seen on the top down view of one in the picture above.
Plastic tubing is fed through these holes and sealed with epoxy-resin to produce an air-tight
seal. One of these tubes is connected to a syringe with a chemical preloaded in it. The other
tube is used as an exhaust so that the pressure in the sample chamber remains constant.
The plastic peg is removed only during the injection and is replaced immediately afterward
forming an air-tight seal.
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than 10 minutes (as previously described in chapter 2.2.2). The laser spot would
then be applied to the leading edge of the growth cone. This would be maintained
for a few minutes to make sure the growth cone did not collapse, only then would
the inhibitor be added. This was done by unfastening the plastic peg in Figure 4.10
and closing the syringe gently until all of the liquid was in the sample chamber. The
peg was then immediately fastened and the experiment would continue as normal
(see chapter 2.2.2).
The inhibitor was stored in 2 ml of cell media in the syringe which, when added
to the sample chamber, brought the concentration of the total volume to that desired
by the experiment. For example, for a ﬁnal LY294002 concentration of 3 mM in the
sample chamber, 2.14 mL of stock (concentration 7 mM) would be added to 2 mL
cell media and loaded into the syringe. This would then be injected into the sample
chamber which already contained 3 mL of media (bringing the total volume to 5
mL) giving a ﬁnal concentration of 3 mM (twice the IC50 [204]).
The concentrations chosen for use were derived from examples used in the liter-
ature. The IC50 of LY294002 is 1.4 mM [204] and similar levels of this concentration
have been used in previous experiments in blocking PI3K [205, 206]. A concentra-
tion of 3 mM was also chosen for experimentation on because of previous usage in
the literature [207, 208]. It was observed that these concentrations were more than
suﬃcient to severely impair the ability of the NG-108 cell line to grow and higher
concentrations were not used.
The reported IC50 of UO126 is 72 nm for MEK1 and 58 nm for MEK2 [209]. 60
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nm was chosen for use so as to be close to both IC50 levels and because of usage in
the literature [210, 211]. The concentration of 10 mM was also used because of the
previous usage in the literature [212215] and concentrations of 120 nm and 1.2 mM
were also used so as provide a range between 60 nm and 10 mM. Since an eﬀect was
clearly observable for these experiments no higher concentrations were used.
As in the previous section, appropriate controls were necessary to make sure the
eﬀect being observed was attributable to the inhibitor compounds. The negative
control involved performing optically guided neuron growth and injecting a placebo
(2 mL of cell media without inhibitor) from the syringe into the sample chamber.
The positive control was done by observing the cells growing without the presence of
a laser and then injecting the inhibitor. As expected, in controls with the inhibitor
cell growth was adversely aﬀected and in controls without inhibitor there was no
observable change.
4.3.4.1 Results
The eﬀect of adding either inhibitor at concentrations equal to or greater than the
IC50 was a visible reduction in the outgrowth of ﬁlopodia and often a complete
collapse of the growth cone regardless of the presence of the laser.
In 12 experiments, addition of LY294002 caused the active growth cone to stall
and sometime collapse entirely. UO126 showed the same result in 8 experiments.
Shown in Table 4.3 is the collated results of these experiments and shown in Figure
4.11 is an example sequence of the eﬀects of adding LY294002 or UO126 to NG-108
cells in the presence of a laser.
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Inhibitor Concentration Growth cone stall?
LY294002 1.4 mM Yes
1.4 mM Yes
1.4 mM Yes
1.4 mM Yes
1.4 mM Yes
1.4 mM Yes
3 mM Yes
3 mM Yes
3 mM Yes
3 mM Yes
3 mM Yes
3 mM Yes
UO126 60 nM Yes
60 nM Yes
60 nM Yes
60 nM Yes
120 nM Yes
1.2 mM Yes
10 mM Yes
10 mM Yes
Table 4.3: Collated results of inhibitor experiments.
Positive controls showed the same behaviour at similar concentrations and at
higher concentrations, and neurite growth was inhibited within a shortened timespan
and their was a higher occurence of full neurite retraction. Shown in Figure 4.12
is an example of inhibitor addition without the presence of a laser at the same
concentrations as those shown in Figure 4.11.
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Figure 4.11: Example of results of inhibitor addition. Images progress from top to bot-
tom, the number represents the time in minutes. The inhibitors were added in the second
frame of each sequence. Left: LY294002 at a concentration 3 mM. Right: UO126 at a
concentration 60 nM. Scale bar is 10 mm. A video of these experiments is included in the
CD accompanying this thesis.
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Figure 4.12: Eﬀect of adding inhibitor without laser. Images progress from top to bot-
tom, the number represents the time in minutes. The inhibitors were added in the second
frame of each sequence. Left: LY294002 at a concentration of 3 mM. Right: UO126 at a
concentration of 60 nM. Scale bar is 10 mm.
As can be seen in Figure 4.11, the developing growth cones are observably re-
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tarded and collapse entirely once the inhibitor had been added. The same result is
also seen in the absence of the laser in Figure 4.12.
4.3.5 Conclusion and discussion of protein inhibition experi-
ments
These results conﬁrm that the presence of a laser beam of the sort used for optical
guidance experiments does not prevent growth cone collapse and retraction due to
the addition of chemical inhibitors LY294002 and UO126.
My results here are in keeping with the results of previous studies done on growth
cones using these inhibitors. In particular, the work of Chadborn et al [201] and
Laurino et al [199] who showed that inhibition of PI3K with LY294002 led to growth
cone collapse at similar concentrations. The results of inhibiting of MEK1 also
echoes the work of Atwal et al [197] and Sjögreen et al [196] who showed that
growth cone development is adversely aﬀected and can collapse entirely.
Initially, I had chosen PD98059 for inhibition of MEK1 since it is more estab-
lished in the literature. However after several preliminary experiments it was dis-
covered that the concentration of DMSO required to dissolve PD98059 proved to be
suﬃcient to adversely aﬀect the NG-108 growth cones. Because of this it could not
be determined if the growth cones were collapsing due to the inhibition of MEK1 or
the presence of DMSO. UO126 is also soluble in DMSO but much more readily and
so the amount of DMSO being added to the sample was much less than what was
needed to observe an adverse reaction.
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The aim of this experiment was to eliminate a possible chemical pathway that
was possibly being aﬀected by the presence of the laser beam. The results show that
the laser is not adversely aﬀecting these pathways to the point where their inhibition
does not preclude growth cone development. These experiments are further evidence
that the mechanism for optically guided neuronal growth is not due to the laser
interfering with the cellular machinery of the cell. The choice to inhibit MEK1 and
PI3K was because of their demonstration in the literature to be necessary for growth
cone development and that inhibition of these proteins did not lead to cell death.
There are many other proteins that could also be studied in this way (far too many
to list them all) for example cAMP-dependent protein kinase A (PKA) which when
inhibited has also been shown to retard growth cone development [216]. Another
example for a protien worthy of investigation would be Cell division control protein
42 homolog (CDC42). This is another protein important to nerve growth which has
been shown to aﬀect the proliferation of PC-12 neurite cells via interaction with
NGF [217] (see Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7 for more potential examples).
The original model proposed by Ehrlicher et al suggested that individual actin
monomers were being pooled by the optical potential well of the laser. Ehrlicher
et al also suggested that perhaps other cytosolic proteins were being pooled in this
manner and that this was a possible cause for optically guided neuronal growth, even
though their own mathematical calculations predicted very weak forces (see Chapter
2.3.1). If the lasers used are too weak to pull actin monomers then it suggests they
are also too weak to be pooling other cytosolic proteins. Indeed, only microstructures
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such as ﬁlopodia are large enough to experience a strong enough optical force to be
aﬀected (see Chapter 2.3.2). If the laser is not pooling these cytosolic proteins then
perhaps they are aﬀecting them in other ways such as altering them photochemically.
Though this would seem to be in contrast to the work of Neuman et al [45] who
conducted experiments on the sensitivity of cells to laser wavelengths and reported
relatively lower sensitivities (as measured by LD50 and cloning eﬃciency) for the
wavelength used in my experiments (1070 nm) compared to other wavelengths in
the NIR range (790-1100 nm).
Taken together, these considerations strongly suggest that further experiments
into inhibiting other proteins involved in growth cone dynamics will not result in
any unexpected observations due to the presence of the laser.
Chapter 5
Conclusions and discussion
This thesis began with a brief introduction to optical trapping and it's application
to the growing ﬁeld of Biophotonics and a review of selected publications in this
area. This also included a discussion on the considerations of laser wavelength to
the viability of cells and a discussion of laser sources appropriate for biological use.
A brief introduction to the biological cell was also included here with speciﬁc in-
terest paid to the cytoskeleton and actin treadmilling. Because of their importance
to the work in this thesis, particular emphasis was paid to a discussion of neuronal
cells and included the role of the cytoskeleton and action potentials in their develop-
ment. Finally, a discussion of key publications on optically guided neuronal growth
completed the introduction chapter to this thesis. These publications included the
original work by Ehrlicher et al in 2002 [114] which was to form the foundation of
the mathematical model of ﬁlopodia in an optical potential well explored in Chap-
ter 2 of this thesis and the work of Mohanty et al in 2005 [116] which inspired our
investigation of beam shape on neuronal growth.
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Chapter 2 detailed my experiments into line optical tweezers on neuron growth.
As mentioned, the motivation for this study came from the work of Mohanty et al
who in 2005 reported a bias in the ability of line tweezers to guide growth cones
depending on the line proﬁle [116]. They attributed this bias to a proposed model
of actin ﬂow that involved the line proﬁle acting as a `sling-shot' and propelling
actin monomers out of the optical potential well. This meant that the ﬂow of actin
could be directed by the laser as opposed to just being attracted to the laser as
per Ehrlicher et al's explanation [114]. This implied that if actin could be directed
towards the leading edge by a certain orientation of line proﬁle, then presumably
actin could also be directed away from the leading edge by reversing the beam.
My experiments directly compared the ability of three diﬀerent line conﬁgurations
(forward bias, reverse bias and symmetrical see Chapter 2.2.1 and Figure 2.3 for an
explanation of these conﬁgurations) to guide the growth cones of the NG-108 cell
line and found that they all achieved similar rates of success including turning angle
and increase in growth rate (Table 2.1). This was in contrast to the results and
conclusions of Mohanty et al who stated that only a forward biased line proﬁle was
capable of guiding growth cones.
The results of my experiments led to the formation of a new model of how actin
behaves in an optical ﬁeld. Working with my colleague Dr Michael Mazilu, a model
of actin as a Rayleigh regime dielectric sphere (which was used by Ehrlicher et
al before us in 2002 [114]) was expanded upon to model F-actin as a ﬁlament of
these spheres. A mathematical description of a ﬁlopodia was then constructed using
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information on their composition and structure from the literature. This ﬁlopodia
was then modelled as a rod ﬁxed at one end and free to rotate in the optical ﬁeld of a
Gaussian and a line proﬁle laser beam. The result of these calculations suggest that
ﬁlopodia experience an signiﬁcant optical force orientating them towards the beam
centre that is strong enough to optically trap them. This new approach strongly
suggests that it is the ﬁlopodia and not the actin monomers that are the principle
biological component involved in optically guided neuronal growth.
In Chapter 3 I described my technical eﬀorts to automate the process of optically
guided neuron growth using a computer controlled spatial light modulator. This
chapter included background science on spatial light modulators as well as a review
of their use in selected Biophotonics literature. Previously, acousto-optic deﬂectors
had been implemented with a computer program by Stuhrmann et al to automate
the process of optically guided neuronal growth [135]. For this reason I included
a comparison between these two devices with the conclusion that the spatial light
modulator allows a greater variety of beam sculpting which places it perfectly for
use in a detailed study investigating the eﬀects of several beam shapes on optically
guided neuronal growth.
I also detailed the use of LabVIEW to create a program based on the one used
by Sturhmann et al to automatically track the advancing edge of a growth cone and
use this information to automatically direct the laser spot to the appropriate area
of the cell for growth towards a user inputted target point. This chapter included
information on how the image analysis worked and a demonstration of its success in
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guiding neuronal growth cones using three diﬀerent beam conﬁgurations (Gaussian,
line and Bessel). The publication that resulted from this work reported for the ﬁrst
time the use of a Bessel beam to optically guide neuronal growth cones. The Bessel
beam is interesting because of its long working distance which makes it an ideal
candidate for any in vivo experiments where depth control may be an issue. The
automatic platform developed here paves the way for a comprehensive study into
optically guided neuronal growth that could investigate any arbitrary beam shape
as well as provide a consistent setup free from operator bias for other experiments
into optically guided neuronal growth. The tracking software itself may also ﬁnd
use in other ﬁelds of biophotonics where precise and consistent information about a
cell's shape or movements are required.
In Chapter 4 I discussed experiments I carried out into the possible biological
components of optically guided neuronal growth. Whereas previous chapters had
primarily dealt with the physics of optical trapping, this chapter involved the use
of heat shock proteins and protein inhibitors and was divided into two sections.
The ﬁrst section dealt with my experiments into the use of a HSP70-GFP chimera
gene as an indicator of stress in the NG-108 cell line. This section included a
review of the relevant biochemistry including the heat shock family of proteins with
particular emphasis on HSP70. HSP70 was chosen for experimentation because, of
all the other HSP's, HSP70 is only expressed during stress. A brief introduction to
green ﬂuorescent protein was also included because of its use in these experiments.
Particular attention was paid to previous use of the HSP70-GFP chimera gene in
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the literature. Groups involved in laser driven gene activation have suggested the
use of HSP70 as the trigger and have been experimenting on HSP70-GFP in eﬀorts
towards this [180,187]. For my experiments I used a gene that combined GFP to the
promoter region of HSP70 that had previously been used to model the heat shock
response of CHO cells [186]. This gene was successfully inserted into a stable cell
line of NG108's that were used for experimentation. Using appropriate controls I
reported that irradiation from a laser of typical power and wavelength used in similar
experiments was incapable of eliciting a stress response from the HSP70 pathway.
This is in agreement with previous studies which reported that the temperature rise
due to an IR laser is on the order of ∼1-3 °C [119, 151] which is not enough to
trigger a heat shock response. The results of this experiment suggest that HSP70 is
not being expressed during a typical growth experiment and is thus not involved in
the mechanism. It also suggests that the reason that optical guidance of neurons is
only sustainable for around 30 minutes of irradiation is not due to a heat shocking
response stopping growth. This experiment is further evidence against heating as
the primary mechanism for optically guided neuronal growth.
The second part of this chapter reported on my experiments into the use of pro-
tein inhibitors in optical guidance experiments. One of the plausible mechanisms
for optically guided neuronal growth that has been mentioned in the literature since
the beginning has been the possibility of the laser interfering with key biochem-
istry within the neuron [114, 117]. If certain pathways were inhibited in a neuron
that prevented the growth cone from growing but growth was then observed in the
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presence of an optical ﬁeld then this would suggest a new mechanism previously
unconsidered. If, on the other hand, the mechanism of ﬁlopodia aligning in the
presence of an optical ﬁeld was the dominant mechanism, then we shouldn't ex-
pect to see any optical guidance of neurons being inhibited. Two inhibitors were
chosen for experimentation, these were LY294002 and UO126. LY294002 is a PI-
3 kinase inhibitor and UO126 is a MEK1 inhibitor. These inhibitors were chosen
because they inhibit important pathways in cell growth and motility and previous
literature has demonstrated that their use can adversely aﬀect the growth of neu-
rons [194197,199201]. A range of diﬀerent concentrations of these inhibitors were
used and during experiments designed to guide neurons no guidance was observed.
Several collapses of growth cones were also observed which is consistent with pre-
vious literature [197, 199, 201]. The presence of a laser beam did not aﬀect this
behaviour and so it can be concluded the optically guided neuronal growth needs
the function of the PI-3 kinase and MEK1 pathways to operate. It must be noted
that the pathways inhibited here, though important, are only two of many within
the cell and so these experiments do not rule out the possibility of the biochemistry
reacting to the presence of the laser completely. Though the original reason for
Ehrlicher et al [114] suggesting this as a mechanism was because they reasoned that
if the laser was pooling actin monomers (as they believed) then it follows that other
cytosolic proteins may be getting aﬀected as well. However, their own calculations
suggested that optical forces on proteins of that order of size was minuscule and
insuﬃcient to trap them. If the laser is not trapping these proteins then perhaps
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they are being altered photochemically by the laser but this would contrast with
work by Neuman et al [45] and Liang et al [46] who reported on the sensitivity of
cells to diﬀerent laser wavelengths and reported low sensitivities for the wavelengths
used in neuron growth experiments.
The work presented in this thesis contributes to the growing ﬁeld of optically
guided neuronal growth. The mechanism of ﬁlopodia being optically trapped repre-
sents the best explanation to date for the behaviour of growth cones to grow towards
an IR laser spot. The model could be reﬁned and improved by including other cy-
tosolic proteins involved in ﬁlopodia in its construction as well as possibly generate
one that can work with growing and shrinking ﬁlopodia and not just static ﬁlopodia.
The use of beam shaping optics such as spatial light modulators as well as tracking
software will almost certainly increase in this ﬁeld and in Biophotonics in general.
The software and hardware used in the automatic setup described in Chapter 3 rep-
resents what could be a precursor towards increasingly complex computer controlled
biophotonic experiments and medical applications. With the ever increasing power
and decreasing costs of these devices, their capabilities grow exponentially and pow-
erful software that makes use of this advancing computing power will increasingly
be desirable for any scientiﬁc experiment. The experiments into stress pathways and
protein inhibition are also examples of the increasing interdisciplinary nature of the
ﬁeld of biophotonics. The result that lasers do not activate the HSP70 stress path-
way was a welcome one for the neuronal growth ﬁeld but it remains possible that
other experiments in biophotonics (e.g. photoporation, nanoparticle injection) are
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inadvertently triggering these stress pathways and the work presented here shows
how such possibilities can be tested.
There is great potential to the ﬁeld of medicine in this work. Spinal injuries
that result in the severing of nerves are a source of severe disability in the humans
and other mammals. The ultimate treatment for such an injury would be the re-
connection of these nerves and, while some progress has been made using scaﬀolds
and chemicals, the optical methods layed out in this thesis could yeild such a treat-
ment. The use of a laser also has the added beneﬁt of being completely sterile since
no physical contact is needed. The next stages of work in this ﬁeld must begin to
move into more clinical environments through the use of primary cells and in vivo
experiments for progress towards a practical medical tool to be made.
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Appendix
5.1 Appendix 1: Data in Table 2.1
Included here is the full set of data used to construct Table 2.1 in chapter 2.
Beam Cell reference Rate of growth Change in initial direction
conﬁguration number during guidance(mm/h) due to guidance(o)
Forward bias 4A 41 23
5A 36 29
5F 27 5
6B 56 52
9B 123 76
11F 86 15
12C 90 6
12G 63 5
Reverse Bias 19A 100 21
19J 122 5
20A 46 5
20L 66 38
10B 66 16
14J 72 19
14B 52 31
21G 100 16
Symmetric control 28A 100 25
26A 135 33
26C 53 42
24A 133 30
25A 135 40
15A 85 20
22B 136 56
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The errors in Table 2.1 are standard errors of the mean (SEM) calculated by:
SEM =
SD√
n
Where n is the sample size and SD is standard deviation given by:
SD =
√√√√ 1
n
n∑
i=1
(xi − x¯)2
Where xi is the ith element and x¯ is the mean of element x.
5.2 Appendix 2: Mathematica code
The following text is the raw Mathematica 5.2 (Wolfram) code that was used to
model the behaviour of a ﬁlopodia in an optical ﬁeld which was discussed in Chapter
2.
One period of the ﬁlament
ract = 3;
hact = 37./7;
act = \[Pi]/7.;
dact = 2.7;
act0 = 0;
pos = Drop[
Flatten[Table[{{i hact, dact Cos[act0 + i act],
dact Sin[act0 + i act]}, {(i + 1/2) hact,
dact Cos[act0 + i act + \[Pi]],
dact Sin[act0 + i act + \[Pi]]}}, {i, 0, 14}], 1], 2];
Dimensions[pos]
Show[Graphics3D[
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Table[TranslateShape[Sphere[ract, 18, 18], pos[[i]]], {i,
Length[pos]}]]];
A bundle of 25 ﬁlaments
ract = 3;
hact = 37./7;
act = \[Pi]/7.;
dact = 2.7;
act0 = 0;
pos = Flatten[
Table[{{i hact, xp + dact Cos[act0 + i act],
yp + dact Sin[act0 + i act]}, {(i + 1/2) hact,
xp + dact Cos[act0 + i act + \[Pi]],
yp + dact Sin[act0 + i act + \[Pi]]}},{i, 0, 378,
1}, {xp, -20, 20, 10}, {yp, -20, 20, 10}], 3];
Show[Graphics3D[
Table[Translateshape[Sphere[ract,18,18], pos[[i]]],
{i, Length[pos]}]]];
Torque as a function of the angle of the bundle of ﬁlaments (symmetric
line trap)
<< Graphics`MultipleListPlot`
<< Graphics`PlotField`
<< Graphics`Colors`
<< Graphics`Legend`
<< Calculus`VectorAnalysis`
SetCoordinates[Cartesian[x, y, z]];
n0 = 1.33;
n1 = 1.59;
w0x = 45.*^-6/2;
w0y = 0.5*^-6;
mu0 = 4 \[Pi] 1*^-7;
epsilon0 = 8.854187817*^-12;
lam = 1064*^-9;
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k0 = 2 \[Pi]/lam;
p0 = 0.07;
zrx = n0 k0 w0x^2/2;
zry = n0 k0 w0y^2/2;
amp = Sqrt[4*p0/\[Pi]/w0x/w0y*Sqrt[mu0/epsilon0]/n0];
u0 := amp*Exp[-I*n0*k0*(z)]*Sqrt[(I*zrx/(z + I*zrx))]
Sqrt[(I*zry/(z + I*zry))]*
Exp[-I*n0*k0*((x)^2/2/(z + I*zrx) + (y)^2/2/(z + I*zry))];
uv = {0, u0, 0};
e0 = 1/n0^2/k0^2*Grad[Div[uv]] + uv;
h0 = I/k0 Curl[uv] Sqrt[epsilon0/mu0];
e0 = {0, u0, 0};
h0 = n0 {-u0, 0, 0} Sqrt[epsilon0/mu0];
poi = 1/2 Re[Cross[e0, Conjugate[h0]]] // Chop;
aa0 = 4 \[Pi] rad^3 (n1^2 - n0^2)/(n1^2 + 2 n0^2);
aa = aa0/(1 + 2/3 I n0^3 k0^3 aa0/(4 \[Pi]));
cscat = n0^4 k0^4/6/\[Pi]*Abs[aa]^2;
cabs = n0 k0 Im[aa0];
fsc = (cscat + cabs) n0 Sqrt[epsilon0 mu0] poi;
fgr = 1/4 epsilon0 n0^2 Re[
aa] 2 Re[{e0.Conjugate[D[e0, x]], e0.Conjugate[D[e0, y]],
e0.Conjugate[D[e0, z]]}];
fray = epsilon0 n0^2/2 Re[
aa {e0.Conjugate[D[e0, x]], e0.Conjugate[D[e0, y]],
e0.Conjugate[D[e0, z]]}];
ract = 3;
hact = 37./7;
act = \[Pi]/7.;
dact = 2.7;
act0 = 0;
pos = Flatten[
Table[{{i hact, xp + dact Cos[act0 + i act],
yp + dact Sin[act0 + i act]}, {(i + 1/2) hact,
xp + dact Cos[act0 + i act + \[Pi]],
yp + dact Sin[act0 + i act + \[Pi]]}}, {i, 0, 378,
1}, {xp, -20, 20, 10}, {yp, -20, 20, 10}], 3];
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Length[pos]
ﬀr[xx0_, yy0_, zz0_, \[Alpha]_] :=
Sum[(Re[(fray)] /. {x -> xx0 + 1*^-9 xx, y -> yy0 + 1*^-9 yy,
z -> zz0 + 1*^-9 pos[[i, 3]], rad -> 1*^-9 ract}) /. {xx ->
Cos[\[Alpha]] pos[[i, 1]] - Sin[\[Alpha]] pos[[i, 2]],
yy -> Cos[\[Alpha]] pos[[i, 2]] + Sin[\[Alpha]] pos[[i, 1]]}, {i,
Length[pos]}]
tz[xx0_, yy0_, zz0_, \[Alpha]_] :=
Sum[(Cross[{x - xx0, y - yy0, 0}, Re[(fray)]][[3]] /. {x ->
xx0 + 1*^-9 xx, y -> yy0 + 1*^-9 yy,
z -> zz0 + 1*^-9 pos[[i, 3]], rad -> 1*^-9 ract}) /. {
xx -> Cos[\[Alpha]] pos[[i, 1]] - Sin[\[Alpha]] pos[[i, 2]],
yy -> Cos[\[Alpha]] pos[[i, 2]] + Sin[\[Alpha]] pos[[i, 1]]}, {i,
Length[pos]}]
ﬀr[1*^-6, 0, 0, 0]
ﬀr[1*^-6, 0, 0, \[Pi]/2]
ﬀg[xx0_, yy0_, zz0_, \[Alpha]_] :=
Sum[(Re[(fsc + fgr)] /. {x -> xx0 + 1*^-9 xx,
y -> yy0 + 1*^-9 yy, z -> zz0 + 1*^-9 pos[[i, 3]],
rad -> 1*^-9 ract}) /. {xx ->
Cos[\[Alpha]] pos[[i, 1]] - Sin[\[Alpha]] pos[[i, 2]],
yy -> Cos[\[Alpha]] pos[[i, 2]] + Sin[\[Alpha]] pos[[i, 1]]}, {i,
Length[pos]}]
ﬀg[1*^-6, 0, 0, 0]
ﬀg[1*^-6, 0, 0, \[Pi]/2]
Plot[1*^21 tz[w0x, w0y, 0, \[Alpha] Degree], {\[Alpha], 0, 360}, Frame -> True];
Torque as a function of the angle of the bundle of ﬁlaments (gaussian
beam)
<< Graphics`MultipleListPlot`
<< Graphics`PlotField`
<< Graphics`Colors`
<< Graphics`Legend`
<< Calculus`VectorAnalysis`
SetCoordinates[Cartesian[x, y, z]];
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n0 = 1.33;
n1 = 1.59;
w0x = 0.75*^-6;
w0y = 0.75*^-6;
mu0 = 4 \[Pi] 1*^-7;
epsilon0 = 8.854187817*^-12;
lam = 1064*^-9;
k0 = 2 \[Pi]/lam;
p0 = 0.02;
zrx = n0 k0 w0x^2/2;
zry = n0 k0 w0y^2/2;
amp = Sqrt[4*p0/\[Pi]/w0x/w0y*Sqrt[mu0/epsilon0]/n0];
(*I \[Omega] t*)(*I \[Omega] t*)(*I \[Omega] t*)(*I \[Omega] t*)(*I \
\[Omega] t*)(*I \[Omega] t*)(*I \[Omega] t*)(*I \[Omega] t*)(*I \
\[Omega] t*)(*I \[Omega] t*)(*I \[Omega] t*)(*I \[Omega] t*)(*I \
\[Omega] t*)(*I \[Omega] t*)(*I \[Omega] t*)(*I \[Omega] t*)(*I \
\[Omega] t*)(*I \[Omega] t*)
u0 := amp*Exp[-I*n0*k0*(z)]*Sqrt[(I*zrx/(z + I*zrx))]
Sqrt[(I*zry/(z + I*zry))]*
Exp[-I*n0*k0*((x)^2/2/(z + I*zrx) + (y)^2/2/(z + I*zry))];
uv = {0, u0, 0};
e0 = 1/n0^2/k0^2*Grad[Div[uv]] + uv;
h0 = I/k0 Curl[uv] Sqrt[epsilon0/mu0];
e0 = {0, u0, 0};
h0 = n0 {-u0, 0, 0} Sqrt[epsilon0/mu0];
poi = 1/2 Re[Cross[e0, Conjugate[h0]]] // Chop;
aa0 = 4 \[Pi] rad^3 (n1^2 - n0^2)/(n1^2 + 2 n0^2);
aa = aa0/(1 + 2/3 I n0^3 k0^3 aa0/(4 \[Pi]));
cscat = n0^4 k0^4/6/\[Pi]*Abs[aa]^2;
cabs = n0 k0 Im[aa0];
fsc = (cscat + cabs) n0 Sqrt[epsilon0 mu0] poi;
fgr = 1/4 epsilon0 n0^2 Re[
aa] 2 Re[{e0.Conjugate[D[e0, x]], e0.Conjugate[D[e0, y]],
e0.Conjugate[D[e0, z]]}];
fray = epsilon0 n0^2/2 Re[
aa {e0.Conjugate[D[e0, x]], e0.Conjugate[D[e0, y]],
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e0.Conjugate[D[e0, z]]}];
ract = 3;
hact = 37./7;
act = \[Pi]/7.;
dact = 2.7;
act0 = 0;
pos = Flatten[
Table[{{i hact, xp + dact Cos[act0 + i act],
yp + dact Sin[act0 + i act]}, {(i + 1/2) hact,
xp + dact Cos[act0 + i act + \[Pi]],
yp + dact Sin[act0 + i act + \[Pi]]}}, {i, 0, 378,
1}, {xp, -20, 20, 10}, {yp, -20, 20, 10}], 3];
Length[pos]
ﬀr[xx0_, yy0_, zz0_, \[Alpha]_] :=
Sum[(Re[(fray)] /. {x -> xx0 + 1*^-9 xx, y -> yy0 + 1*^-9 yy,
z -> zz0 + 1*^-9 pos[[i, 3]], rad -> 1*^-9 ract}) /. {xx ->
Cos[\[Alpha]] pos[[i, 1]] - Sin[\[Alpha]] pos[[i, 2]],
yy -> Cos[\[Alpha]] pos[[i, 2]] + Sin[\[Alpha]] pos[[i, 1]]}, {i,
Length[pos]}]
tz[xx0_, yy0_, zz0_, \[Alpha]_] :=
Sum[(Cross[{x - xx0, y - yy0, 0}, Re[(fray)]][[3]] /. {x ->
xx0 + 1*^-9 xx, y -> yy0 + 1*^-9 yy,
z -> zz0 + 1*^-9 pos[[i, 3]], rad -> 1*^-9 ract}) /. {
xx -> Cos[\[Alpha]] pos[[i, 1]] - Sin[\[Alpha]] pos[[i, 2]],
yy -> Cos[\[Alpha]] pos[[i, 2]] + Sin[\[Alpha]] pos[[i, 1]]}, {i,
Length[pos]}]
ﬀr[1*^-6, 0, 0, 0]
ﬀr[1*^-6, 0, 0, \[Pi]/2]
ﬀg[xx0_, yy0_, zz0_, \[Alpha]_] :=
Sum[(Re[(fsc + fgr)] /. {x -> xx0 + 1*^-9 xx,
y -> yy0 + 1*^-9 yy, z -> zz0 + 1*^-9 pos[[i, 3]],
rad -> 1*^-9 ract}) /. {xx ->
Cos[\[Alpha]] pos[[i, 1]] - Sin[\[Alpha]] pos[[i, 2]],
yy -> Cos[\[Alpha]] pos[[i, 2]] + Sin[\[Alpha]] pos[[i, 1]]}, {i,
Length[pos]}]
ﬀg[1*^-6, 0, 0, 0]
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ﬀg[1*^-6, 0, 0, \[Pi]/2]
Plot[1*^21 tz[w0x, w0y, 0, \[Alpha] Degree], {\[Alpha], 0, 360}, Frame -> True];
Filopodia equilibrium position for line trap
<< Graphics`MultipleListPlot`
<< Graphics`PlotField`
<< Graphics`Colors`
<< Graphics`Legend`
<< Calculus`VectorAnalysis`
SetCoordinates[Cartesian[x, y, z]];
n0 = 1.33;
n1 = 1.59;
w0x = 45*^-6/2;
w0y = 0.5*^-6;
mu0 = 4 \[Pi] 1*^-7;
epsilon0 = 8.854187817*^-12;
lam = 1064*^-9;
k0 = 2 \[Pi]/lam;
p0 = 0.07;
zrx = n0 k0 w0x^2/2;
zry = n0 k0 w0y^2/2;
amp = Sqrt[4*p0/\[Pi]/w0x/w0y*Sqrt[mu0/epsilon0]/n0];
u0 := amp*Exp[-I*n0*k0*(z)]*Sqrt[(I*zrx/(z + I*zrx))]
Sqrt[(I*zry/(z + I*zry))]*
Exp[-I*n0*k0*((x)^2/2/(z + I*zrx) + (y)^2/2/(z + I*zry))];
uv = {0, u0, 0};
e0 = 1/n0^2/k0^2*Grad[Div[uv]] + uv;
h0 = I/k0 Curl[uv] Sqrt[epsilon0/mu0];
e0 = {0, u0, 0};
h0 = n0 {-u0, 0, 0} Sqrt[epsilon0/mu0];
poi = 1/2 Re[Cross[e0, Conjugate[h0]]] // Chop;
aa0 = 4 \[Pi] rad^3 (n1^2 - n0^2)/(n1^2 + 2 n0^2);
aa = aa0/(1 + 2/3 I n0^3 k0^3 aa0/(4 \[Pi]));
cscat = n0^4 k0^4/6/\[Pi]*Abs[aa]^2;
cabs = n0 k0 Im[aa0];
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fsc = (cscat + cabs) n0 Sqrt[epsilon0 mu0] poi;
fgr = 1/4 epsilon0 n0^2 Re[
aa] 2 Re[{e0.Conjugate[D[e0, x]], e0.Conjugate[D[e0, y]],
e0.Conjugate[D[e0, z]]}];
fray = epsilon0 n0^2/2 Re[
aa {e0.Conjugate[D[e0, x]], e0.Conjugate[D[e0, y]],
e0.Conjugate[D[e0, z]]}];
ract = 3;
hact = 37./7;
act = \[Pi]/7.;
dact = 2.7;
act0 = 0;
pos = Flatten[
Table[{{i hact, xp + dact Cos[act0 + i act],
yp + dact Sin[act0 + i act]}, {(i + 1/2) hact,
xp + dact Cos[act0 + i act + \[Pi]],
yp + dact Sin[act0 + i act + \[Pi]]}}, {i, 0, 378,
1}, {xp, -20, 20, 10}, {yp, -20, 20, 10}], 3];
Length[pos]
ﬀr[xx0_, yy0_, zz0_, \[Alpha]_] :=
Sum[(Re[(fray)] /. {x -> xx0 + 1*^-9 xx, y -> yy0 + 1*^-9 yy,
z -> zz0 + 1*^-9 pos[[i, 3]], rad -> 1*^-9 ract}) /. {xx ->
Cos[\[Alpha]] pos[[i, 1]] - Sin[\[Alpha]] pos[[i, 2]],
yy -> Cos[\[Alpha]] pos[[i, 2]] + Sin[\[Alpha]] pos[[i, 1]]}, {i,
Length[pos]}]
tz[xx0_, yy0_, zz0_, \[Alpha]_] :=
Sum[(Cross[{x - xx0, y - yy0, 0}, Re[(fray)]][[3]] /. {x ->
xx0 + 1*^-9 xx, y -> yy0 + 1*^-9 yy,
z -> zz0 + 1*^-9 pos[[i, 3]], rad -> 1*^-9 ract}) /. {
xx -> Cos[\[Alpha]] pos[[i, 1]] - Sin[\[Alpha]] pos[[i, 2]],
yy -> Cos[\[Alpha]] pos[[i, 2]] + Sin[\[Alpha]] pos[[i, 1]]}, {i,
Length[pos]}]
ﬀr[1*^-6, 0, 0, 0]
ﬀr[1*^-6, 0, 0, \[Pi]/2]
ﬀg[xx0_, yy0_, zz0_, \[Alpha]_] :=
Sum[(Re[(fsc + fgr)] /. {x -> xx0 + 1*^-9 xx,
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y -> yy0 + 1*^-9 yy, z -> zz0 + 1*^-9 pos[[i, 3]],
rad -> 1*^-9 ract}) /. {xx ->
Cos[\[Alpha]] pos[[i, 1]] - Sin[\[Alpha]] pos[[i, 2]],
yy -> Cos[\[Alpha]] pos[[i, 2]] + Sin[\[Alpha]] pos[[i, 1]]}, {i,
Length[pos]}]
ﬀg[1*^-6, 0, 0, 0]
ﬀg[1*^-6, 0, 0, \[Pi]/2]
alpha = \[Pi];
rrr = 0.5;
rot1 =
Table[px = rrr w0x Cos[\[Tau]];
py = rrr w0y Sin[\[Tau]];
root =
FindRoot[tz[px, py, 0, \[Alpha]], {\[Alpha], alpha, 1.01 alpha}];
alpha = \[Alpha] /. root // Chop;
Print[{\[Tau]/Degree, alpha/Degree}];
{px, py, alpha}, {\[Tau], 0., 2 \[Pi], \[Pi]/30}];
ParametricPlot[{w0x Cos[\[Tau]], w0y Sin[\[Tau]]}, {\[Tau], 0,
2 \[Pi]}, AspectRatio -> Automatic,
PlotRange -> {.25 { -w0x, w0x}, 12 {-w0y, w0y}},
Epilog -> {Table[{GrayLevel[0], Point[rot1[[i, {1, 2}]]], Hue[1],
AbsoluteThickness[2],
Line[{rot1[[i, {1, 2}]],
rot1[[i, {1, 2}]] +
2*^-6 {Cos[rot1[[i, 3]]], Sin[rot1[[i, 3]]]}}]}, {i,
Length[rot1]}]}];
ContourPlot[
Abs[u0^2 /. {z -> 0, x -> 1*^-6 xx,
y -> 1*^-6 yy}], {xx, -0.15 w0x 1*^6,
0.15 w0x 1*^6}, {yy, -2 w0y 1*^6, 2 w0y 1*^6},
AspectRatio -> Automatic,
Epilog -> {Table[{Hue[.5], Point[1*^6 rot1[[i, {1, 2}]]], Hue[1],
AbsoluteThickness[3],
Line[{1*^6 rot1[[i, {1, 2}]],
1*^6 rot1[[i, {1, 2}]] +
1*^6*2*^-6 {Cos[rot1[[i, 3]]], Sin[rot1[[i, 3]]]}}]}, {i,
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Length[rot1]}]}];
Potential calculation for line proﬁle
n0 = 1.33;
n1 = 1.59;
w0x = 45*^-6/2;
w0y = 0.5*^-6;
mu0 = 4 \[Pi] 1*^-7;
epsilon0 = 8.854187817*^-12;
lam = 1064*^-9;
k0 = 2 \[Pi]/lam;
p0 = 0.07;
zrx = n0 k0 w0x^2/2;
zry = n0 k0 w0y^2/2;
amp = Sqrt[4*p0/\[Pi]/w0x/w0y*Sqrt[mu0/epsilon0]/n0];
u0 := amp*Exp[-I*n0*k0*(z)]*Sqrt[(I*zrx/(z + I*zrx))]
Sqrt[(I*zry/(z + I*zry))]*
Exp[-I*n0*k0*((x)^2/2/(z + I*zrx) + (y)^2/2/(z + I*zry))];
uv = {0, u0, 0};
e0 = 1/n0^2/k0^2*Grad[Div[uv]] + uv;
h0 = I/k0 Curl[uv] Sqrt[epsilon0/mu0];
e0 = {0, u0, 0};
h0 = n0 {-u0, 0, 0} Sqrt[epsilon0/mu0];
poi = 1/2 Re[Cross[e0, Conjugate[h0]]] // Chop;
aa0 = 4 \[Pi] rad^3 (n1^2 - n0^2)/(n1^2 + 2 n0^2);
aa = aa0/(1 + 2/3 I n0^3 k0^3 aa0/(4 \[Pi]));
cscat = n0^4 k0^4/6/\[Pi]*Abs[aa]^2;
cabs = n0 k0 Im[aa0];
fsc = (cscat + cabs) n0 Sqrt[epsilon0 mu0] poi;
fgr = 1/4 epsilon0 n0^2 Re[
aa] 2 Re[{e0.Conjugate[D[e0, x]], e0.Conjugate[D[e0, y]],
e0.Conjugate[D[e0, z]]}];
fray = epsilon0 n0^2/2 Re[
aa {e0.Conjugate[D[e0, x]], e0.Conjugate[D[e0, y]],
e0.Conjugate[D[e0, z]]}];
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ract = 3;
hact = 37./7;
act = \[Pi]/7.;
dact = 2.7;
act0 = 0;
pos = Flatten[
Table[{{i hact, xp + dact Cos[act0 + i act],
yp + dact Sin[act0 + i act]}, {(i + 1/2) hact,
xp + dact Cos[act0 + i act + \[Pi]],
yp + dact Sin[act0 + i act + \[Pi]]}}, {i, 0, 378,
1}, {xp, -20, 20, 10}, {yp, -20, 20, 10}], 3];
Length[pos]
potential = epsilon0 n0^2/2 Re[aa *(e0.Conjugate[e0])];
ppr[xx0_, yy0_, zz0_, \[Alpha]_] := Sum[(Re[(potential)]
/. {x -> xx0 + 1*^-9 xx, y -> yy0 +1*^-9 yy, z -> zz0
+ 1*^-9 pos[[i, 3]], rad -> 1*^-9 ract}) /. {xx ->
Cos[\[Alpha]] pos[[i, 1]] - Sin[\[Alpha]] pos[[i, 2]],
yy -> Cos[\[Alpha]] pos[[i, 2]] + Sin[\[Alpha]] pos[[i, 1]]}
, {i, Length[pos]}
Plot[ ppr[w0x, w0y, 0,
\[Alpha] °], {\[Alpha], 0, 360}, Frame -> True,
PlotRange -> All, BaseStyle -> {FontWeight -> "Bold",
FontSize -> 16}]
Potential calculation for Gaussian proﬁle
n0 = 1.33;
n1 = 1.59;
w0x = 0.75*^-6;
w0y = 0.75*^-6;
mu0 = 4 \[Pi] 1*^-7;
epsilon0 = 8.854187817*^-12;
lam = 1064*^-9;
k0 = 2 \[Pi]/lam;
p0 = 0.02;
zrx = n0 k0 w0x^2/2;
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zry = n0 k0 w0y^2/2;
amp = Sqrt[4*p0/\[Pi]/w0x/w0y*Sqrt[mu0/epsilon0]/n0];
u0 := amp*Exp[-I*n0*k0*(z)]*Sqrt[(I*zrx/(z + I*zrx))]
Sqrt[(I*zry/(z + I*zry))]*
Exp[-I*n0*k0*((x)^2/2/(z + I*zrx) + (y)^2/2/(z + I*zry))];
uv = {0, u0, 0};
e0 = 1/n0^2/k0^2*Grad[Div[uv]] + uv;
h0 = I/k0 Curl[uv] Sqrt[epsilon0/mu0];
e0 = {0, u0, 0};
h0 = n0 {-u0, 0, 0} Sqrt[epsilon0/mu0];
poi = 1/2 Re[Cross[e0, Conjugate[h0]]] // Chop;
aa0 = 4 \[Pi] rad^3 (n1^2 - n0^2)/(n1^2 + 2 n0^2);
aa = aa0/(1 + 2/3 I n0^3 k0^3 aa0/(4 \[Pi]));
cscat = n0^4 k0^4/6/\[Pi]*Abs[aa]^2;
cabs = n0 k0 Im[aa0];
fsc = (cscat + cabs) n0 Sqrt[epsilon0 mu0] poi;
fgr = 1/4 epsilon0 n0^2 Re[
aa] 2 Re[{e0.Conjugate[D[e0, x]], e0.Conjugate[D[e0, y]],
e0.Conjugate[D[e0, z]]}];
fray = epsilon0 n0^2/2 Re[
aa {e0.Conjugate[D[e0, x]], e0.Conjugate[D[e0, y]],
e0.Conjugate[D[e0, z]]}];
ract = 3;
hact = 37./7;
act = \[Pi]/7.;
dact = 2.7;
act0 = 0;
pos = Flatten[
Table[{{i hact, xp + dact Cos[act0 + i act],
yp + dact Sin[act0 + i act]}, {(i + 1/2) hact,
xp + dact Cos[act0 + i act + \[Pi]],
yp + dact Sin[act0 + i act + \[Pi]]}}, {i, 0, 378,
1}, {xp, -20, 20, 10}, {yp, -20, 20, 10}], 3];
Length[pos]
potential = epsilon0 n0^2/2 Re[aa *(e0.Conjugate[e0])];
ppr[xx0_, yy0_, zz0_, \[Alpha]_] := Sum[(Re[(potential)]
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/. {x -> xx0 + 1*^-9 xx, y -> yy0 +1*^-9 yy, z -> zz0
+ 1*^-9 pos[[i, 3]], rad -> 1*^-9 ract}) /. {xx ->
Cos[\[Alpha]] pos[[i, 1]] - Sin[\[Alpha]] pos[[i, 2]],
yy -> Cos[\[Alpha]] pos[[i, 2]] + Sin[\[Alpha]] pos[[i, 1]]}
, {i, Length[pos]}
Plot[ ppr[w0x, w0y, 0,
\[Alpha] °], {\[Alpha], 0, 360}, Frame -> True,
PlotRange -> All, BaseStyle -> {FontWeight -> "Bold", FontSize -> 16}]
